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1 Motivation and Aim of the Study 

Starting in the 1950s, research was conducted on the mechanical improvement of vitreous silica 

via the incorporation of carbon atoms into the glass network [7]. As a result, polymer-derived 

silicon oxycarbides (SiOC) were developed, which exhibit improved mechanical properties even 

at high temperatures, a unique crystallization resistance and excellent stability in harsh 

environments [8]. Consequently, silicon oxycarbides are potential candidates for high- 

temperature applications, for example in ceramic heaters, high-temperature reactors, 

combustion engines or as part of thermal protection systems [8, 9]. For these applications, the 

precise knowledge of the mechanical properties like hardness, elasticity and creep, but also of 

the thermal properties like thermal conductivity and thermal expansion is of paramount 

interest. In order to incorporate SiOCs in more complex structures like thermal barrier coatings, 

their intrinsic properties must be accurately assessed in the first place. 

With almost 50 years of research, silicon oxycarbides are not a new class of materials. Yet, some 

basic concepts regarding the mechanical and thermal properties still need to be unraveled. This 

circumstance is related to the variability of the SiOC system itself regarding composition 

(ranging from low carbon- to high carbon-containing samples) and microstructure (ranging 

from glass to glass ceramic). The governing parameters for these aspects are architecture, 

composition and chemical bonding of the starting polymeric precursors as well as synthesis 

parameters like temperature and atmosphere [8, 10-15]. Furthermore, the high-temperature 

stability of the final SiOC material is not only depending on its chemical composition, 

architecture of the polymeric precursor and its residual porosity [16] but as well on the chosen 

furnace (alumina and graphite furnaces yield different results) [17]. Although there is some 

information on the mechanical and thermal properties of SiOC materials published in literature, 

the comparability between the different studies is in some cases not fulfilled. Consequently, a 

systematic study on a series of samples with identical synthesis procedure and well-

characterized compositions and microstructures is lacking, however is mandatory to tap the full 

potential of the system with respect to tailoring the material properties to desired values. 

The aim of the present study is to systematically assess the mechanical and thermal properties 

of silicon oxycarbides and to obtain a fundamental understanding concerning the relationship 

between their phase composition, microstructure and properties. Therefore, a SiOC glass and a 

series of SiOC glass ceramics with varying compositions were synthesized to address the 

following objectives:  

(i) How do different microstructures, i.e. SiOC glass (SiOxCy-C) vs. glass ceramic (SiO2-

SiC-C), influence the mechanical and thermal properties of silicon oxycarbides?  



 

2  1 Motivation and Aim of the Study 

(ii) How does a varying amount of the segregated carbon phase impact the mechanical 

and thermal properties of silicon oxycarbides? 

(iii) How do varying phase assemblages in the systems SiO2-SiC-C and SiO2-SiC-C-

Lu2Si2O7 effect the mechanical and thermal properties of silicon oxycarbides? 

(iv) How does composition and prolonged exposure to high temperature affect the 

thermal stability of SiOC glass ceramics? 

In the first part of the present study, the samples are characterized in detail with respect to their 

composition and microstructure, the differences between the individual samples being 

highlighted. In the second and third part, the (thermo)mechanical and thermal properties of 

the investigated samples are discussed with special focus on the relation between the intrinsic 

properties and composition/microstructure, in order to obtain a fundamental understanding of 

the governing parameters for a precise tuning of the properties of silicon oxycarbides. 
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2 Critical Assessment of the Present Work 

2.1 State of the art 

The content of this chapter is partially published in: 

[1] C. Stabler, E. Ionescu, M. Graczyk-Zajac, I. Gonzalo-Juan, R. Riedel, Silicon oxycarbide 

glasses and glass-ceramics: "All-Rounder" materials for advanced structural and functional 

applications, Journal of the American Ceramic Society, 101(11) (2018) 4817-4856. 

2.1.1 The SiOC system – synthesis, microstructure and high-temperature behavior 

In the late 1980s, the fabrication of SiOCs synthesized from the sol-gel route started [18]. 

Typically, these sol-gel routes include the condensation and co-hydrolysis of silicon alkoxides. 

Upon choosing different organic groups, molar ratios between different silicon alkoxides and 

reaction conditions like pH value, the resulting precursor architecture and chemistry can be 

tuned precisely [8, 10, 19-21]. Additionally, several commercially available, inexpensive 

polyorganosiloxanes can be used as polymeric precursors. Furthermore, modification of the 

polymeric precursors is possible upon reaction of their functional groups (e.g. hydroxyl or 

alkoxy) with (transition) metal alkoxides, acetates and acetylacetonates in a classical wet 

chemical approach to obtain quaternary SiMOC materials [20, 22-24]. In this way, metal oxides 

[22, 24], silicates [25], silicides [26] and carbides [27] are incorporated in the final product, 

introducing/enhancing functional properties like luminescence [28, 29], magnetic behavior 

[26] or energy storage capacity [30]. 

The conversion from the precursor state to the final ceramic state (the so-called polymer-to-

ceramic transformation) is usually performed upon thermal treatment. This process includes 

crosslinking of the thermoplastic precursors forming infusible networks (100-400 °C) [31], 

subsequent various redistribution reactions between Si-O, Si-C and Si-H bonds (300-600 °C) 

[32, 33], the conversion into inorganic glasses (600-1000 °C) involving the evaporation of 

hydrocarbons and hydrogen [8, 31] and further polymerization of the glass network (800-

1000 °C) [10]. The polymer-to-ceramic transformation is finished at approximately 1000 °C as 

evidenced by almost constant weight in the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) [12, 13]. In 

addition to the establishment of the inorganic glassy network, 13C magic angle spinning nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MAS NMR) reveals the segregation of a carbon phase 

starting at 600 °C [34] that is proposed to consist of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) 

[35]. A further increase in temperature leads to linkages of several PAHs accompanied by the 

evolution of hydrogen to form so-called basic structure units (BSUs) [35] and eventually to 
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amorphous carbon [36]. However, the lateral size of this so-called segregated carbon phase is 

still very low at 800 °C, as neither Raman spectroscopy nor high-resolution transmission 

electron microscopy (HRTEM) are able to detect it [10, 37, 38]. Figure 2-1 displays a model 

structure for SiOC materials pyrolyzed between 800 and 1000 °C. 

 

Figure 2-1: Proposed structural model for SiOC materials pyrolyzed between 800 and 1000 °C (modified from [10]). 

As evidenced by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 29Si MAS NMR, SiOC glasses prepared between 

1000 to 1250 °C are fully X-ray amorphous [39, 40] and built from corner-shared mixed-bonds 

SiO4-xCx tetrahedra (SiO4, SiO3C, SiO2C2, SiOC3, SiC4), with oxygen being connected to two and 

carbon to four silicon tetrahedra [41]. These sp3-hybridized carbon atoms are generally referred 

to as network carbon. In addition to the network carbon, usually the sp2-hybridized segregated 

carbon phase is homogeneously dispersed [40, 42]. The amount of both, network and 

segregated carbon, is influenced by the polymeric precursors. For example, upon choosing the 

proper combination of alkoxysilanes in the sol-gel process, it is possible to tailor specific phase 

assemblages in the resulting SiOC glasses. Soraru et al. [21] demonstrated that molar ratios of 

triethoxysilane and methyldiethoxysilane of 1, 2 and 10 lead to SiOC glasses with (i) excess of 

carbon forming a segregated carbon phase, (ii) a “stoichiometric” composition without excess 

of carbon leading to the absence of the segregated carbon phase and (iii) an undersaturation of 

carbon leading to the presence of Si-Si bonds where consequently elemental silicon substitutes 

the segregated carbon phase. SiOC glasses do not contain any C-O bonds as evidenced by 13C 

MAS NMR [41], infrared (IR) spectroscopy [43] and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

[43]. This fact offers the opportunity of estimating the phase composition of SiOC glasses from 
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elemental analysis data: all oxygen atoms are allocated to silicon tetrahedra and subsequently 

the remaining silicon atoms to carbon. Any remaining carbon atoms have to be organized in 

the segregated carbon phase. A detailed discussion on the calculation can be found in [44]. 

Typically, SiOC glasses prepared at around 1000 °C possess a significant amount of hydrogen 

[13, 45, 46]. However, the majority of the hydrogen is removed upon increasing the 

temperature to approximately 1400 °C, as evidenced by thermogravimetric analysis with 

evolved gas analysis (TGA-EGA) [12] and elemental analysis [10, 13]. 

The exact spatial distribution of the mixed-bonds silicon tetrahedra is still open to debate. There 

are several models proposed in literature, among them the models elaborated by Saha & Raj 

[47] and Widgeon et al. [41]. Both concepts are depicted in Figure 2-2. The main difference 

relies on the spatial distribution of the mixed-bonds silicon tetrahedra. The model of Saha & 

Raj (Figure 2-2a) is based on small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data and proposes the 

existence of SiO4 nanodomains (1 – 3 nm in size) encapsulated by the segregated carbon phase 

with the remaining mixed-bonds tetrahedra located at the border between silica nanodomain 

and segregated carbon. In contrast, the model proposed by Widgeon et al. (Figure 2-2b) based 

on NMR studies envisages a more continuous, gradient-like distribution of the mixed-bonds 

tetrahedra, with the carbon-rich tetrahedra in the vicinity of the segregated carbon phase and 

predominantly oxygen-rich mixed-bonds tetrahedra located at increasing distance to segregated 

carbon. In both cases, the glass network consists of a continuous SiOC phase, which exhibits 

heterogeneity at the nano scale. Whereas Saha & Raj address the segregated carbon phase to 

be “graphene-like” [47], more recent studies suggest that the segregated carbon phase in SiOC 

has the nature of amorphous carbon at temperatures between 1000 and 1400 °C [36]. 

 

Figure 2-2: Proposed nanostructure of SiOC glasses fired at approximately 1000 to 1250 °C: a) the existence of silica 

nanodomains with the mixed-bonds tetrahedra located at the interface to the segregated carbon phase [47]; b) a 

gradient-like, more homogeneous distribution of carbon-rich and oxygen-rich mixed-bonds tetrahedra [41]. 
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When the temperature is increased to approximately 1250 °C, a phase separation of the 

homogeneous SiOC glassy matrix starts [13]. This can be monitored by 29Si MAS NMR, where 

an increase of SiO4 and SiC4 tetrahedra at the expense of the mixed-bonds tetrahedra SiO3C, 

SiO2C2 and SiOC3 is detected [13]. At the same time, broad reflections related to β-SiC 

nanoparticles (2 to 5 nm in size as evidenced by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

imaging [16]) evolve in the X-ray diffractogramms [21]. The phase separation is a continuous 

process and the majority of the changes are taking place until 1400 °C [13]. It is caused by 

redistribution reactions of Si-O and Si-C bonds as proven by negligible mass losses during this 

temperature interval [10, 32, 40, 48]. Consequently, SiOC samples prepared at T > 1400 °C 

can be regarded as glass ceramics consisting of a vitreous silica matrix in which β-SiC 

nanoparticles and typically the segregated carbon phase are homogeneously dispersed, as 

schematically depicted in Figure 2-3. The segregated carbon phase itself gets progressively 

ordered with increasing temperature and can be described as nano-crystalline carbon at T > 

1400 °C [36] and as turbostratic carbon at T > 1600 °C [21, 36]. 

 

Figure 2-3: Proposed structural model (2D) of SiOC glass ceramics at T > 1400 °C [1]. The silicon atoms are tetrahedrally 

coordinated, with the 4th bond facing out of plane. 

Most interestingly, the glassy silica matrix remains amorphous at temperatures up to 1500 °C 

[13, 43], whereas in pure vitreous silica cristobalite typically starts to crystallize at T > 1200 °C 

[40]. Two reasons for the increased crystallization resistance are usually discussed: (i) the 

segregated carbon phase acts as a diffusion barrier and hinders cristobalite to nucleate and/or 

grow [13, 48]; (ii) residual Si-C bonds within the silica matrix originating from an incomplete 

phase separation hinder the nucleation [13]. 
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SiOC materials are compositionally stable up to 1500 °C under inert atmosphere [21, 32, 48]. 

At higher temperatures, samples display weight loss due to the so-called carbothermal reduction 

(equations 2-1 to 2-2), where silica reacts with carbon in a two-step reaction under the 

evaporation of CO [10, 49]: 

SiO2(s) + C(s) → SiO(l) + CO(g) ∆5#[678] = 93080 − 52.70 ' [50] (2-1) 

SiO(l) + 2C(s) → SiC(s) + CO(g) ∆5#[678] = 51520 − 28.57 ' [50] (2-2) 

Hence, SiOC samples without segregated carbon phase show a higher thermodynamic stability 

than SiOC samples which possess a segregated carbon phase [51]. After complete consumption 

of the segregated carbon phase, SiO2 can directly react with SiC resulting in a complete 

decomposition of the material (equation 2-3) [49, 52]:  

2SiO2(s) + SiC(s) → 3SiO(g) + CO(g)  ∆5#[678] = 354474 − 175.20 ' [53, 54] (2-3) 

Considering the weight loss during polymer-to-ceramic transformation and the carbothermal 

reduction, it is challenging to prepare crack-free and fully dense SiOC monolithic pieces that 

are mandatory for the assessment of the intrinsic mechanical and thermal properties. 

Techniques solving this problem include the addition of reactive and passive fillers leading to a 

decrease of the weight loss while increasing volume stability [55, 56] or polymer infiltration 

pyrolysis (PIP) cycles [57, 58], that repeatedly fill the originating pores. However, either 

additional phases (in the case of fillers) or additional grain boundaries (in the case of PIP) are 

introduced to the SiOC monoliths, which are expected to have an influence on the mechanical 

and thermal properties. The use of pressure-assisted processing techniques like uniaxial hot-

pressing offers a good opportunity of fabricating neat, dense and crack-free monolithic pieces. 

As the densification during hot-pressing is based on viscous flow, temperatures higher than 

1400 °C are necessary to properly densify SiOC glass powders. As a consequence, the resulting 

dense monolith is always a SiOC glass ceramic. Additionally, it was shown, both by 

thermodynamic calculations and experimental data, that at elevated pressures applied during 

hot-pressing the decomposition reactions expressed in equations 2-1 to 2-3 can be suppressed 

[59, 60]. 

2.1.2 Elastic and plastic properties of SiOC-based glasses, glass ceramics and 

nanocomposites 

The topology of the network in glasses governs numerous properties, as will be highlighted in 

the following section. The substitution of bivalent oxygen atoms by tetravalent carbon atoms in 

SiOC glasses leads to an increase in the glass network connectivity [61]. Consequently, all 

properties related to the glass network like Young’s modulus, glass transition temperature Tg, 
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viscosity and hardness are expected to be increased in SiOC glasses in comparison to pure 

vitreous silica [61, 62]. Although some of these properties were already investigated for selected 

SiOC materials, not much attention was paid to the underlying concepts.  

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio 

Elastic properties in glasses are related to the glass network topology. Poisson’s ratio describes 

the negative ratio of transverse strain in relation to its longitudinal strain and can be calculated 

from Young’s modulus E and shear modulus G according to equation 2-4. It is intimately and 

directly linked to the atomic packing density, i.e. the higher the atomic packing density, the 

higher is Poisson’s ratio [63]. Interestingly, highly condensed glass networks do not possess a 

high atomic packing density, since 3-dimensional building blocks are more difficult to be closely 

packed in comparison to 2-dimensional structures like sheets or even 1-dimensional structures 

like chains [63]. Consequently, highly crosslinked glasses like SiOC glasses show one of the 

lowest Poisson’s ratios of 0.11 [64] known amongst glasses [63]. In comparison, pure vitreous 

silica possesses a Poisson’s ratio of 0.15 – 0.18 [65-70] in accordance to a lower crosslinking 

degree due to the absence of tetravalent carbon atoms and consequently higher atomic packing 

density. There is no value available in literature for SiOC glass ceramics. 

( = A
25 − 1 (2-4) 

The elastic or Young’s modulus is depending in the first place (i) on the atomic packing density 

and (ii) on the atomic bond energy. In the second place, it depends as well on coordination, 

crosslinking degree and molecular organization (rings, chains, layers) [62]. Thus, Young’s 

modulus reflects a mean volume density of energy [62, 71]. Bulk SiOC glasses exhibit higher 

Young’s moduli (usually between 96.1 and 110 GPa [46, 61, 64, 72]) in comparison to vitreous 

silica (70 GPa) [73], although the atomic packing density is lower in SiOC glasses and the bond 

energy of Si-C (447 kJ/mol) is lower than the bond energy of Si-O (800 kJ/mol) [62]. The key 

point governing the increase in Young’s modulus in SiOC glasses is the increased crosslinking 

degree, resulting in a higher mean volume density of energy [62]. Among SiOC glasses, the 

chemical composition influences Young’s modulus (cf. Table 2-1). However, no conclusive 

dependencies were established, yet. In comparison to SiOC glasses, only few values were 

determined for SiOC glass ceramics in literature, being similar to that of the SiOC glasses (cf. 

Table 2-1) [43, 74]. The lack of data and the variability in measurement techniques does not 

allow an estimation of the impact of phase separation on Young’s modulus. For SiOC glass 

ceramics in general, Young’s modulus is expected to be an additive function of the constituting 

phases and their respective volume fractions and properties [75, 76]. 
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Table 2-1: Young’s moduli for SiOC glasses and glass ceramics reported in literature. Values for vitreous silica, β-SiC 

and graphite/carbon are included for comparison. 

Composition Tsynthesis [° C] E [GPa] Measurement technique 

SiOC glasses    

     SiO1.25C0.37 + 0.125 C [61] 1000 110±6 3-point-bending 

     SiO1.33C0.33 [61] 1000 104±4 3-point-bending 

     SiO1.49C0.25 + 0.02 C [72] 1200 101±4 3-point-bending 

     SiO1.60C0.20 + 0.60 C [64] 1100 101±15 Indentation 

  96.1±0.5 Ultrasonic Echography 

     SiO1.33C0.33 + 6.14 C [46] 1100 66 Nanoindentation 

SiOC glass ceramics    

     SiO1.59C0.21 + 0.45 C [74] 
     79.7 SiO2, 9.4 SiC 10.9 C [vol.%] 

1600 85 RFDA 

     SiO1.53C0.24 + 0.36 C [43] 
     79.7 SiO2, 11.2 SiC, 9.1 C [vol.%] 

1650 97.9 Sonic Resonance 

Vitreous silica [73, 77] − 70 Ultrasonic Echography 

 − 71.6 Nanoindentation 

β-SiC [78] − 392-448 Load deflection 

Amorphous carbons [79] − <100-500 Ultrasonic Echography 

Hardness of Glasses and Glass Ceramics 

For Vicker’s microhardness, SiOC glasses exhibit higher values between 6.4 and 9.3 GPa [40, 

61, 64] in comparison to vitreous silica (6 GPa [80]). The concepts behind are not further 

discussed in literature. For glass ceramics in general, hardness is controlled by the properties, 

volume fractions and particle spacing of the individual crystalline and glassy constituting phases 

[76]. For a SiOC glass ceramic, a value of 8.7 GPa was determined [40]. Residual porosity in 

the SiOC glasses and scarce information on SiOC glass ceramics hinder a distinct conclusion on 

the dominating factors governing hardness in SiOC materials. 

High-temperature creep and viscosity 

In ceramics and metals, a time-dependent plastic deformation taking place at elevated 

temperatures at constant stress is traditionally called creep [81]. The time-dependent plastic 

deformation or strain of glasses at high temperatures is usually proceeding via Newtonian 

viscous flow [66] and consequently the term viscous flow is often equally used when addressing 
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the plastic deformation of glasses. Typically, an experimental creep curve (i.e. strain � vs. time t) 

of a viscoelastic material reveals three different stages as displayed in Figure 2-4a: (i) the 

primary creep stage, which is characterized by a continuous decrease in the strain rate; (ii) the 

steady-state creep regime, where the strain rate stays constant and (iii) the ternary creep 

regime, which is determined by increasing strain rates due to fracture of the sample [82]. The 

primary stage is the result of the superposition of instantaneous elastic (reversible) deformation 

(elasticity), plastic (irreversible) deformation (viscosity) and anelastic deformation (delayed 

elasticity) [82] as depicted in Figure 2-4b. Delayed elasticity in glasses is based on the idea that 

glasses are heterogeneously structured at the nano-scale and hence exhibit a deformation rate 

spectrum, where slow-deforming regions are neighbored to fast-deforming regions stressing 

each other [83]. The steady-state regime is solely governed by plastic deformation and 

consequently in this stage conclusions can be drawn regarding creep mechanism and creep 

viscosity. 

  

Figure 2-4: (a) Schematic creep curve (strain � vs. time t) of a viscoelastic material and (b) the contribution of different 

deformation types to the primary stage (adapted from [82]). 

 

Figure 2-5: Schematic creep recovery curve of a viscoelastic material (adapted from [84]). 
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The extent of the elastic and anelastic deformation can be assessed from a creep recovery 

experiment, where the deformation after removal of the applied load is recorded [82]. Figure 

2-5 schematically shows the determination. 

Mathematically, steady-state creep can be described using the Arrhenius-type Norton power law 

displayed in equation 2-5 [85, 86], where �� is the steady-state strain rate, C is a material 

dependent constant, & is the applied stress, ! is the stress exponent and $ is the activation 

energy for creep. To account for the deformation, the stress normalized to the actual cross 

section of the specimen, true stress σtrue [87], is used. The stress exponent is indicative of the 

creep mechanism. The equation is described to hold for diffusion-controlled creep and 

dislocation climb-controlled creep [88]. With respect to glasses, Newtonian viscous flow 

exhibits n = 1 [88], whereas n = 2 was observed in materials exhibiting grain boundary sliding 

[89-91]. Polycrystalline ceramic materials show dislocation climb-based creep corresponding to 

n = 3 – 5 [88, 92]. The activation energy describes the species carrying the deformation or, to 

put it in another way, the activation volume. 

�� = C&DEFG H
IJK (2-5) 

The viscosity " of glasses can be calculated according to equation 2-6 from the steady-state 

strain rate �� for a certain applied stress & and if Poisson’s ratio ( of the material is known [44]. 

Additionally, the apparent viscosity " of a glass-crystal composite material can be calculated 

using equation 2-7 [93], where "# is the viscosity of the glassy matrix, � is the volume fraction 

of the rigid dispersed phase and   is a function related to the shape of the dispersed particles. 

This function is displayed in equation 2-8 [93], with F being the shape factor, varying from 0 

to 0.5 and taking values of 0.01532 for oblate, 1/3 for spherical and 0.48986 for needle-like 

inclusions with an aspect ratio of 10. Equation 2-7 was demonstrated to hold for isolated 

inclusions without contact to other inclusions [93]. The percolation threshold is reported to be 

dependent on the particle size of the inclusions, where the percolation threshold decreases with 

decreasing particle size [94].  

" = &
2L1 + ()�� (2-6) 

" = "#L1 − �)N (2-7) 

 = 3O − 2
3OL1 − 2O) (2-8) 

In glass science, the glass transition temperature Tg is an important parameter. Below Tg, glasses 

behave like a solid, above more like a liquid. As a consequence, a change in various properties 
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like heat capacity [95] and thermal expansion [96] occurs. It is well-known, that Tg can be 

related to a viscosity of 1012 – 1012.6 Pa·s [62]. 

SiOC glass ceramics were shown to have increased viscosities in comparison to vitreous silica 

[43, 60]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that long holding times during creep experiments 

(e.g. 18 hours) even at temperatures as high as 1400 °C were necessary in order to obtain 

steady-state conditions [60]. Additionally, true creep experiments were performed on two SiOC 

glasses with the main difference being their amount of segregated carbon [44, 73].  The true 

creep behavior of SiOC glass ceramics was assessed for different amounts of segregated carbon 

and upon incorporation of additional metal oxides [74, 97]. 

Five distinct features related to the high-temperature creep behavior of SiOC materials have 

been elucidated: (i) SiOC glasses and glass ceramics seem to exhibit steady-state creep; (ii) 

SiOC glasses and glass ceramics possess even lower creep rates at ca. 1100 °C than vitreous 

silica (compare ca. 2.0·10-06 s-1 for a SiOC glass [44] and ca. 1.0 ·10-05 s-1 for vitreous silica 

[98]); (iii) the incorporation of network carbon into the silicate network leads to a decrease of 

the steady-state creep rates in SiOC glasses as compared to those recorded for pure vitreous 

silica – this is manifested as an increase in their viscosity of about 2 orders of magnitude; 

analogous to Young’s modulus, this improved creep resistance was attributed to the increased 

connectivity of the SiOC glass network [44, 73]; for SiOC glass ceramics, the presence of β-SiC 

nanoparticles leads to an increase in viscosity in comparison to vitreous silica [97]; (iv) the 

incorporation of segregated carbon leads to a further decrease of the steady-state-creep rates in 

both SiOC glasses and glass ceramics [44, 73, 74, 97]; (v) the incorporation of MOx in SiOC 

glass ceramics leads to a decrease in the amount of segregated carbon and consequently to an 

increase in steady-state creep rates [74]. A quantitative assessment of the different influences 

is missing so far. 

The apparent activation energy of the creep process in SiOC glasses was determined to be 

296 kJ/mol [73] for the compositions with relatively low carbon content, being considerably 

lower than for vitreous silica containing metal impurities (712 kJ/mol) [98]. This is valid for 

temperatures up to 1200 °C. At higher temperatures, the SiOC glasses start to partition upon 

precipitation of small β-SiC nanoparticles, leading to a strain hardening during phase 

separation. The reported values for the activation energy of deformation for SiOC glass ceramics 

determined from viscosity measurements and for the activation energy of creep scatter (cf. Table 

2-2) although some samples exhibit similar compositions (259 – 463 kJ/mol [43, 60, 74, 97]; 

386 and 476 kJ/mol for SiMOC [74]). However, all of the determined values are considerably 

lower in comparison to vitreous silica with metal impurities (712 kJ/mol) [98]. 
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Interestingly, the creep strain in SiOC glasses and glass ceramics was shown to be partially 

recoverable [97, 99]. This viscoelastic behavior was attributed to the presence of the segregated 

carbon phase, which deforms elastically. The presence of viscoelasticity in SiOC materials 

suggests that the segregated carbon phase is present as an interconnected network [99]. 

Table 2-2: Activation energy for creep and stress exponent of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics reported in literature. 

Values for vitreous silica are displayed as reference. 

Composition Tsynthesis [° C] $ [kJ/mol] Stress exponent ! 

SiOC glasses    

     SiO1.39C0.30 + 0.02 C [73] 1000 296 − 

SiOC glass ceramics    

    SiO1.53C0.24 + 0.36 C [43] 
    79.7 SiO2, 11.2 SiC, 9.1 C [vol.%] 

1650 400a) − 

    SiOxCy (14 wt.% C) [60] 1650 259a) − 

     SiO1.60C0.21 + 0.45 C [74] 
     77.5 SiO2, 9.1 SiC, 13.4 C [vol.%] 

1600 283 0.69-1.02 

     SiO1.39C0.31 + 0.01 C [97] 
     82.7 SiO2, 16.9 SiC, 0.4 C [vol.%] 

1600 463 − 

     SiO1.37C0.32 + 0.17 C [97] 
     77.5 SiO2, 16.6 SiC, 5.9 C [vol.%] 

1600 290 − 

Vitreous silica [98]  510-712 − 

a) Activation energy of deformation as determined from viscosity measurements 

2.1.3 Thermal properties – Thermal expansion, specific heat capacity and thermal 

transport 

Most polycrystalline and isotropic materials exhibit a volume expansion with increasing 

temperature as expressed by a positive coefficient of (linear) thermal expansion (CTE). Both, 

pure SiOC glasses and glass ceramics are reported to exhibit low CTEs of few ppm·K-1, being 

though approximately one order of magnitude higher than that of pure vitreous silica (cf. Table 

2-3) [43, 73, 100]. However, a systematic study on the impact of the chemical composition and 

phase assemblage on the CTE in the SiOC system is lacking. The chemical composition is 

expected to influence the CTE, since thermal expansion is regarded as an additive property in 

glasses (within glasses with similar network architecture) [101] and both pyrolytic carbon 

[102] and polycrystalline β-SiC [103] reveal higher CTEs in comparison to vitreous silica. The 

CTE of glasses changes at Tg and hence a dilatometric Tg can be determined via the tangent 

method [104]. Tg values determined from dilatometry are however expected to yield lower 
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values in comparison to other measurement techniques, because the pressure used to fix the 

sample in the device leads to a decrease of dilatometric Tg, this decrease getting more 

pronounced with higher pressures [96]. 

No data is available about the specific heat capacity 6P at room temperature or about the Debye 

temperature of SiOC materials. However, there is some information on the specific heat 

capacities of vitreous silica, glassy carbon and β-SiC at room temperature and with increasing 

temperature [53, 105, 106] (cf. Table 2-3). Vitreous silica and β-SiC possess a very similar 

temperature dependent specific heat capacity, whereas glassy carbon shows a slightly steeper 

increase. 

Table 2-3: Thermal properties of dense SiOC glasses and glass ceramics reported in literature. Values for vitreous silica, 

carbon materials and β-SiC are included as references. 

 
Tsynthesis 
[° C] 

CTEa) 

[10-6 K-1] 
cp

 

[J/(g·K)] 
α 

[mm2/s] 
λ 

[W/(m·K)] 

SiOC glasses      

     SiO1.39C0.30 + 0.02 C [73] 1000 3.12 − − − 

SiOC glass ceramics      

     SiO1.53C0.24 + 0.36 C [43] 
     79.7 SiO2, 11.2 SiC, 9.1 C 
     [vol.%] 

1650 3.14 − − − 

     SiOxCy [100] 1500 2.1 − − − 

     SiO1.52C0.25 + 0.86 C [107] 
     70.4 SiO2, 10.2 SiC, 19.4 C 
     [vol.%] 

1650 − − − 1.8 (RT) 

     SiO1.61C0.19 + 0.21 C [108] 
     85.2 SiO2, 9.5 SiC, 5.3 C 
     [vol.%] 

1500 − − − 1.37 (RT) 

     SiO1.60C0.21 + 0.45 C [109] 
     77.5 SiO2, 9.1 SiC, 13.4 C 
     [vol.%] 

1600 − − − 1.3 (RT) 
1.7 (800 °C) 

Vitreous silica [73, 105, 110, 
111] 

− 0.57 0.74 (RT) 
1.18 (750 °C) 

0.73 (RT) 
 

1.28 (RT) 
1.78 (487 °C) 

Polycrystalline β-SiC [53, 103, 
112] 

− 4.3 – 4.9 0.67 (RT) 
1.21 (750 °C) 

80.9 (RT) 178 (RT) 
 

Pyrolytic carbon [102] − 4 – 6 − − − 

Glassy carbon [106] 
 

− − 0.73 (RT) 
1.67 (750 °C) 

5 (RT) 
4.4 (700°C) 

− 

Amorphous carbon [113] 
 

− − − − 1.59 (RT) 
2.62 (800 °C) 

a) in the linear range 
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The thermal transport in solid material is proceeding via lattice vibrations (movement of 

phonons) [114, 115]. Consequently, the thermal transport is reduced if phonon scattering 

centers are present. These include in general defects and foreign ions in crystal lattices [115]. 

Thermal diffusivity Q and thermal conductivity R are connected via heat capacity and density S 

as displayed in Equation 2-9. 

RL') = QL') ∙ 6PL') ∙ SL') (2-9) 

Typically, glasses show low thermal transport due to their disordered structure [114]. For 

instance, vitreous silica possesses very low thermal diffusivity and conductivity, as summarized 

in Table 2-3. Few data are available on the thermal conductivity of SiOC glass ceramics at room 

temperature [107, 108, 116], however similar values to vitreous silica were determined (cf. 

Table 2-3). Gurlo et al. investigated the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of glass 

ceramics and revealed an almost identical behavior to vitreous silica [109]. Hence, it was 

suggested that the continuous vitreous silica matrix is governing the thermal conductivity of 

SiOC glass ceramics containing a moderate amount of carbon. However, for thermal 

conductivity in composite materials (including 3D interconnected networks and particulate 

systems) there is a variety of theoretical formulae which try to rationalize the impact of the 

constituting phases [117-120], proving that thermal conductivity is a complex interplay 

between their distribution, shape and volume fractions. 
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2.2 Compositional and structural aspects of the investigated SiOC samples 

The content of this chapter is published in: 

[3]  C. Stabler, F. Roth, M. Narisawa, D. Schliephake, M. Heilmaier, S. Lauterbach, H.J. 

Kleebe, R. Riedel, E. Ionescu, High-temperature creep behavior of a SiOC glass ceramic free 

of segregated carbon, Journal of the European Ceramic Society, 36(15) (2016) 3747-3753. 

[4] C. Stabler, D. Schliephake, M. Heilmaier, T. Rouxel, H.J. Kleebe, M. Narisawa, R. Riedel, 

E. Ionescu, Influence of SiC/Silica and Carbon/Silica Interfaces on the High-Temperature 

Creep of Silicon Oxycarbide-Based Glass Ceramics: A Case Study, Advanced Engineering 

Materials, 1800596 (2018) 1-11.  

[5] C. Stabler, C. Seemüller, A. Choudhary, M. Heilmaier, S. Lauterbach, H.J. Kleebe, E. 

Ionescu, Synthesis and high-temperature creep behavior of a SiLuOC-based glass-ceramic, 

Journal of the Ceramic Society of Japan, 124(10) (2016) 1006-1012. 

[6] C. Stabler, A. Reitz, B. Albert, P. Stein, R. Riedel, E. Ionescu, Thermal Properties of SiOC 

Glasses and Glass Ceramics at Elevated Temperatures, Materials, 11(279) (2018) 1-18. 

 

As already pointed out, the SiOC system does not have a fixed chemical composition and the 

microstructure is depending on the synthesis temperature. In order to understand their varying 

elastic, plastic and thermal properties as summarized in the previous chapter, it is essential to 

correlate these properties to the corresponding composition and microstructure. The 

investigated series of SiOC samples in this study allows for the differentiation of three different 

aspects of the SiOC system influencing their intrinsic properties: 

(1) Varying amount of segregated carbon 

(2) Varying microstructure (i.e. SiOC glass vs. glass ceramic) 

(3) Varying phase assemblage in the systems SiO2-SiC-C and SiO2-SiC-C-Lu2Si2O7 

These aspects will be addressed in the following and highlighted for each sample series. All 

samples investigated in this study were carefully characterized, which will be elaborated in the 

present chapter. Table 2-4 and Table 2-5 summarize the compositions of all investigated 

samples and Figure 2-6 additionally displays the ternary SiOC samples. 

A varying amount of segregated carbon could be realized as denoted by corresponding numbers 

(C1 refers to 1 vol.%, C12 to 12 vol.%, C16 to 16 vol.% and C17 to 17 vol.% of segregated 

carbon), while keeping the amount of β-SiC nanoparticles in a comparable range among the 

samples C1-SiOC to C16-SiOC as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 2-6. However, C17-

SiOC reveals a significantly higher amount of β-SiC nanoparticles. 
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Table 2-4: Elemental composition of the investigated SiOC samples [3-6]. 

 Chemical 
Formula 

Si  
[wt.%]a) 

O  
[wt.%] 

C  
[wt.%] 

Lu 
[wt.%] 

C1-SiOC-1100 SiO1.38C0.32 52.00±1.04 40.81±0.66 7.19±0.43 − 

C1-SiOC-1600 SiO1.41C0.30 51.78±1.04 41.59±0.33 6.63±0.40 − 

C12-SiOC-1600 SiO1.50C0.71 46.36±0.93 39.52±0.23 14.12±0.29 − 

C16-SiOC-1600 SiO1.27C0.97 46.79±0.94 33.82±0.96 19.39±0.12 − 

C17-SiOC-1600 SiO0.94C1.13 49.56±0.99 26.57±0.46 23.87±0.22 − 

SiC/SiO2-1600 SiO1.47C0.24 51.59±1.03 43.03±0.22 5.38±0.32 − 

C/SiO2-1600 SiO1.94C0.53 42.92±0.86 47.36±0.54 9.72±0.29 − 

SiLuOC-1600 SiLu0.03O1.51C0.68 42.93±0.86 36.74±0.23 12.36±0.34 7.97±0.3 

a) assumed relative standard deviation = 2% 

Table 2-5: Phase composition of the investigated SiOC samples [3-6]. Volume fractions were calculated using the 

following densities: ρ(SiO2) = 2.20 g/cm3 [43], ρ(β-SiC) = 3.22 g/cm3 [121], ρ(Csegr) = 1.82 g/cm3 (Graphitized 

Mesoporous Carbons GMC, Sigma-Aldrich, CAS-# 1333-86-4). ρ(Lu2Si2O7) = 6.21 g/cm3 [122]. 

 SiO2 
[mol.%] 

SiC 
[mol.%] 

Csegr 
[mol.%] 

SiO2 
[vol.%] 

SiC 
[vol.%] 

Csegr 

[vol.%] 
Lu2Si2O7 
[vol.%] 

C1-SiOC-1100 68.1a) 

±1.1 
30.7a) 
±2.3 

1.2a) 
±2.9 

− − − − 

C1-SiOC-1600 70.2 
±0.5 

29.3 
±2.1 

0.5 
±2.7 

83.1 
±0.4 

16.8 
±1.2 

0.1 
±0.7 

− 

C12-SiOC-1600 51.3 
±0.3 

17.2 
±1.4 

31.5 
±1.7 

75.7 
±0.4 

12.3 
±1.0 

11.9 
±0.7 

− 

C16-SiOC-1600 39.6 
±1.1 

22.8 
±1.7 

37.6 
±1.7 

65.7 
±1.9 

18.3 
±1.3 

16.0 
±0.7 

− 

C17-SiOC-1600 29.5 
±0.5 

33.1 
±1.4 

37.4 
±1.5 

53.5 
±0.9 

29.1 
±1.2 

17.4 
±0.7 

− 

SiC/SiO2-1600 73.2 
±0.4 

26.8 
±2.0 

0 85.7 
±0.4 

14.3 
±1.1 

0 − 

C/SiO2-1600 64.6 
±0.7 

2.1 
±1.5 

33.3 
±1.9 

87.2 
±1.0 

1.3 
±1.0 

11.5 
±0.6 

− 

SiLuOC-1600 50.4 
±0.4 

19.5 
±1.5 

29.0 
±2.0 

71.2 
±0.5 

13.4 
±1.0 

10.5 
±0.7 

4.9 
±0.2 

a) molar fractions of SiC and SiO2 can be regarded as the amount of Si-C and Si-O bonds, respectively. 
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Figure 2-6: Elemental composition of the ternary SiOC samples, revealing the different compositional and 

microstructural aspects of the investigated samples. 

The degree of graphitization of the segregated carbon phase as expressed by the average 

crystallite size La and the average defect distance LD (calculated from the ratio of areas AD/AG 

beneath the D and G band, respectively [123, 124]) does not change significantly within this 

series of samples, which was proven by Raman spectroscopy (7.5-9.5 nm; cf. Table 2-6). This 

observation enables an unbiased assessment of the impact of the amount of segregated carbon 

in SiOC glass ceramics on the intrinsic properties. Additionally, La and LD for sample C/SiO2-

1600 fall in the same range. The segregated carbon in the investigated glass ceramics can be 

regarded as turbostratic carbon as already investigated in detail by [36]. 

Table 2-6: Indicators for the degree of graphitization of the segregated carbon phase La and LD as determined from 

Raman spectroscopy for the investigated SiOC glass ceramics [4, 6]. 

Sample AD/AG La [nm] LD [nm] 

C1-SiOC-1600 4.868±1.074 7.9±1.7 7.7±0.8 

C12-SiOC-1600 4.215±0.251 9.2±0.6 8.3±0.3 

C16-SiOC-1600 4.121±0.521 9.5±1.3 8.4±0.6 

C17-SiOC-1600 4.998±0.340 7.5±0.5 7.5±0.2 

C/SiO2-1600 5.164±0.108 7.5±0.2 7.7±0.2 
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In addition to several SiOC glass ceramics (denoted by their synthesis temperature of 1600 °C), 

one SiOC glass (denoted by its synthesis temperature of 1100 °C) was synthesized. The 

elemental composition of C1-SiOC-1100 and C1-SiOC-1600 is not significantly affected during 

phase separation. However, XRD and 29Si MAS NMR evidence, that the microstructure is 

changing. C1-SiOC-1100 is X-ray amorphous as shown in Figure 2-7 and possesses the full range 

of SiO4-xCx mixed-bonds tetrahedra [13]. On the other hand, C1-SiOC-1600 reveals broad 

reflections related to β-SiC nanoparticles [121] and a broad halo caused by vitreous silica. In 

C1-SiOC-1600, only SiO4 and SiC4 tetrahedra are detected in 29Si MAS NMR [97]. 

Consequently, upon comparison of C1-SiOC-1100 and C1-SiOC-1600, the impact of the phase 

separation on the mechanical and thermal properties of SiOC can be assessed exclusively. 

Additionally, XRD results shown in Figure 2-7 and 29Si MAS NMR spectra already published in 

literature [97] prove that phase separation has occurred in samples C12-SiOC-1600, C16-SiOC-

1600 and C17-SiOC-1600 and that they can be regarded as SiOC glass ceramics. 

 

Figure 2-7: XRD spectra of selected SiOC samples revealing the presence of β-SiC nanoparticles [121] for all samples 

synthesized at 1600 °C, whereas sample C1-SiOC-1100 is fully X-ray amorphous [6]. 

In order to address the impact of different phase assemblages on the properties of SiOC glass 

ceramics, two binary compositions (lying on the tie lines SiC-SiO2 and C-SiO2, respectively) and 

one quaternary composition (SiLuOC-1600) were synthesized. Sample SiC/SiO2-1600 possesses 

β-SiC nanoparticles but lacks the segregated carbon phase, whereas sample C/SiO2-1600 

comprises only a segregated carbon phase but no β-SiC nanoparticles. This difference is 

supported by TEM imaging shown in Figure 2-8, XRD and Raman spectra depicted in Figure 
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2-9 and 29Si MAS NMR spectra shown in Figure 2-10. TEM, XRD and 29Si MAS NMR testify the 

absence of β-SiC nanoparticles in sample C/SiO2-1600 (Figure 2-8a, Figure 2-9a and Figure 

2-10), whereas the segregated carbon phase is not visible for sample SiC/SiO2-1600 in TEM 

(Figure 2-8b) and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 2-9b). Both samples do not exhibit mixed-bonds 

silicon tetrahedra as revealed by 29Si MAS NMR (cf. Figure 2-10) and possess a silica-based 

amorphous matrix as evidenced by TEM imaging (cf. Figure 2-8) and XRD (cf. Figure 2-9a). To 

conclude, SiC/SiO2-1600 and C/SiO2-1600 can be considered as binary SiOC glass ceramics in 

the systems SiO2-SiC and SiO2-C, respectively. 

 

Figure 2-8: TEM images of (a) SiC/SiO2 revealing the presence of β-SiC nanoparticles indicated by the electron 

diffraction (ED) pattern and the absence of segregated carbon and (b) C/SiO2 proving the absence of β-SiC 

nanoparticles, while the white arrows mark the segregated carbon phase. Both samples possess a silica-based amorphous 

matrix [3, 4]. 

 

Figure 2-9: XRD and Raman Spectra of SiC/SiO2-1600 and C/SiO2-1600 revealing the difference in the 

presence/absence of β-SiC nanoparticles [121] and the segregated carbon phase; (a) XRD; wavelength Mo Kα [4]; (b) 

Raman spectroscopy; 633 nm; all bands assigned are related to disordered sp2-hybridized carbons [125]. 
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Figure 2-10: 29Si MAS NMR spectra of SiC/SiO2-1600 and C/SiO2-1600 [3, 4] revealing the difference in the 

presence/absence of β-SiC nanoparticles; the green lines represent the deconvoluted shifts caused by SiO4 and SiC4 

tetrahedra [41]. 

In contrast, sample SiLuOC-1600 introduces monoclinic Lu2Si2O7 in addition to β-SiC 

nanoparticles and the segregated carbon phase as dispersed phase which is evidenced by XRD 

(cf. Figure 2-11). TEM imaging reveals almost spherical Lu2Si2O7 particles of approximately 

50 nm in size as shown in Figure 2-11b. The elemental composition was assessed with a 

combined approach of elemental analysis and Rietveld refinement using an internal standard 

approach. 10 wt.% NIST SRM 676 alumina standard was used as internal standard. The 

appropriate amount of 10 wt.% was estimated from [126]. Mixing was performed in 

isopropanol with a milk frother and subsequent filtration and drying at 120 °C for 10 minutes. 

The mixing approach was tested and approved by several mixtures of corundum and periclase 

of known crystallinity (100 % after thermal annealing according to the experimental parameters 

described in [127]). The amount of crystalline monoclinic Lu2Si2O7 was determined from this 

XRD approach and the elemental amount of lutetium in SiLuOC-1600 was subsequently 

calculated provided that all lutetium atoms are incorporated in the crystalline phase. The 

amount of oxygen and carbon was taken directly from elemental analysis. The amount of silicon 

was assumed to be the difference to 100 wt.% under the assumption that no other elements are 

present in SiLuOC-1600. As SiLuOC-1600 was synthesized from the same polymeric precursor 

as sample C12-SiOC-1600 replacing 15 wt.% by Lu(III)acetate hydrate, the basic phase 

composition is close to C12-SiOC-1600 (cf. Table 2-4 and Table 2-5). The incorporation of 

Lu2Si2O7 is mainly proceeding at the expense of the vitreous silica matrix. Consequently, upon 

comparison of C12-SiOC-1600 and SiLuOC-1600, the impact of the addition of a metal silicate 
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on the properties of SiOC glass ceramics can be assessed. Lu2Si2O7 is known to have a beneficial 

impact on the oxidation resistance in Si3N4 ceramics [128]. 

 

Figure 2-11: (a) XRD spectra of SiLuOC-1600 [5] revealing the presence of monoclinic Lu2Si2O7 [122] in addition to β-

SiC nanoparticles [121] (wavelength Cu Kα). (b) TEM imaging revealing almost spherical Lu2Si2O7 particles (ca. 50 nm 

in size) [5]. 

All synthesized samples, except C17-SiOC-1600, which exhibits a small amount of porosity, are 

fully dense and crack-free as evidenced by the determination of open porosity upon immersion 

in water (cf. Table 2-7) and SEM imaging (not shown). Consequently, the samples allow the 

precise determination of the intrinsic elastic, plastic and thermal properties of SiOC. 

Table 2-7: Skeletal density and porosity of the investigated SiOC glass and glass ceramics [3, 4, 6]. 

Sample Skeletal density 
[g/cm3] 

Open porosity 
[vol.%] 

Closed porosity 
[vol.%] 

C1-SiOC-1100 2.28 0.3 0 

C1-SiOC-1600 2.38 0 0 

C12-SiOC-1600 2.31 0 0 

C16-SiOC-1600 2.34 0 0 

C17-SiOC-1600 2.33 1.6 7.0 

SiC/SiO2-1600 2.36 0 0 

C/SiO2-1600 2.20 0 0 

SiLuOC-1600 2.46 0 0 

 

To conclude, several series of dense SiOC samples were synthesized and characterized with 

respect to composition and microstructure. Samples prepared at 1100 °C can be regarded as 

SiOC glasses, whereas samples prepared at 1600 °C can be addressed as SiOC glass ceramics, 
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consisting of a vitreous silica matrix and different dispersed phases (β-SiC nanoparticles, 

segregated carbon and Lu2Si2O7), their presence and abundance being alternated in the 

individual samples. Different phase assemblages are realized, yielding binary (SiC/SiO2-1600 

and C/SiO2-1600; comprising either β-SiC nanoparticles or segregated carbon, respectively), 

ternary (C1-SiOC to C17-SiOC; both, β-SiC nanoparticles and the segregated carbon phase 

being present) and quaternary (SiLuOC-1600; containing β-SiC nanoparticles, segregated 

carbon and Lu2Si2O7) SiOC glass ceramics. Additionally, among the ternary SiOC glass ceramics, 

the volume fraction of segregated carbon is varying between 0 and 17 vol.%, while most 

samples show a constant volume fraction of β-SiC nanoparticles. 
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2.3 Local deformation behavior of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics 

2.3.1 Elastic behavior, indentation hardness and strain-rate sensitivity of SiOC 

glasses and glass ceramics 

The content of this chapter is published in: 

[2] C. Stabler, F. Célarié, T. Rouxel, R. Limbach, L. Wondraczek, R. Riedel, E. Ionescu, Effect 

of composition and high-temperature annealing on the local deformation behavior of silicon 

oxycarbides, Journal of the European Ceramic Society, 39(7) (2019) 2287-2296. 

 

The present chapter will be dealing with the impact of varying amounts of segregated carbon 

and varying microstructure on elastic properties, i.e. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio and 

on several plastic properties of SiOC, i.e. indentation hardness and strain-rate sensitivity.  

As already discussed in chapter 2.1.2, SiOC glasses and glass ceramics exhibit Young’s moduli 

in a wide range but generally reveal higher values in comparison to vitreous silica. In order to 

rationalize the impact of measurement technique, composition and microstructure, Young’s 

modulus measured at room temperature is shown in Figure 2-12a and b as function of the 

volume fractions of the segregated carbon phase and β-SiC (in case of SiOC glasses, fraction of 

Si-C bonds), respectively. Values determined in this study (colored symbols; summarized in 

Table 2-8) are compared to values available in literature (black symbols). Depending on the 

measurement technique used, Young’s modulus of SiOC samples with identical compositions 

varies within ca. ± 5 GPa (i.e., ca. ±5%). Consequently, in order to establish general rules for 

tuning Young’s modulus, values obtained from the same measurement technique must be 

considered. Upon comparison of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics, it can be seen that the phase 

separation does not drastically affect Young’s modulus. The major factor governing Young’s 

modulus in SiOC is the chemical composition. The incorporation of segregated carbon lowers 

Young’s modulus especially when taking [46] into account, following a linear trend. However, 

a clear linear dependence with even less scatter is seen between Young’s modulus and the 

volume fraction of β-SiC (or in the case of glasses Si-C bonds). This is considered to correlate 

to the relatively large Young’s modulus of the β-SiC nanoparticles that is estimated to lie in the 

range of 300 GPa [129]. Values in literature show a high scatter due to residual porosity and 

intrinsic difficulties for some measurement techniques (different loads in indentation 

measurements and calibration of the bending experiments). Concentrating on the samples of 

this study and on values obtained from resonant frequency damping analysis (RFDA) (which is 

considered as a very reliable technique for the determination of Young’s modulus), it seems that 

the contribution of the β-SiC nanoparticles is significantly higher than that of the segregated 
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carbon phase: sample C16-SiOC-1600, possessing the highest amount of β-SiC nanoparticles, 

reveals the highest value for Young’s modulus among the investigated SiOC glass ceramics (cf. 

values obtained from RFDA) despite showing the highest amount of segregated carbon. This 

dependency was already suggested by Soraru et al. for a significantly smaller compositional 

range of SiOC glasses and for thin films [61, 130] and is extended now in this study to bulk 

SiOC glasses with higher amounts of segregated carbon and monolithic SiOC glass ceramics. 

 

Figure 2-12: Room temperature Young’s modulus of ternary SiOC glasses (open symbols) and glass ceramics (filled 

symbols) as a function of (a) volume fraction of segregated carbon and (b) the volume fraction of Si-C bonds (as for 

SiOC glass) or β-SiC (as for SiOC glass ceramics). Values from literature (black symbols) are compared to values 

measured for a SiOC glass and glass ceramics in this study (colored symbols). The gray dashed lines serve to guide the 

eye [2]. 
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Figure 2-13 reveals stiffening of the investigated SiOC glass ceramics with increasing 

temperature as measured by RFDA. This rare behavior is already described in literature for one 

SiOC glass, one SiOC glass ceramic and vitreous silica [73, 74, 131]. In vitreous silica, stiffening 

is attributed to continuous atomic displacements during an amorphous-amorphous 

transformation – similar to those associated with the α- to β-cristobalite phase transformation 

[62, 132]. Since stiffening is independent of the phase composition of the SiOC glass ceramics 

investigated in this study, it is now clarified that this behavior is governed by the glassy silica 

matrix which is undergoing the same mechanism like in pure vitreous silica. The amorphous-

amorphous transformation is reversible, as the samples did not show hysteresis in the cooling 

cycles. 

 

Figure 2-13: Temperature-dependent Young’s modulus of selected ternary SiOC glass ceramics. All samples show 

stiffening with increasing temperature [2]. 

Similar to Young’s modulus, hardness (H) is governed by the average bond strength of the 

material [133]. The values for SiOC materials determined by nanoindentation are in the range 

between 10.5 to 11.4 GPa and consequently higher in comparison to vitreous silica (cf. Table 

2-8). The enhanced network connectivity and the accompanied presence of additional network 

constraints as described already for silicon oxynitride (SiON) glasses [134] are expected to be 

responsible for this increase in hardness. The results obtained in this study by nanoindentation 

are higher than the results stated in literature, typically assessed as Vicker’s microhardness (cf. 

chapter 2.1.2), which is caused by the difference in the measurement technique. Phase 

separation significantly affects indentation hardness, which is evidenced by comparison of C1-

SiOC-1100 (H = 11.4 GPa) and C1-SiOC-1600 (H = 11.0 GPa). As previously stated for Young’s 
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modulus, the chemical composition is the governing factor for hardness in SiOC, which is clearly 

evidenced by the SiOC glass ceramics investigated in this study. Sample C1-SiOC-1600 reveals 

the highest hardness and at the same time the highest volume fraction of β-SiC. Consequently, 

higher amounts of β-SiC lead to an increased hardness. This observation is in accordance with 

the comparably higher hardness of polycrystalline β-SiC (HV = 27.1 to 34.1 GPa [135]). In 

contrast, a comparison of SiC/SiO2-1600 (H = 10.6 GPa) and C12-SiOC-1600 (H = 10.5 GPa) 

shows that the amount of segregated carbon does not affect hardness, with both samples having 

a comparable amount of β-SiC, however 0 and 12 vol.% segregated carbon, respectively. 

In addition to Young’s modulus and hardness, Poisson’s ratio is as well intimately linked to the 

glassy network topology. Thus, further information about the glassy networks can be extracted 

from the calculation of Poisson’s ratio according to equation 2-4. SiOC glasses show low 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.11 [64] (cf. chapter 2.1.2). The SiOC glass ceramics investigated in this 

study reveal values between 0.17 and 0.18 (cf. Table 2-8), being close to those known for 

vitreous silica between 0.15 and 0.18 [65-70]. Consequently, Poisson’s ratio indicates, that the 

plastic deformation of SiOC glass ceramics is governed by the vitreous silica matrix as it is the 

negative ratio of transverse to axial strain. Moreover, phase separation leads to a higher atomic 

packing density due to the decrease of the network connectivity. The further increase of 

Poisson’s ratio in sample C1-SiOC-1600 to 0.20 at Tmeas = 1000 °C indicates, that the 

mechanisms leading to the stiffening during temperature increase (cf. Young’s modulus) are at 

least partially resulting from an increase in the atomic packing density (as expressed by changes 

in Poisson’s ratio). This is in line with the suggested structural amorphous-amorphous 

rearrangements in vitreous silica [62, 132]. 

For a potential application of SiOC glasses and glass-ceramics at elevated temperatures, a high 

creep resistance, i.e., low strain-rate sensitivity, is of paramount importance. Using a 

nanoindentation strain-rate jump test, very low strain-rate sensitivities of 0.0059 to 0.0107 

were determined for the SiOC glass and glass-ceramics. These values are close to those reported 

for vitreous silica (m = 0.0068 – 0.0150), which displays no significant creep deformation at 

room temperature. Consequently, the creep response of SiOC materials is expected to be 

determined by the creep resistance of the vitreous silica glass matrix as already indicated by 

Poisson’s ratio. A slight increase of the strain-rate sensitivity of SiOC glass ceramics from 0.0060 

(SiO2/SiC-1600) to 0.0107 (C12-SiOC-1600) is recorded with increasing amounts of segregated 

carbon. This indicates, that fertile sites for a shear-mediated plastic flow are created inside the 

material with the incorporation of the segregated carbon phase. 
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To summarize, the amount of Si-C bonds/β-SiC is the dominating factor influencing Young’s 

modulus and hardness of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics. The amount of segregated carbon 

has only minor influence on these properties, but it is important for the mechanism of plastic 

deformation in SiOC. However, the plastic deformation on a macroscopic scale of SiOC glass 

ceramics is expected to be governed by their vitreous silica matrix. 

2.3.2 High-temperature creep of SiOC glass ceramics – influence of the interfaces 

The content of this chapter is partially published in: 

[2] C. Stabler, F. Célarié, T. Rouxel, R. Limbach, L. Wondraczek, R. Riedel, E. Ionescu, Effect 

of composition and high-temperature annealing on the local deformation behavior of silicon 

oxycarbides, Journal of the European Ceramic Society, 39(7) (2019) 2287-2296. 

[3]  C. Stabler, F. Roth, M. Narisawa, D. Schliephake, M. Heilmaier, S. Lauterbach, H.J. 

Kleebe, R. Riedel, E. Ionescu, High-temperature creep behavior of a SiOC glass ceramic free 

of segregated carbon, Journal of the European Ceramic Society, 36(15) (2016) 3747-3753. 

[4] C. Stabler, D. Schliephake, M. Heilmaier, T. Rouxel, H.J. Kleebe, M. Narisawa, R. Riedel, 

E. Ionescu, Influence of SiC/Silica and Carbon/Silica Interfaces on the High-Temperature 

Creep of Silicon Oxycarbide-Based Glass Ceramics: A Case Study, Advanced Engineering 

Materials, 1800596 (2018) 1-11. Doi: 10.1002/adem.201800596. 

[5] C. Stabler, C. Seemüller, A. Choudhary, M. Heilmaier, S. Lauterbach, H.J. Kleebe, E. 

Ionescu, Synthesis and high-temperature creep behavior of a SiLuOC-based glass-ceramic, 

Journal of the Ceramic Society of Japan, 124(10) (2016) 1006-1012. 

 

The present chapter will describe how the high-temperature creep behavior of SiOC glass 

ceramics changes with varying amounts of segregated carbon and varying phase assemblages, 

comparing binary, ternary and quaternary SiOC glass ceramics. Additionally, the stability of 

SiOC glass ceramics upon prolonged exposure to high temperatures will be addressed. 

Plastic deformation can occur in different ways, being dependent on the temperature and 

pressure applied as summarized in deformation mechanism maps for each material [136]. 

Creep is a thermally activated process and usually occurs at high temperature [81]. A 

fundamental concept of creep is the preservation of volume under deformation, i.e. no 

densification during the compression creep experiments is occurring. Precise measurements of 

the density using the flotation method in a density gradient column [137, 138] of C12-SiOC-

1600 specimens before and after creep experiments confirm that no densification during creep 
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experiments is occurring. Consequently, the chosen measurement parameters (Tmeas = 1100 – 

1300 °C; σtrue = 50 – 200 MPa) are suitable to study the creep behavior of SiOC glass ceramics. 

In order to assess the creep mechanism in SiOC glass ceramics, it must be confirmed that the 

samples are not changing during the measurement. As revealed in this study, long holding times 

of up to 14 days are necessary to achieve steady-state conditions for some samples at low true 

stresses and temperatures. Hence, the high-temperature stability of SiOC glass ceramics needs 

to be verified. This was achieved by the assessment of Young’s modulus on annealed samples, 

as Young’s modulus is intimately connected with the glass network architecture. Annealing 

conditions were chosen according to temperatures and holding times of respective creep 

experiments (for C1-SiOC-1600 6 days at 1100 °C and 2 hours at 1300 °C; for C12-SiOC-1600 

and C16-SiOC-1600 6 days at 1200 °C and 12 hours at 1300 °C). A maximum increase in 

Young’s modulus of 1.4 % for C1-SiOC-1600, 7.3 % for C12-SiOC-1600 and 8.8 % for C16-

SiOC-1600 is registered after thermal annealing. This increase is however not related to a 

change of the glassy silica matrix as skeletal density, chemical composition, temperature 

sensitivity of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio stay constant. A slightly increased ordering 

of the dispersed phases β-SiC nanoparticles and segregated carbon proven by XRD and Raman 

spectroscopy are responsible for the increase in Young’s modulus after thermal annealing. 

However, the differences among annealed samples is smaller in comparison to the difference to 

the as-prepared samples. It can be concluded, that the long time exposure at high temperatures 

does not impair the assessment of the creep behavior because the dispersed phases can be 

regarded as rigid inclusions at the chosen measurements parameters for creep experiments 

[139, 140] and deformation is expected to occur within the glassy matrix (cf. Poisson’s ratio 

and strain-rate sensitivity). 

After the stability of SiOC glass ceramics during creep experiments was verified, a case study 

on sample C12-SiOC-1600 was additionally performed in order to assess the impact of the 

applied true stress on the activation energy for creep and on viscosity. The activation energy for 

creep does not reveal significant differences between 50 (740 kJ/mol) and 75 MPa 

(730 kJ/mol) applied true stress as expressed in Figure 2-14a by the slope in the Arrhenius plot 

of the steady-state creep rates. Consequently, the activation volume carrying the deformation 

is not affected in this range. The viscosity calculated using equation 2-6 (( = 0.17, cf. Table 

2-8) reveals slight shear thinning between 50 and 100 MPa and significantly lower values for 

an applied true stress of 200 MPa (cf. Figure 2-14b). This possibly indicates a change in creep 

behavior between 100 and 200 MPa. In order to compare the creep behavior of SiOC glass 

ceramics with different compositions, measurements were performed between 50 and 100 MPa 

applied true stress. 
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Figure 2-14: Impact of the applied true stress on (a) activation energy for creep and (b) viscosity of C12-SiOC-1600 

[4]. 

Figure 2-15 compares the Arrhenius (a) and Norton (b) plots of C12-SiOC-1600 and the binary 

SiOC glass ceramics SiC/SiO2-1600 and C/SiO2-1600 (which lack the segregated carbon phase 

or β-SiC nanoparticles, respectively). The activation energy for creep is not affected by the 

different phase assemblages with values between 696 and 731 kJ/mol (cf. Table 2-9), being 

close to the activation energy of viscous flow in vitreous silica containing few metal impurities 

(712 kJ/mol) [98]. Consequently, the activation volume carrying the deformation should be 

similar in SiOC glass ceramics and vitreous silica containing metal impurities. Note, that SiOC 

glass powders were shown to possess metal impurities in the ppm range [141]. Thus, the 

deformation is governed, as expected from Poisson’s ratio and strain-rate sensitivity (cf. chapter 

2.3.1), by the vitreous silica matrix and the dispersed phases behave like rigid inclusions. 

The values for the activation energy of creep determined in this study are significantly higher 

in comparison to the values published in literature for other SiOC glass ceramics [43, 60, 74, 

97]. It is demonstrated in this study, that e.g. sample C12-SiOC-1600 reached the steady-state 

regime only after 14 days at the lower measurement temperatures and true stresses. In 

comparison, the measurement times were rather short (often < 0.5 days at Tmeas < 1200 °C) in 

the creep studies published in literature. Hence, the creep rates of SiOC glass ceramics especially 

at Tmeas < 1200 °C are expected to be overestimated in literature, which leads to a decrease of 

the slopes in the Arrhenius plots and consequently to underestimated activation energies for 

creep. In this study, special focus was placed on long holding times to ensure steady-state 

conditions and consequently the present values are regarded as being more accurate. 

The stress exponent for all three SiOC glass ceramics is close to 2 (values range from 1.70 to 

2.05, cf. Figure 2-15b), indicating that their creep mechanism involves sliding [89-91] 
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regardless of the phase assemblage. This result is in line with the slight shear thinning behavior 

observed between 50 and 100 MPa applied true stress (cf. Figure 2-14). 

 

Figure 2-15: Impact of the phase assemblage of SiOC glass ceramics in the ternary system SiO2-SiC-C on (a) activation 

energy (σtrue = 75 MPa) and (b) stress exponent (Tmeas = 1200 °C) [4]. 

It can be concluded, that neither the volume fraction nor the nature of the dispersed phase 

among the ternary SiOC glass ceramics investigated in this study affect the activation volume 

and the creep mechanism (cf. Table 2-9), but they have a significant effect on the absolute 

steady-state creep rates. C12-SiOC-1600 exhibits the lowest steady-state creep rates as expected 

due to the highest volume fraction of dispersed phases among the investigated samples and 

consequently the highest degree of particle hardening [94]. Surprisingly, SiC/SiO2-1600 reveals 

lower creep rates in comparison to C/SiO2-1600, despite containing a similar amount of 

dispersed phase. The opposite would be expected, as the high aspect ratio segregated carbon 

phase should lead to a higher degree of particle hardening in comparison to spherical β-SiC 

nanoparticles [142, 143].  

Table 2-9: Activation energy for creep and stress exponent of the investigated SiOC glass ceramics [3-5]. 

Sample Activation energy for 
creep [kJ/mol] 

Stress exponent Tg(creep) η = 1012.6 
[° C] 

SiC/SiO2-1600 696 ± 17 1.70 ± 0.20 1255 

C/SiO2-1600 731 ± 15 1.96 ± 0.10 1212 

C12-SiOC-1600 730 ± 14 2.05 ± 0.10 1295 

SiLuOC-1600 520 ± 22 to 771a) 2.10 ± 0.10 1291-1295 

a) extrapolated 

This discrepancy can be further rationalized by the calculation of the viscosity, displayed in 

Figure 2-16a. The viscosity of SiC/SiO2-1600 is almost 2 orders of magnitude higher in 
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comparison to vitreous silica, whereas sample C/SiO2-1600 exhibits merely an increase of about 

1 order of magnitude. The calculation of the effective viscosity of nanocomposites having the 

same phase composition as SiC/SiO2-1600 and C/SiO2-1600 (using equations 2-7 and 2-8 with 

aspect ratios of 1 for β-SiC and 10 for segregated carbon, respectively; "# = vitreous silica) 

reveals, that the spherical β-SiC nanoparticles should only lead to a slight increase of about a 

factor of 3 in viscosity (cf. Figure 2-16b). On the other hand, the calculated effective viscosity 

of a nanocomposite containing segregated carbon matches perfectly the measured viscosity of 

C/SiO2-1600. This implies, that the increase in viscosity for C/SiO2-1600 is caused by simple 

particle hardening, whereas the extraordinary increase in viscosity of sample SiC/SiO2 should 

be additionally influenced by other factors. The possible impact of the nano-size of the β-SiC 

particles (and consequently lower particle percolation threshold  [94]) has been assumed to be 

less important due to the relatively low volume fraction of β-SiC, as also reported in several 

studies related to the effect of nanofillers on the viscosity of nanofluid-based composites.[144-

146]. 

 

Figure 2-16: (a) Viscosity of SiOC glass ceramics in the ternary system SiO2-SiC-C (σtrue = 75 MPa); (b) Calculated 

effective viscosities of nanocomposites (open symbols) having the same compositions as SiC/SiO2-1600 and C/SiO2-

1600 in comparison to the measured viscosities of SiC/SiO2-1600 and C/SiO2-1600 (filled symbols). Values for vitreous 

silica [98] are displayed as reference (black symbols). Blue sphere and green elongated phase schematically represent 

the aspect ratio’s of β-SiC and segregated carbon [4]. 

It is proposed in literature that the interface of SiC nanoparticles in the vitreous silica matrix 

still contains a thin layer of mixed-bonds SiO4-xCx tetrahedra due to their in-situ partitioning 

during phase separation [40]. This would imply a strong covalent bonding between particle 

and matrix. On the other hand, computational modelling using density functional theory and 

molecular dynamics reveal, that the segregated carbon phase is only weakly bound to the 

vitreous silica matrix [147]. Consequently, the high viscosity in sample SiC/SiO2-1600 is 

proposed to be mainly caused by the strong interface between SiC nanoparticles and vitreous 
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silica matrix, whereas the viscosity in C/SiO2-1600 can be well explained by particle hardening 

without significant contribution of the weak interface between segregated carbon and vitreous 

silica matrix. This demonstrates that not necessarily only the shape but as well the nature of 

the interfaces of dispersed particles have an important influence on the viscosity of a composite 

material. 

This is further demonstrated when additionally incorporating Lu2Si2O7 nanoparticles. Due to 

very low creep rates at 1100 °C and 75 MPa applied true stress, the measurement did not reach 

the steady-state regime within a measurement time of 19 hours as can be seen by the 

logarithmic plot of creep rate vs. true strain (cf. Figure 2-17a).  

 

Figure 2-17: Impact of phase assemblage in the quaternary system SiO2-SiC-C-Lu2Si2O7; (a) Logarithmic creep curve of 

SiLuOC-1600 did not reach the steady-state regime (Tmeas = 1100 °C; σtrue = 75 MPa). The experimental data was 

extrapolated according to the measurement of C12-SiOC-1600 at 1150 °C and 75 MPa applied true stress assuming 

identical shape of the creep curves (dashed line); (b) Activation energy for creep: values of SiLuOC-1600 are expected 

to range between 520 and 771 kJ/mol as indicated by the gray area (σtrue = 75 MPa); (c) Viscosity (filled symbols): 

values of SiLuOC-1600 are expected to range within the indicated gray area, matching the calculated effective 

viscosity of a corresponding nanocomposite (open symbols). Values for vitreous silica are included as reference (black 

empty symbols) [98]. 
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Upon the assumption of identical shape of the creep curves obtained from samples C12-SiOC-

1600 and SiLuOC-1600, the experimental data of SiLuOC-1600 measured at 1100 °C and 

75 MPa applied true stress were extrapolated. As a consequence, the activation energy for creep 

as well as the viscosity is expected to range between measured and extrapolated value as 

indicated by the gray areas in Figure 2-17b and c. Within this interval, the addition of 4.9 vol.% 

Lu2Si2O7 nanoparticles does not lead to a significant change of the creep behavior in comparison 

to C12-SiOC-1600 (with both samples possessing a similar amount of β-SiC nanoparticles and 

segregated carbon phase, cf. Table 2-5) as expressed by an activation energy for creep between 

520 – 771 kJ/mol (cf. Figure 2-17b). Furthermore, viscosity is not significantly affected in 

comparison to C12-SiOC-1600 within this interval. For the calculation of the effective viscosity 

of a nanocomposite with the same composition as SiLuOC-1600 as calculated by equations 2-7 

and 2-8, viscosity data of SiC/SiO2-1600 were used for the viscosity of the matrix. A spherical 

shape for Lu2Si2O7 and an aspect ratio of 10 for the segregated carbon phase was assumed. The 

extrapolated value matches very well the calculated effective viscosity of a nanocomposite with 

the same composition as SiLuOC-1600 (cf. Figure 2-17c). 

Consequently, we demonstrated that different spherical dispersed phases deviate significantly 

in their potential to enhance viscosity, as the presence of Lu2Si2O7 does not lead to a significant 

increase in viscosity in comparison to β-SiC. In SiOC glass ceramics, the nature of the interface 

between dispersed particle and vitreous silica matrix is more important than their aspect ratio. 

This is summarized in Table 2-9 upon comparison of viscosity as expressed by Tg. Furthermore, 

we demonstrated the potential of SiOC modified with lutetium as creep resistant material, 

although the creep data of SiLuOC-1600 needed to be extrapolated. In contrast to zirconium 

and hafnium [74], the incorporation of lutetium does not lead to a significant increase in creep 

rates, but additionally opens up the prospect of improved oxidation resistance due to the 

presence of Lu2Si2O7 as described for Si3N4 ceramics [128]. 

Although β-SiC nanoparticles have a high impact on the viscosity of SiOC glass ceramics, they 

have no influence on the anelastic recovery at Tmeas = 1200 °C. The anelastic recovery of C/SiO2-

1600 and C12-SiOC-1600 is found to be 19.22 % and 20.82 %, respectively, despite the 

significant difference in β-SiC content. As they possess rather similar amounts of segregated 

carbon of 11.5 and 11.9 vol.%, it is concluded that the anelastic response is directly correlated 

to the amount of segregated carbon. The vitreous silica matrix contributes 8.8 % to the anelastic 

recovery as testified by sample SiC/SiO2-1600. 

To summarize, SiOC glass ceramics are stable during high-temperature creep experiments 

between 1100 and 1300 °C. The steady-state creep rates are governed by the amount of 
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dispersed phases but as well by the type of dispersed phase. It is revealed in this study that 

unexpectedly the spherical β-SiC nanoparticles significantly increase the creep resistance, while 

the high-aspect-phase segregated carbon only leads to a moderate increase in creep resistance. 

This is attributed to the different nature of in-situ generated interfaces between both dispersed 

phases and vitreous silica matrix. The anelastic recovery of the SiOC glass ceramics is dominated 

by the segregated carbon phase. 
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2.4 Thermal properties of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics 

The content of this chapter is published in: 

[6] C. Stabler, A. Reitz, B. Albert, P. Stein, R. Riedel, E. Ionescu, Thermal Properties of SiOC 

Glasses and Glass Ceramics at Elevated Temperatures, Materials, 11(279) (2018) 1-18. 

 

The present chapter will address the impact of varying chemical composition and varying 

microstructure on the thermal properties of ternary SiOCs, i.e. linear thermal expansion, 

specific heat capacity, thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity. 

Thermal conductivity is one of the most important parameters when addressing thermal 

insulation problems. It is determined by individual measurements of thermal diffusivity, specific 

heat capacity and density as expressed by equation 2-9. All of these physical properties are 

temperature-dependent and this has to be considered when high in-service temperatures are 

prevailing. 

The temperature-dependent specific heat capacity was determined using differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) from room temperature to 1000 °C. Samples C12-SiOC-1600, C16-SiOC-

1600 and C17-SiOC-1600 show comparable values due to similar densities (cf. Table 2-10) and 

molar masses and additionally resemble that of vitreous silica [105] and β-SiC [53]. Sample 

C1-SiOC-1600 displays the lowest values of 0.83 to 1.19 J/(g·K) (100-1000 °C) among the 

investigated SiOC materials. The phase separation leads to a decrease in the specific heat 

capacity as evidenced by comparison of C1-SiOC-1100 and C1-SiOC-1600. This is related to the 

increase in density during phase separation (2.28 to 2.38 g/cm3, cf. Table 2-7). 

Table 2-10: Thermal properties of the investigated ternary SiOC glass and SiOC glass ceramics at 100 °C and 800 °C, 

respectively [6]. 

Sample Specific heat capacity 
[J/(g·K)] 

Thermal diffusivity 
[mm2/s] 

Thermal conductivity 
[W/(m·K)] 

C1-SiOC-1100 0.83 (100 °C) 
1.18 (800 °C) 

0.62 (100 °C) 
0.59 (800 °C) 

1.18 (100 °C) 
1.58 (800 °C) 

C1-SiOC-1600 0.84 (100 °C) 
1.08 (800 °C) 

0.72 (100 °C) 
0.67 (800 °C) 

1.43 (100 °C) 
1.75 (800 °C) 

C12-SiOC-1600 0.85 (100 °C) 
1.23 (800 °C) 

0.77 (100 °C) 
0.68 (800 °C) 

1.50 (100 °C) 
1.92 (800 °C) 

C16-SiOC-1600 0.82 (100 °C) 
1.22 (800 °C) 

0.81 (100 °C) 
0.72 (800 °C) 

1.53 (100 °C) 
2.06 (800 °C) 

C17-SiOC-1600 0.83 (100 °C) 
1.22 (800 °C) 

1.00 (100 °C) 
0.85 (800 °C) 

2.15 (100 °C) 
2.70 (800 °C) 
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The evolution of density itself with temperature can be calculated from the coefficient of 

thermal expansion (CTE) as determined by dilatometric measurements upon the assumption of 

isotropic behavior, which can be expected for glasses. The SiOC materials investigated possess 

low thermal expansion (CTE = 1.84 – 3.23 ppm·K-1, cf. Table 2-11), however being about one 

magnitude higher than that of vitreous silica (CTE = 0.57 ppm·K-1 [73]). This is in accordance 

to values published already in literature for SiOC materials [43, 73, 100]. The SiOC glass C1-

SiOC-1100 exhibits the highest thermal expansion among the investigated SiOC materials. 

Phase separation leads to a decrease in the CTE, following the lower values of vitreous silica. 

Increasing the amount of segregated carbon yields again higher CTE values with sample C17-

SiOC-1600 reaching that of C1-SiOC-1100. This observation is in line with the higher values of 

4-6 ppm·K-1 determined for other disordered carbons like pyrolytic carbon [102]. Consequently, 

the flexibility in composition as well as microstructure of the SiOC system enables the possibility 

to tune the thermal expansion in a certain range to a desired value. Furthermore, the 

dilatometric curves shown in Figure 2-18a reveal values for Tg in SiOC glass ceramics 140-

170 °C lower than determined from the compression creep experiments due to the impact of 

contact pressure in the dilatometer [96]. However, it is clear that at temperatures higher than 

Tg the CTE significantly increases, as summarized in Table 2-11. This has to be taken into 

account when using these materials at high in-service temperatures. At T > 1070 °C, sample 

C1-SiOC-1100 showed failure, because the tested specimen was thin and Euler’s critical load is 

dependent on the second moment of area [148]. The dilatometric curve of C17-SiOC-1600 is 

regarded as being biased at T > 1300 °C due to the closure of residual porosity. 

Table 2-11: Thermal expansion behavior of a ternary SiOC glass and SiOC glass ceramics [6]. The CTEHT corresponds 

to the coefficient of thermal expansion above glass transition temperature Tg. Values for Tg are expected to be 

underestimated due to the contact pressure in the dilatometer [96]. 

Sample CTE [10-6 K-1] CTEHT [10-6 K-1] Tg (dilatometric) [° C] 

C1-SiOC-1100 3.23 − − 

C1-SiOC-1600 1.84 4.41 1060 

C12-SiOC-1600 2.02 4.87 1157 

C16-SiOC-1600 3.09 5.29 1171 

C17-SiOC-1600 3.23 − − 
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Figure 2-18: Evolution of thermal properties of a ternary SiOC glass and SiOC glass ceramics with increasing 

temperature [6]. (a) Thermal expansion; (b) Thermal diffusivity; the trend lines are to guide the eye and were used 

for extrapolation to 1300 °C; the values for fused silica are added as reference [110]. 

Figure 2-18b and Table 2-10 show the temperature-dependent thermal diffusivities of the 

investigated ternary SiOC samples as determined from laser flash experiments, including values 

for fused silica [110]. Sample C1-SiOC-1100 reveals even lower thermal diffusivity than fused 

silica. We ascribe this decrease to the presence of residual hydrogen and dangling bonds, as 

known to exist in SiOC glasses [13], acting as phonon scattering centers. Additionally, the 

network in SiOC glasses exhibits a low mass fractal dimension of 2.5 [41]. It has been 

demonstrated in literature, that fractal networks show anomalous behavior with respect to 

thermal transport [149-151]. Similarly it was suggested, that the substitution of two-fold 

coordinated oxygen by four-fold coordinated carbon atoms lead to the formation of defects 

and/or oxygen vacancies due to steric hindrance [43]. The phase separation leads to an increase 

in the thermal diffusivity, most probably due to the elimination of residual hydrogen and 

dangling bonds. The investigated SiOC glass ceramics exhibit thermal diffusivities similar to 

fused silica, except C17-SiOC-1600 which shows significantly higher values. Two aspects can 

be distinguished: (i) an increase in segregated carbon leads to a moderate increase of the 

thermal diffusivity as evidenced by comparison of C1-SiOC-1600, C12-SiOC-1600 and C16-

SiOC-1600; (ii) increasing amounts of β-SiC yield a significant increase in the thermal diffusivity 

as can be seen by comparison of C16-SiOC-1600 and C17-SiOC-1600. 

The same tendencies can be observed for the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of 

the investigated SiOC samples as depicted in Figure 2-19. Values for C17-SiOC-1600 were 

corrected with respect to their volume fraction of open and closed porosity by the equations 

proposed by Loeb [152] and Maxwell-Eucken [153], respectively. C1-SiOC-1100 shows the 

lowest thermal conductivity due to the previously discussed amount of phonon scattering 

centers (residual hydrogen and dangling bonds) and the fractal nature of the glass network. 

Phase separation leads to an increase in thermal conductivity and sample C1-SiOC-1600 reveals 
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values almost identical to fused silica [111]. An increase in the segregated carbon content leads 

to an increase in the thermal conductivity, following the higher values published for amorphous 

carbon [113]. However, this increase does not scale linearly as C17-SiOC-1600 exhibits 

significantly higher values in comparison to C16-SiOC-1600 despite having similar amounts of 

segregated carbon. A variation in the degree of graphitization of the segregated carbon phase 

can be excluded due to the results from Raman spectroscopy (cf. Table 2-6). 

 

Figure 2-19: Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of a ternary SiOC glass and SiOC glass ceramics [6]. Values 

for C17-SiOC-1600 are corrected with respect to the amount of porosity present. Trend lines are to guide the eyes. 

The values for fused silica [111] and amorphous carbon [113] are included as reference. 

To explain the different characteristics of C16-SiOC-1600 and C17-SiOC-1600, a comparison of 

the thermal conductivities of SiOC glass ceramics at 800 °C is shown in Figure 2-20. Samples 

C1-SiOC-1600, C12-SiOC-1600 and C16-SiOC-1600 reveal a comparable amount of β-SiC and 

the increase of their thermal conductivities can be described with a linear function within the 

standard deviations with increasing amount of segregated carbon (as depicted in Figure 2-20 

by the connecting line between fused silica and amorphous carbon). Sample C17-SiOC-1600 

does not follow this linear dependence. A linear dependence on the volume fraction between 

two constituting phases is expected from interpenetrating 3D-networks [118]. The 

measurement of the electrical conductivity reveals that the segregated carbon phase in C12-

SiOC-1600 is close to the percolation threshold [36, 154]. At higher volume fractions, a fully 

percolating path is present. Furthermore, the vitreous silica matrix is expected to be a 

continuous 3D phase. Consequently, the model of interpenetrating 3D-networks can be adapted 

to SiOC glass ceramics. However, the interpenetrating phases are expected to change with 

increasing β-SiC content. Depending on the particle spacing, thermally interacting percolating 
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paths can be formed [114]. In the present case, a thermal coupling of the segregated carbon 

phase and the β-SiC nanoparticles due to increasing volume fraction of dispersed particles or, 

vice versa, due to decreasing particle spacing is proposed. 

 

Figure 2-20: Impact of the amount of segregated carbon and β-SiC nanoparticles on the thermal conductivity of 

ternary SiOC glass ceramics at 800 °C [6]. The particle spacing in the individual samples is schematically shown in the 

sketches at the top. Values for fused silica [111] and amorphous carbon [113] are included as reference. The linear 

dependence on the volume fractions of two constituting phases is expected from an interpenetrating 3D-network as 

depicted on the right side (modified after [118]). 

For sample C1-SiOC-1600, the only continuous phase is the vitreous silica matrix. In samples 

C12-SiOC-1600 and C16-SiOC-1600, two interconnected 3D phases are present, namely the 

vitreous silica matrix and the segregated carbon phase. Sample C16-SiOC-1600 lies at the upper 

border of the linear trend of thermal conductivity vs. volume fraction of segregated carbon and 

a slight contribution of β-SiC nanoparticles cannot be excluded. The strong increase in the 

thermal conductivity of C17-SiOC-1600 is finally caused by the contribution of 30 vol.% β-SiC 

nanoparticles, as the thermal conductivity of polycrystalline β-SiC is comparably high 

(178.2 W/(m·K) [112]). Consequently, the two percolating phases expected in C17-SiOC-1600 
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are the low thermal conductivity (low-λ) vitreous silica matrix and the high-λ phase, which is 

consisting of the thermally interacting segregated carbon and β-SiC nanoparticles. 

The determined thermal conductivities (summarized in Table 2-10) are in good agreement to 

values published in literature ranging between 1.3-1.8 W/(m·K) for SiOC glass ceramics at room 

temperature [107-109]. The thermal conductivity of the glass sample C1-SiOC-1100 

(1.18 W/(m·K)) is significantly higher in comparison to the SiOC glass sample in Ref. [109] 

(0.5 W/(m·K)), which however comprises open porosity and an unknown amount of closed 

porosity, leading to the decrease of the thermal transport. 

In summary, the thermal properties of SiOC are influenced by both chemical composition and 

microstructure. The thermal expansion is mainly governed by the amount of segregated carbon 

and even more by the phase separation. The thermal transport is significantly increased during 

phase separation. Especially, high amounts of β-SiC lead to a dramatic increase in thermal 

transport. Nonetheless, the intrinsic thermal conductivities of the bulk SiOC glass and bulk SiOC 

glass ceramics investigated in this study as summarized in Table 2-10 are even lower than that 

for commercially used yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ; ~ 2.0 W/(m·K) at 800 °C [155, 156]), 

making SiOC materials suitable candidates for thermal insulation applications. 
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3 Summary and Outlook 

This PhD work has been focused on the assessment of the intrinsic (thermo)mechanical and 

thermal properties of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics. As the SiOC system does not have a fixed 

chemical composition and the microstructure is depending on the synthesis temperature, 

particular attention was paid to the interplay between composition/microstructure of SiOC and 

its intrinsic properties. This was achieved by a systematic study of different series of well 

characterized SiOC materials synthesized at constant conditions. The comparison with its 

“origin structure” vitreous silica additionally gives valuable insights. Upon the proper choice of 

composition and microstructure, tailored mechanical and thermal properties can be realized as 

unraveled in this study. 

The amount of Si-C bonds in SiOC glasses or β-SiC nanoparticles in SiOC glass ceramics has a 

significant influence on Young’s modulus, indentation hardness, creep resistance and viscosity. 

In all cases, the values for the respective property are increased with increasing amount of Si-C 

bonds/β-SiC nanoparticles in comparison to vitreous silica. In SiOC glasses, this is related to 

the increased network connectivity due to the substitution of two-fold coordinated oxygen by 

four-fold coordinated carbon atoms. For SiOC glass ceramics, Young’s modulus, indentation 

hardness, creep resistance and viscosity can be treated as additive functions of the volume 

fractions, shape and distribution of the constituting phases. Despite SiOC glass ceramics 

comprise a vitreous silica matrix with lower performance in comparison to SiOC glasses, they 

are greatly benefitting from the good mechanical properties of the well dispersed β-SiC 

nanoparticles and are able to reach values comparable to SiOC glasses. In the case of creep 

resistance and viscosity, this is enabled by the presence of a strong interface between β-SiC 

nanoparticles and the vitreous silica matrix. The strong interface between particles and matrix 

was shown to be vital, as Lu2Si2O7 nanoparticles did not induce a significant increase in creep 

resistance. A special case is the impact of Si-C bonds/β-SiC on the thermal transport. For SiOC 

glasses, the thermal transport is reduced upon the incorporation of carbon atoms in comparison 

to vitreous silica as lower mass fractal networks and defects/oxygen vacancies are formed. In 

contrast, in SiOC glass ceramics thermal transport is increased, when the volume fraction of β-

SiC is high enough to participate in a thermally conducting percolating path. 

The segregated carbon phase is present in both SiOC glasses and glass ceramics, as it is already 

formed at T > 600 °C. The degree of graphitization of the segregated carbon phase in SiOC 

glasses and glass ceramics is expected to be the only difference between glasses and glass 

ceramics with respect to the segregated carbon phase. We further assume, that the segregated 

carbon phase can be treated as additive phase in a nanocomposite in both, SiOC glasses and 
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glass ceramics, and that the observations made for varying amounts of segregated carbon in 

SiOC glass ceramics can be adapted to SiOC glasses. As the segregated carbon phase has a 

higher aspect ratio (ca. 10) than that of the spherical β-SiC nanoparticles, already smaller 

amounts in comparison to spherical β-SiC nanoparticles lead to a significant increase in thermal 

transport as well as in thermal expansion of SiOC glass ceramics. The segregated carbon phase 

is responsible for the enhanced anelastic recovery of SiOC glass ceramics. In comparison to Si-

C bonds/β-SiC, the segregated carbon phase has only a moderate influence on Young’s modulus, 

creep resistance and viscosity. Young’s modulus is decreased upon incorporation of segregated 

carbon, whereas creep resistance and viscosity are increased. Hardness remains unbiased by the 

segregated carbon phase. 

Ultimately, in SiOC glass ceramics the vitreous silica matrix itself is governing mechanical and 

thermal properties on the macroscopic scale. The basic aspects of deformation are related to 

the vitreous silica matrix as expressed by Poisson’s ratio, strain-rate sensitivity and the activation 

energy for creep. Thermal properties exhibit low values due to the disordered nature of the 

vitreous silica matrix. Furthermore, the elastic behavior upon temperature increase, i.e. 

stiffening, is caused by the vitreous silica matrix. 

The concept of phase separation is important in SiOC materials. It has a large impact on thermal 

expansion, thermal transport and the activation volume carrying deformation at high 

temperatures (as expressed by the activation energy for creep). However, SiOC glass ceramics 

cannot simply be interpreted as profane mixtures between SiC/C/SiO2 giving linear 

dependencies between volume fraction and properties of the respective phases. Although many 

properties can be regarded as additive function of the constituting phases like in regular 

nanocomposites, creep resistance proves that the continuous partitioning of β-SiC nanoparticles 

during phase separation leads to a unique interface between β-SiC and vitreous silica matrix, 

giving rise to the extraordinary creep resistance that could not be achieved by a simple 

mechanically mixed nanocomposite. 

Now, with the systematic knowledge of the intrinsic (thermo)mechanical and thermal 

properties of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics, future work can be focused on the fabrication of 

protective coatings based on silicon oxycarbides. The low thermal transport in SiOC materials 

is the basic requirement for efficiently creating a temperature gradient in these kind of coatings 

that reduce the temperature transfer to underlying layers. Such protective coatings consist of 

several layers taking over different functions and an evolving oxidic layer. Therefore, the 

thermal expansion plays a key role when working at high temperatures, where mismatches in 

CTE in the different layers lead to thermal stresses in the materials. The elastic properties of the 
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individual materials determine the amount of stress the material can withstand without 

cracking. Finally, hardness and a high creep resistance are key factors for long-lasting protective 

coatings that can withstand external forces and stresses. 
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Abstract

Silicon oxycarbides can be considered as being carbon‐containing silicates con-

sisting of glass networks in which oxygen and carbon share bonds with silicon.

The carbon‐for‐oxygen substitution in silicate glass networks has been shown to

induce significant changes in the network connectivity and consequently strong

improvements in the properties of the silicate glass network. For instance, SiOC

glasses exhibit Young's moduli, hardness values, glass transition, and crystalliza-

tion temperatures which are superior to those of vitreous silica. Moreover, the sili-

con oxycarbide glass network exhibits unique structural features such as reduced

mass fractal dimension and nano‐heterogeneity, which significantly affect and/or

dictate its properties and behavior. In the present Review, a consideration of the

current state of the art concerning the synthesis, processing, and various structural

and functional properties of silicon‐oxycarbide‐based glasses and glass‐ceramics is

done. Thus, the synthesis of silicon oxycarbides starting from macromolecular

precursors such as polysiloxanes or alkoxysilanes‐based sol‐gel systems as well as

current advances related to their processing will be critically reviewed. In addi-

tion, various structural and functional properties of silicon oxycarbides are pre-

sented. Specific emphasis will be put on the intimate correlation between the

molecular architecture of the precursors and the structural features and properties

of the resulting silicon oxycarbides.

KEYWORD S

glass, glass-ceramics, polymer precursor, silicon oxycarbide

1 | INTRODUCTION

Silicon oxycarbide‐based (SiOC) glasses (also referred to
as black glasses) are materials which may be formally
described as resulting products from the carbon incorpora-
tion into silicate glass networks. Although the first attempts
to incorporate carbon into silica date back to the early
1950s,1 silicon oxycarbide glasses have been synthesized
only since less than three decades. Besides some excep-
tions reported in literature,2,3 the only suitable synthetic
access to silicon oxycarbide glasses and glass‐ceramics

relies on the use of sol‐gel precursors based on the organi-
cally modified alkoxysilanes as well as of polyorganosilox-
anes.4,5 Both types of preceramic precursors exhibit Si–C
and Si–O bonds within their backbone, which are preserved
upon thermal conversion of the precursor into glass. Silicon
oxycarbides remain amorphous up to T = 1200°C, present
unique creep resistance up to high temperatures and excel-
lent behavior in oxidative and corrosive environments.5

The incorporation of additional elements into the Si–O–C
systems can lead to a further improvement of those proper-
ties.5,6 Especially, the excellent creep behavior of SiOC
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glasses at temperatures beyond 1000°C is rather unique
and makes this class of materials highly interesting for high
and ultrahigh temperature applications.7–10

The structure of silicon oxycarbide glass is composed of
a network of corner‐shared silicon‐centered tetrahedra incor-
porating both Si–C and Si–O but no C–O bonds (SiOxC4−x

tetrahedra). The network is distinct from a mixture of sepa-
rate, intergrown silicon carbide and silicon oxide nanophases
and exhibits the full range of mixed bonded SiOxC4−x tetra-
hedra (i.e., SiO4, SiO3C, SiO2C2, SiOC3, and SiC4).

11 The
presence of carbon within the amorphous network indicates
that the Si tetrahedra are corner‐shared not only via oxygens
(i.e., two tetrahedra corner‐sharing an oxygen) but also by
carbons (i.e., four tetrahedra corner‐shared by one carbon).
This leads formally to a significantly higher degree of cross‐
linking of the silicon oxycarbide network as compared to that
of a fully connected SiO2 glass (consisting of corner‐shared
Q4 tetrahedra via bridging oxygens). Thus, the presence of
carbon within the network of silicon oxycarbide provides a
fully connected network by corner sharing and a different
local structure than that of silica or silicate networks. Exten-
sive studies based on magic‐angle‐spinning nuclear magnetic
resonance (MAS NMR) spectroscopy, small‐angle x‐ray
scattering (SAXS), high‐temperature creep, and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) data indicate that the SiOC
amorphous network has a nano‐heterogeneous and fractal
nature (mass fractal dimension of 2.4‐2.5).7,8,11–14 This
unique network architecture was shown to be responsible for
their relatively high Young's moduli (90‐120 GPa15,16; com-
pared to that for silica glass, 70‐75 GPa), hardness val-
ues17,18 as well as for their very high glass transition
temperatures (Tg ~ 1350°C7,8,15,19; compared to ~1170°C
for vitreous silica). The highly connected glass network of
silicon oxycarbide was shown to exhibit extremely high
resistance to phase separation and crystallization up to tem-
peratures significantly higher than 1000°C.20,21

There has also been success in incorporating different
metal cations into the silicon oxycarbide glassy network,
including alkali metals,22 alkaline earth metals,23 and
transition metals,24–27 as well as main group semimetals
and metals.27–29 The incorporation of metals into SiOC
was shown to affect the high‐temperature evolution of its
phase composition as well as the network architec-
ture.25,26,30 Interestingly, there are different ways of incor-
poration metal into silicon oxycarbide: (a) upon
substituting silicon for (semi)metal in the network (as for
boron; B substitution occurs via generation of BOxC3−x

mixed‐bond sites in the network31,32); (b) introduction of
metal into the network via MOx sites (no mixed bonds at
the metallic sites in the network), which show high ten-
dency to partition from the network as metal oxide sec-
ondary phase (as typically for transition metals,24,30,33);
(c) upon generating non‐bridging oxygens in the network

(i.e., metals as network modifiers, such as alkali and
earth‐alkaline metals22,34).

In the present Review, a critical consideration of the past
and current activities related to the preparation, structural
characterization as well as various structural and functional
properties of silicon oxycarbide‐based glasses and glass‐
ceramics is done. Following aspects will be addressed: (a)
The synthesis and structural features of single‐source precur-
sors as well as their thermal conversion into SiOC glasses
and glass‐ceramics will be briefly introduced; (b) A general
consideration of the energetics, nano/microstructure as well
as high‐temperature evolution of SiOC glasses and glass‐
ceramics will be done; and (c) Various structural and func-
tional properties of SiOC glasses and glass‐ceramics will be
highlighted; emphasis will be put on the intimate correlation
between their properties and the network architecture and
nano/microstructure of these unique materials.

2 | SYNTHESIS OF SILICON
OXYCARBIDES (SiOC)

2.1 | Synthesis of preceramic polymers

SiOC glasses and glass‐ceramics are complex nanostruc-
tured materials without a fixed composition or microstruc-
ture. The chemical composition, phase composition, and
the microstructure of SiOC materials can be tuned by
choosing different single‐source precursors.21,35,36 Impor-
tant parameters are their molecular structure, composition,
and chemical bonding. To obtain SiOC materials, the pre-
cursors are thermally converted to ceramics in a controlled
(typically inert) atmosphere. The parameters upon heat
treatment such as temperature of pyrolysis, heating rate,
dwelling time, and gas atmosphere further influence the
final chemical and phase composition of SiOC glasses and
glass‐ceramics.

Suitable precursors for the synthesis of SiOC glasses
and glass‐ceramics should possess a high molecular weight
to minimize the weight loss during conversion, appropriate
visco‐elastic behavior and solubility for various shaping
processes, as well as curable functional groups. Thus, sev-
eral processing techniques known for polymer processing
can be applied for the shaping of SiOC glasses and glass‐
ceramics such as injection molding, extrusion, spin coating,
fiber drawing or polymer infiltration pyrolysis (PIP).4,35,37

Appropriate single‐source precursors for SiOC are poly-
organosiloxanes and sol‐gel derived precursors based on
organically modified alkoxysilanes.4,5

2.2 | Polysiloxanes and polysilsesquioxanes

Polysiloxanes are widely common precursors for the syn-
thesis of SiOC glasses and glass‐ceramics.35,37 Usually,
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they are commercially available, inexpensive polymers that
are synthesized upon reaction of organylchlorosilanes with
water.38 Depending on the synthesis conditions, their
molecular architecture consists of linear chain polymers,
various branching as well as highly cross‐linked structures
(Figure 1).39 Their excellent thermomechanical properties
(e.g., low‐temperature elasticity, low glass transition tem-
peratures, etc.) as well as their high stability at elevated
temperatures and oxidative environments allow an efficient
processing of polysiloxanes to green bodies. The enhanced
high temperature stability with respect to decomposition as
compared to carbon‐based organic polymers is considered
to relay on the inherent strength of the siloxane bond (Si–
O bond) itself, as it possesses both partially ionic character
as well as double bond character.39 Consequently, for the
Si–O bond a dissociation energy of 108 kJ/mol is deter-
mined, which is considerably higher than for C–C (82.6 kJ/
mol), Carom–C (97.6 kJ/mol), and C–O (85.2 kJ/mol)
bonds.39 Due to the high dynamic flexibility of their Si–O
chains, polysiloxanes possess the lowest reported glass
transition temperatures Tg among polymeric materials,
making them easy to process.40

A category of polysiloxanes with special, relatively high
cross‐linking degrees and therefore high ceramic yield is
represented by the polysilsesquioxanes (Figure 1C), with
the general formula [RSiO1.5]n (with R being, e.g., H,
methyl, ethyl, vinyl, aryl). The nature of the R groups and
the molecular structure influence the rheological properties
and thus the processing of the polysilsesquioxanes, which
were also successfully used as SiOC precursors.35,37,41 In
addition, hyperbranched polysiloxanes and polycarbosilox-
anes are reported in literature (Figure 1D).42–46

2.3 | Sol‐gel synthesis–Silicon alkoxides

Since the late 1980s, several sol‐gel routes using the
co‐hydrolysis and condensation of various silicon alkoxides
to synthesize precursors for silicon oxycarbide glasses and
glass‐ceramics have been established and reported.36,50,51

The resulting gels have the general formula RxSi(OR’)4−x
(with R being alkyl, allyl, aryl and R’ being methyl, ethyl).
The composition of the gels can precisely be tuned with
altering the molar ratios of the respective silicon alkoxides
as well as the selection of the alkoxides themselves. For
example, trifunctional alkoxides Si(OR)3R’ are used to alter
the total amount of carbon in the gel. Furthermore, by
choosing an appropriate pH value the architecture of the
resulting gel can be directly influenced from highly cross‐
linked network (basic conditions) to elongated chains
(acidic conditions).52

The flexibility of this approach is demonstrated by the
impact of different components on the formation of the gel
network. With the use of trifunctional alkoxides (Si

(OR)3R’; R, R’ = methyl, ethyl, vinyl, etc.), organic groups
are introduced within the hybrid gel, governing the final
content of carbon in the resulting ceramic. Bifunctional
alkoxides (Si(OR)2R’2) tend to form polymeric chains and
large rings during hydrolysis and condensation, providing
flexibility of the gel network. Orthosilicates (Si(OR)4) as
well as metal alkoxides (M(OR)x, M = main group or tran-
sition metal) lead to higher cross‐linking degrees of the
resulting gel. As already pointed out, a higher cross‐linking
degree of the preceramic precursor has a direct influence
on the ceramic yield of the resulting silicon oxycarbide
glass/glass‐ceramic.

Especially in the 1990s, systematic studies were per-
formed to unravel the role of the different sol‐gel systems
on the resulting silicon oxycarbide (e.g., Ref. 21,53). It
was demonstrated, that the use of unsaturated hydrocarbon
organic groups (e.g., vinyl, allyl, and phenyl groups) leads
to an increased carbon content in comparison to saturated
hydrocarbon organic groups (e.g., methyl, ethyl, and propyl
groups).21 Furthermore, the retention of Si–C bonds in the
polymeric backbone while reducing the excess of carbon
can be enhanced by the incorporation of Si–H
bonds.21,53,54

Another possibility of tuning the composition of SiOC
glasses is by changing the molar ratios of the used silicon
alkoxides. Gels can be derived for instance from different
mixtures of triethoxysilane (TREOS) and methyldiethoxysi-
lane (MDES) and can be converted into SiOC glasses with
tightly controllable compositions, such as those exhibiting
excess of carbon, some having no segregated carbon and
others containing excess of silicon.54

2.4 | Chemically modified single‐source
precursors

For both, the polymer precursors and the sol‐gel derived
precursors, synthesis routes for the incorporation of addi-
tional elements such as boron as well as different main
group and transition metals have been developed.25,53,55,56

For instance, boron can be incorporated within the SiOC
glass network upon polymer‐to‐ceramic conversion of suit-
able boron‐containing preceramic polysiloxanes and sol‐gel
systems. Thus, boric acid was used to modify alkoxysilane‐
derived sol‐gel systems or polysiloxanes through condensa-
tion reactions (Figure 2).31 The boron modification can be
also performed in the monomer state, followed by polymer-
ization, as reported in Ngoumeni‐Yappi et al32 (Figure 2);
thus, in the mentioned case study, a dichloro‐methyl‐vinyl‐
silane was chemically modified in a first step with borane
dimethyl sulfide complex via hydroboration and subse-
quently polymerized via condensation reactions with
methanol and water. Typically, the extent of chemical
cross‐linking of the sol‐gel systems or polysiloxanes was
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FIGURE 1 Schematic structure of A, polysiloxanes; B, ladder‐like polysilsesquioxanes and C, amorphous/disordered
polysilsesquioxanes,41,47 D, hyperbranched polycarbosiloxanes,48 and E, dendritic polysiloxanes49
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FIGURE 2 A, Synthesis of a single‐source precursor for boron‐modified SiOC glass based on the sol‐gel process involving ethyltriethoxy
silane and triethylborate31; B, Synthesis of a boron‐modified polysiloxane via hydroboration of a vinyl dichloro silane followed by alcoholysis,
hydrolysis, and polycondensation32
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shown to be related to the amount of boric acid or borane
complex and to determine the visco‐elastic properties of
the obtained precursor systems.

Similarly, other elements can be incorporated within the
SiOC network, as shown for numerous main group and
transition metals. For instance, suitable functional groups
(e.g., hydroxyl or alkoxy) can be reacted with (transition)
metal alkoxides, metal acetates or acetylacetonates. FTIR
spectroscopy studies indicated that the chemical modifica-
tion of the polysiloxanes occurs indifferent of the metal
precursor used (alkoxides, acetates, acetylacetonates etc.)
and leads to the formation of single‐source precursors for
metal‐modified silicon oxycarbide glasses. It was demon-
strated that the modification of polysil(sesqui)oxanes with
metal alkoxides, acetylacetonates or acetates leads to an
increase of their cross‐linking degree.25,56,57 Hence, the
rheological behavior of the resulting single‐source precur-
sors can be adjusted as necessary for the individual pro-
cessing techniques and moreover the mass loss upon
thermal conversion into glass or glass‐ceramics can be
tuned.25

2.5 | Conversion of preceramic polymers into
silicon oxycarbides

The transformation of the single‐source precursors to the
final inorganic product (SiOC glass or glass‐ceramic) fol-
lows several steps25,37: (a) crosslinking of the thermoplastic
precursors at low temperatures (100‐400°C) to produce
infusible organic/inorganic networks; (b) thermal conver-
sion into glass via pyrolysis at temperatures ranging from
600 to 1000°C; (c) phase separation (at T > 1200°C) fol-
lowed by crystallization. Further heat treatment at higher
temperatures leads to predominantly polycrystalline materi-
als. The crosslinking step is of significant relevance, as it
prevents the loss of low‐molecular‐weight components of
the precursor and increases the ceramic yield during pyrol-
ysis. The conversion from thermosetting to infusible pre-
cursor allows moreover the fabrication of green bodies
with complex shapes that are preserved during pyrolysis.56

The overall process is schematically depicted in Figure 3.
Depending on the organic functional groups present in

the precursor, several reactions can occur during crosslink-
ing of polysiloxanes and polysilsesquioxanes56: (a) Con-
densation of Si–OH units from hydroxyl and alkoxy
groups with the in situ release of water, leading to Si–O–Si
bond formation57; (b) Hydrosilylation between Si–H and
Si–vinyl groups, resulting in Si–C bond formation.
Through the addition of catalysts, the temperature as well
as the time necessary for reaction can be significantly
reduced58,59; (c) Vinyl polymerization which is weight con-
servative. This reaction proceeds at higher temperatures
(>300°C), by the addition of free radical initiators and UV

light irradiation or by addition of transition metal cata-
lysts.60 Furthermore, the crosslinking of polysiloxanes con-
taining either methyl or vinyl groups can be performed
thermally, using peroxides.61 In the temperature range from
300 to 600°C, various redistribution reactions between Si–
O, Si–C, and Si–H bonds lead to the formation and evapo-
ration of low‐molecular‐weight oligomers.62 Belot et al
performed a careful examination of the possible redistribu-
tion reactions that might occur in crosslinked polysilox-
anes.62 They are summarized in Figure 4 and can be
divided in three groups, that is, Si–O/Si–O exchange, Si–
C/Si–O exchange and Si–H/Si–O exchange processes.

The conversion of the crosslinked precursors into SiOC
glass takes place at elevated temperatures, that is, between
600 and 1000°C, with the cleavage and subsequent
volatilization of organic groups in the form of hydrocar-
bons and hydrogen.35,37 The precise mechanisms involved
during ceramization are rather complex and difficult to be
clarified in detail. During the thermal conversion of the sin-
gle‐source precursors, a significant amount of Si–C and Si–
O bonds is preserved in the resulting SiOC
glasses.21,25,50,63 Besides conventional oven heating, the
polymer‐to‐ceramic conversion can be achieved using
microwaves.64 Small differences in the resulting SiOC
microstructure were observed at high temperatures
(~1500°C), where a slightly diminished carbothermal
decomposition (cf. Equations (3) and (4) in Chapter 5.2)
leads to lower amounts of β‐SiC nanoparticles.

In some few case studies, the fabrication of SiOC via
non‐thermal conversion of polysiloxanes was studied and
demonstrated. For instance, Pivin et al showed that the
conversion can be performed by ion beam irradiation of
the preceramic polymers. The ion beam produces radicals
which randomly react with functional groups and oligomers
in the preceramics to produce, for example, Si–CHx–Si
bonds and hydrogen. The chemical composition, that is,
the carbon content, can be tuned upon variation of the ion
fluence.65,66 Besides ion bombardment, X‐rays were used
as an alternative route for crosslinking of polysiloxanes,67

which were subsequently converted via pyrolysis into
SiOC. For SiCN precursors, it was demonstrated that flash
pyrolysis using IR irradiation is possible,68 opening an
interesting concept to be possibly transferred to polysilox-
anes in the future.

Whereas the pyrolysis of silicon alkoxide‐based sol‐gel
systems of preceramic polysiloxanes leads to ternary SiOC
glassy systems, metal‐modified polysiloxanes were shown
to be suitable single‐source precursors to ceramic nanocom-
posites. In a recent study, it was shown that the ceramiza-
tion process of metal‐modified polysiloxanes is dictated by
thermodynamic stability of the in situ precipitated MOx

phase with respect to the system C–CO.6 Based on struc-
tural studies related to the evolution of the phase
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FIGURE 3 Microstructure and selected properties of SiOC materials
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composition of SiMOC materials at high temperatures,22,30

it has been concluded that metal‐modified polysiloxanes
convert at temperatures below 1000°C into a single‐phase
amorphous SiMOC material; its exposure to higher temper-
atures leads in a first step to the in situ generation of a
MOx phase homogeneously dispersed within a Si(M)OC
glassy matrix.25,33,56 Subsequent evolution of the phase
composition of the intermediary generated MOx/SiOC
nanocomposites is considered to be thermodynamically dri-
ven.6 Thus, the phase composition of different SiMOC sys-
tems (M = Li, Mg, Ca, Sn, Fe, Mn, V, and Lu) was
investigated. Depending on the metal, different ceramic
phases formed. For M = Li, Mg, Ca, and Lu MSiOx/SiOC
nanocomposites were generated22,34; for M = Mn, MOx/
SiOC ceramic nanocomposites were formed,10 whereas
other compositions revealed the formation of M/SiOC
(M = Sn),29 MSix/SiOC (M = Fe)27 or MCx/SiOC
(M = V)69 upon pyrolysis (cf. Figure 5). The different
phase compositions of the SiMOC materials were rational-
ized by a simple thermodynamic approach which is able to
correctly predict which type of ceramic nanocomposite is
expected upon ceramization of the metal‐modified precur-
sors. Calculations show that the thermodynamic stability of
the MOx phase with respect to that of the C–CO system is
the most important factor to predict phase formation in
polymer‐derived SiMOC ceramic systems. In addition to
the stability of the oxides with respect to reduction, some
other aspects have to be taken into account for estimating
the phase composition of SiMOC‐based nanocomposites,
such as thermodynamic stabilization through conversion
into silicates (for MOx being stable with respect to carboth-
ermal conversion into M) or into silicides or carbides (for
MOx not being stable against carbothermal reduction).6

3 | PROCESSING OF SILICON
OXYCARBIDES

Numerous processing techniques can be used to obtain
SiOC ceramics from liquid or soluble preceramic polymers.
For instance, polysil(sesqui)oxanes were used to in applica-
tions as joining materials, for example, for reaction bonded
silicon carbide specimens.71 Moreover, SiOC‐based ceramic
matrix composite materials were studied, based on the fact
that polysil(sesqui)oxanes can be easily integrated in liquid
polymer infiltration (LPI) processes to fabricate CMCs.72–75

3.1 | Monolithic silicon oxycarbides

SiOC monolithic specimens can be prepared via the fabrica-
tion of a green‐body shaped in a uniaxial or isostatic press
operating at moderate temperatures (from ambient temperature
to 300‐400°C) and its subsequent pyrolysis. For an optimum
result of a crack‐free and dense monolithic ceramic piece, the
optimum temperature for the formation of a green‐body and
the applied pressure during the green‐body formation must be
determined and adjusted for every polymeric system as
demonstrated for polysilazanes as SiCN precursors76–78 and a
polysilsesquioxane.79 Thermo‐mechanical analysis (TMA) is
a useful tool to identify the best processing parameters. Two
other ways are described to obtain monolithic green‐bodies:
(a) casting of sol‐gel systems followed by careful aging and
drying18,80,81; (b) cold isostatic pressing (CIP) of pre‐cross-
linked preceramic polymers.82 The subsequent transformation
from the green‐body to the glass is performed upon pressure-
less pyrolysis in inert gas atmosphere (Ar, He, or N2).

Typically, the cleavage processes during conversion of the
preceramic polymer to the final ceramic lead to mass loss and

FIGURE 4 Possible redistribution
reactions between Si–O, Si–C, and Si–H
bonds during conversion of the organic
polymer to an inorganic SiOC glass. The
different silicon sites are assigned according
to the MDTQ‐nomenclature, with M being
(SiOR3), D (SiO2R2), T (SiO3R), and Q
units (SiO4) if R is, for example, methyl.
An index “Hx

” indicates the presence of x
Si–H groups at one silicon site (drawn after
Ref. 62)
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consequently to porosity. Thus, cracking may occur during
the ceramization, making it difficult to obtain pore‐ and crack‐
free monoliths. Therefore, considerable efforts were made to
develop techniques that increase the ceramic yield and prevent
or act against shrinkage and pore formation, including the
usage of inert and reactive fillers83,84 or multiple polymer‐
infiltration‐pyrolysis (PIP) cycles.85,86 With the use of inert
fillers, the overall shrinkage can be reduced to negligible val-
ues though not being effective in acting against porosity. Inert
fillers for SiOC include metal oxides, carbides or nitrides. The
volumetric shrinkage of the filler/preceramic polymer mixture
wV(IF) can be calculated by Equation (1),87 where VF is the
volume fraction of the inert filler, V�

F is the critical volume
fraction of the inert filler (maximum packing density) and
wF(P) is the volumetric shrinkage of the preceramic polymer.

wVðIFÞ ¼ 1�
VF

V�
F

� �

wVðPÞ (1)

Active fillers react with the gaseous species that are
released upon pyrolysis leading to expansion which can

compensate the shrinkage of the polymeric precursor.83,84,88

Thus, elemental metals Ti, Zr, Mo, Al, B, and Si as well as
silicides MoSi2, CrSi2, and TiSi2 were used as active fillers.84

They react with hydrocarbons or with the pyrolysis atmo-
sphere itself, forming carbides, nitrides, and oxides.84,88 The
total maximum volume change of an active filler/preceramic
polymer mixture wV(AF) is expressed through Equation (2),89

where VF is the filler volume fraction, V�
F is the critical filler

volume fraction (maximum particle packing density of the
reacted filler phase), α and αF is the mass change of the poly-
mer and filler, respectively, and β and βF is the density change
of polymer and filler, respectively. The homogeneous distri-
bution of the active fillers can be preserved with the addition
of inactive filler, minimizing sedimentation effects.88

wVðAFÞ ¼ 1�
VF

V�
F

� �

ðαβ � 1Þ þ VFðαFβF � 1Þ (2)

Figure 6 summarizes the differences in shrinkage and
its impact on the porosity obtained when using passive and
active fillers, respectively.

FIGURE 5 Ceramization of metal‐modified polysiloxanes. In a first step, single‐phase amorphous SiMOC ceramics are obtained (at
temperatures of 700‐1000°C), which at higher temperatures partition leading to MOx‐containing SiOC amorphous nanocomposites. The
subsequent evolution of the phase composition in MOx/SiOC is thermodynamically controlled and correlates to the stability of MOx in the
presence of the segregated carbon phase6 (reprinted with permission of Wiley). TEM micrographs show the evolution of the phase composition
and microstructure of HfO2/SiOC

25 (HfOx phase stable at high temperatures in the presence of carbon) as well as of Sn/SiOC29 (reprinted with
permission of Wiley) and Fe3Si/SiOC

27,70 (SnOx and FeOx not stable in the presence of carbon)6
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In addition to the aspects related to preventing shrink-
age, cracking, and porosity in SiOC‐based parts, various
functional properties can be enhanced or introduced to the
SiOC system upon the incorporation of fillers. For instance,
the electrical conductivity of SiOC foams could be
increased by the addition of SiC, C, MoSi2 or Cu2O.

90 The
incorporation of iron silicide fillers was shown to introduce
magnetic properties into SiOC, as shown for SiOC‐based
ferromagnetic foams.91

Cracking can be further prevented by rate‐controlled
decomposition procedures, where slower heating rates are
employed during temperature intervals with large weight
losses,83 or upon pyrolysis of green‐bodies with one
dimension below 1 mm.17,18 Fully dense monolithic pieces
can be furthermore obtained using pressure‐assisted tech-
niques such as uniaxial hot pressing,7,92,93 hot isostatic
pressing94 or spark plasma sintering.95–98

3.2 | SiOC‐based thin films and coatings

As most preceramic polymers are liquid or easily soluble in
various organic solvents, a wealth of processing techniques
established for polymers can be employed for the fabrica-
tion of SiOC coatings: dip coating,99–103 spin coating,101,104

spray coating,105 thermal chemical vapor deposition
(TCVD),106 simple soaking,107 and melting,108 tape cast-
ing109 as well as brush film application110 are described in
literature. In addition to these polymer‐related processing
techniques, non‐polymer precursor techniques were also
employed, such as the radio frequency magnetron sputtering
(RF magnetron sputtering),111,112 ultra‐high vacuum RF
magnetron sputtering (UHV RF magnetron sputtering)113

and reactive laser evaporation2 methods. A review on
SiOC‐based coatings was published recently.114 Depending
on the technique used, suitable visco‐elastic properties for
the deposition of the polymeric films can be obtained upon
mixing appropriate amounts of solvents with the preceramic
polymers. The concentration of the preceramic polymer in
the polymer‐solvent solutions is reported to influence the
formation of continuous coatings giving an optimum con-
centration for maximum adhesion to the substrate.107 In a
similar manner, coatings derived from sol‐gel synthesis
show an optimum amount of water‐to‐siloxane ratio to
obtain continuous preceramic coatings.110 Various factors
influence the successful conversion of the preceramic poly-
mer to the final coating without the formation of pores or
cracks or without spallation, such as coating time102 and
withdrawal speed.110 For instance, it was found that in the
case of spray coating the preparation of continuous coating
is conditioned by an optimized wettability of the preceramic
polymer on the substrate.105 In addition, smoother substrate
surfaces were shown to enhance the quality of the SiOC
coatings.105 Mathematical modeling for the determination of
relevant parameters during the fabrication of a SiOC coat-
ing, such as gas residence time and precursor pump rate
during the CVD process, were reported in Ref. 115.

As coatings possess higher surface areas than those of
bulk monolithic pieces, they are more prone to influences
of the atmosphere during pyrolysis. As a result, the chemi-
cal composition of SiOC coatings is highly dependent on
the pyrolysis atmosphere, mainly its oxygen content.101,111

In a case study, sol‐gel‐based SiOC thin films were pre-
pared upon pyrolysis in inert gas atmosphere containing
different oxygen partial pressures as well as in vacuum. It
was shown that even small amounts of oxygen present in
the pyrolysis atmosphere may lead to the conversion of the
sol‐gel coatings into silica instead of SiOC.101 This strong
effect of the atmosphere on the composition of the result-
ing ceramic thin films was also shown for SiC101 and SiCN
coatings.116

SiOC coatings can be applied on various substrates such as
Silicon,105,113,117 graphite fibers,99,100,106 stainless steel,101,108

sapphire,101 SiC fibers,101 α‐Al2O3,
102 silica,104,111

multi‐walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT),107 carbon,110

porcelain,108 Ni‐based superalloy,103 Saphikon fibers,118 and
Nicalon fibers.118 Figure 7A,B show examples for intact SiOC
coatings on a silicon substrate113 and on MWCNTs,107 respec-
tively. With the usage of focusing mirror furnaces, softer tem-
plates are even realizable, meanwhile ensuring a full
conversion of the preceramic coating to the ceramic coating.105

The shrinkage due to the cleavage of functional groups during
the conversion of the preceramic coatings to ceramic coatings,
limits the maximum coating thickness to few micrometer, as
thicker coatings lead to cracking.105 In order to increase the
maximum possible film thickness, SiOC composite coatings

FIGURE 6 Effect of active and passive fillers on the shrinkage
and porosity in preceramic polymer systems83,84,89 (taken from Ref.
83 with permission from the Korean Ceramic Society)
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were developed based on the idea of minimizing the effective
shrinkage by the addition of appropriate fillers.119

Using microphase‐separation processes of block copoly-
mers during spin coating followed by the reactive removal
of one phase, tailored nano‐porous SiOC thin films can be
achieved, as shown in a case study using a polystyrene‐b‐
polydimethylsiloxane block copolymer117 (cf. Figure 7C).
Moreover, porous SiOC films were also prepared using the
Breath Figure technique, which involves the condensation
of water droplets on a cooled polymer solution, the subse-
quent control of the sink‐in of these droplets in the poly-
meric solution and the final removal of the water droplets
by evaporation.120

3.3 | Porous SiOC

A variety of different approaches is used to synthesize
SiOC materials with different degree of porosity, classes of
pore sizes (micro‐, meso‐, or macro porosity), pore size
distribution (narrow to hierarchical), pore connectivity
(open or closed porosity), and resulting specific surface
areas.121 Comprehensive reviews about porous SiOC mate-
rials were published in Refs. 122,123. The generation of
pores involves the intrinsic decomposition characteristics of
the neat SiOC system, the insertion of templates and fillers
and the production of highly porous green bodies like
foams and aerogels. The combination of any of the men-
tioned techniques allows the fabrication of more complex
porous structures.124

Special care has to be taken to preserve the porous
structures upon pyrolysis. Important factors are heating rate
and maximum pyrolysis temperature,125 where slow heating
rates prevent cracking and low temperatures preserve smal-
ler pore sizes (microporosity). Furthermore, the chemical

composition of the starting preceramic polymer has impli-
cations on the stability of the network formed up to 600°C.
Especially polymer systems which allow the occurrence of
a hydrosilylation reaction through the presence of Si–H
and C–C double bonds show enhanced network
stabilities.122

As will be explained in the following (cf. Section 5.2),
at temperatures higher than approximately 1250°C, the
glassy SiOC‐based materials partition and consequently can
be regarded as consisting of SiC and C nano‐precipitates
dispersed within a silica(‐rich) matrix. This phase assem-
blage enables decomposition reactions at higher tempera-
tures (cf. Section 5.2, Equations (3), (4), (5)) which lead to
the release of gaseous species resulting in the formation of
pores126 with sizes of few nanometers to tens of nanome-
ters.122 The addition of inert fillers such as ZnO or TiO2

can shift the pore sizes from usually microporosity (for the
neat SiOC systems) to mesoporosity (with filler
addition).127,128

The aforementioned phase separation enables the possi-
bility to introduce porosity also through a subsequent selec-
tive removal of SiO2, SiC or C. The removal of silica from
phase separated SiOC can be achieved for instance via

etching in HF solution,129–135 which can be hindered if
high carbon content is present.91 SiC particles can be
etched by reaction with gaseous chlorine136,137; whereas
the selective removal of carbon can be realized upon pyrol-
ysis in reactive atmosphere, for example, NH3, water
vapor134,138 or H2.

139 The complete removal of silicon and
oxygen can be achieved upon etching with chlorine gas at
high temperature to obtain carbide‐derived carbons
(CDCs).137 The obtained SiOC‐derived CDS were tested
for H2 and CH4 storage137 as well as adsorption
purposes.140

FIGURE 7 SiOC‐based coatings on A, silicon substrate113 (reprinted with permission of IOP Publishing) and B, MWCNTs107 (reprinted
with permission of Elsevier); C, Nano‐patterned porous SiOC thin film prepared from a polystyrene‐b‐polydimethylsiloxane block copolymer as
preceramic precursor117 (reprinted with permission of the American Chemical Society)
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Templated‐assisted preparation of porous SiOC uses
synthetic sponges and foams,141 or biomorphic templates
such as wood142,143 or rice bran144 as well as inorganic
templates like LDH145 or close‐packed spheres. Water/(oil‐
polysiloxanes) emulsions can also be converted to SiOC
under the preservation of the emulsion microstructure (i.e.,
hollow SiOC‐based capsules are accessible in this way,
see146). Consequently, pore sizes, pore size distribution,
porosity, and surface area are highly depending on the tem-
plates used. Synthetic templates usually offer a better con-
trol of the final porous material and enable the fabrication
of specimens with narrow pore size distributions and tai-
lored pore sizes. Fillers can be dispersed directly in liquid
polysiloxanes or in prepared polymeric solutions. Sacrificial
templates and fillers typically used are PMMA (poly
(methyl methacrylate)) microspheres147,148 or microbe-
ads,149–153 polyurethane template154 as well as polystyrene
beads.155 Carbon templates can be removed in reactive
gases atmospheres like air and ammonia.156,157 Frequently
used inert materials are silica spheres,130,158 that can be
removed by subsequent etching in HF after pyrolysis.
Hierarchical porosity can be obtained for example upon the
combination of ceramic supports and SiOC foaming
techniques.159,160

Highly porous SiOC materials can be furthermore pro-
vided via direct foaming procedures. Direct foaming
involves the formation of open or closed spherical pores
with sizes in the range of hundreds of micrometers up to
several millimeters with the use of gas bubbles. The gases
can be produced in situ by self‐blowing due to condensa-
tion of functional groups161,162 or by the addition of blow-
ing agents that react or decompose149,150,163–165 (chemical
blowing) or volatilize125,150 (physical blowing) during the
cross‐linking process of the preceramic polymer. Moreover,
it is possible to introduce gas externally during the cross‐
linking of the preceramic polymer to produce SiOC
glasses.166

In the last years, increasing activities were done related
to the preparation of silicon‐oxycarbide‐based porous part
by means of freeze‐casting.167–171 It has been shown that
the aligned porosity resulting from the freeze‐casting pro-
cess can adopt various pore morphologies, depending on
the solvent used, preceramic polymer loading as well as
the conditions of the freezing process. Thus, SiOC mono-
liths with variable volume fractions of aligned porosity as
well as tunable pore shapes and hierarchical morphologies
can be produced by controlling/adjusting the freeze‐casting
process (Figure 8).

Also, silicon oxycarbide‐based aerogels can be obtained
via supercritical drying of alkoxy silane‐based gels172,173 or
polysiloxane‐based systems.174 Also, slow aging of the gels
by continuous exchange of the produced solvents with low
surface tension solvents175,176 may lead to silica‐ and

SiOC‐based gels; their fractal structure can be preserved,
for example, upon subsequent freeze‐drying.169,170

Porous capsules and spheres were obtained upon electro
hydrodynamic spraying177 and microfluidics techniques
using emulsions.178

3.4 | SiOC‐based fibers and tubes

The formation of SiOC fibers usually comprises the fabri-
cation of preceramic fibers and the subsequent pyrolysis to
ceramic SiOC fibers. In order to preserve the fiber geome-
try made from polymers, cross‐linking via like electron
beam irradiation or chemical vapor curing179 is performed.
The curing in metal chloride vapors allows as well the for-
mation of SiMOC‐based fibers, as shown in a case study
for TiO2/SiOC fibers.180

The fabrication of fibers from silicon‐based polymers
started in 1975 with the invention of the Yajima process
yielding SiC‐based fibers. Depending on the quality grade,
these fibers can possess some amount of oxygen. Although
important as they marked the start of processing polymer‐
derived fibers,181,182 these fibers are not discussed in the
present study, as the focus lies on SiOC materials. The
potential of fiber preparation upon spinning of alkoxide sols
prepared by the sol‐gel method was demonstrated by Sakka
and Kamiya.183 A first attempt to produce SiOC fibers was
performed by Hurwitz in the late 1980s upon melt spinning
of a polysilsesquioxane.41 SiOC and SiBOC preceramic
fibers were also produced from a combined sol‐gel synthe-
sis approach184–186 as well as from polymer solutions.187

In general, ceramic fibers can be obtained by fiber spin-
ning like melt spinning, electrospinning or dry spinning.
Spinning solutions need to possess appropriate viscosities
and should be easy to solidify. In order to enhance both
aspects, several polysiloxane systems were spun with the
aid of carrier polymers or spinning agents like
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)188,189 or secondary cellulose
acetate190 (as for electrospinning processes). Recently, elec-
trospinning of a silicon resin without the use of a carrier
polymer but with partial pre‐crosslinking of the resin was
reported.191 Electrospinning can be performed with sol gel‐
derived solutions188 or preceramic polymer solutions189,191

and enables the formation of thinner SiOC fibers188

(Figure 9A). Important factors influencing the fiber diame-
ter are the surface tension, the electrical conductivity, and
the dielectric constant of the spinning solutions.189 In sol
gel‐derived systems, the water to alkoxide ratio is crucial to
obtain spinnable solutions.188 Few examples for SiOC melt
spun fibers exist in literature. Hollow and dense SiOC fibers
(cf. Figure 9C,D) were obtained from a polycarbosilane/
polysiloxane mixture via melt spinning.192 For melt spin-
ning, the diameter of polymethylsilsequioxane‐derived
SiOC fibers is depending on the spinning temperature and
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

FIGURE 8 Effects of solvent choice
on pore structure of free‐casted SiOC. The
samples from (A‐F) were prepared using 20
wt% polymer solutions in cyclohexane (A,
B), camphene (C, D), and tert‐butyl alcohol
(E, F). Samples are shown in transverse (A,
C, E) and longitudinal (B, D, F) directions.
Primary (A, C) and secondary pores (B, D)
are related to the formation of primary and
secondary dendrites (reprinted with
premission of Elsevier).169

FIGURE 9 SEM images of A, as spun
fibers from electrospinning189 (reprinted
with permission of Wiley), and B,
pyrolyzed fibers of extrusion foamed
filaments193 (reprinted with permission of
Wiley); C, SEM micrographs of hollow and
D, dense melt‐spun SiOC fibers192

(reprinted with permission of Wiley) [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]
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the holding time, where an increase in each of both is lead-
ing to larger diameters.179 Upon continuous extrusion foam-
ing of a polymethylsilsequioxane, porous filaments could be
produced193 under preservation of the porous structure as
evidenced in Figure 9B. SiOC tubes were also obtained by
casting of prepared slurries.194 SiOC microtubes can be
obtained upon extrusion using a microextruder.195 The inner
and outer diameter can be tuned by varying the pull rate or
the pressure and temperature within the extruder.

3.5 | Complex‐shaped and miniaturized parts

The pyrolysis of preceramic miniaturized part which are
patterned via different micromachining techniques, has
gained the attention of the scientific community as it
represents a facile access to, for example, three‐dimen-
sional ceramic‐based micro electromechanical systems
(MEMS) at relatively low costs. Preceramic materials
include polymer as well as sol‐gel precursors. Some
studies combining sol‐gel precursor solutions with micro-
molding technologies (mainly soft‐lithography) in order
to obtain oxidic ceramic MEMS or more complex cera-
mic MEMS such as lead zirconate titanate
(PbZrxTi1−xO3, PZT), Sr2Nb2O7 or others have been
reported.196,197 The addition of organic components or
ceramic nanoparticles reduces the high shrinkage that
occurs during drying and pyrolysis.198

Various micromachining processes have been reported
in the literature for the manufacturing of complex‐shaped
PDC‐based microcomponents. General reviews about
additive manufacturing of polymer‐derived ceramics and
ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) were recently pub-
lished.199–201 Some of them are used to obtain the mas-
ter or the mold that will be used to shape the
precursors. The same processes and others are used to
directly shape the precursors. In particular, these pro-
cesses include lithography, LIGA, stereolithography as
well as micromolding techniques (e.g., hot‐embossing or
soft lithography).

Straub et al demonstrated the potential of polysilox-
anes for stereolithographic processing.202 Ceramic SiOC/
SiC composite parts from stereolithography were fabri-
cated by mixing a polymethylsilsequioxane, 40%‐60%
SiC filler and a cross‐linking agent followed by selective
laser curing.203 Due to the use of the passive SiC fillers,
the polymer‐to‐ceramic conversion was provided as a
near‐net‐shape process. Also, other recent studies showed
the preparative access to complex‐shaped and miniatur-
ized SiOC‐based parts using UV‐photolithography/laser
stereolithography followed by pyrolysis.204–207 Figure 10
demonstrates the high flexibility and accuracy in achiev-
ing different shapes and complex shapes for SiOC cera-
mic parts via laser stereolithography.

Also, other additive manufacturing methods for the
preparation of complex SiOC parts were reported, such as
powder (bed) 3D printing,203,208,209 inkjet printing,210

direct ink printing,211 laminated object manufacturing212,213

or fused deposition modeling.199 The reader is referred to
refs.199,201 which critically compare those methods and dis-
cuss on their advantages and limitations.

Besides stereolithography, photolithographic and soft‐
lithographic procedures were utilized to obtain SiOC
complex‐shaped parts.214,215 Within this context, PDMS
was used successfully as a common mold for soft litho-
graphic processing of various free‐standing micropat-
terned SiOC materials.214,215 The production of SiOC
microstructures on a substrate was realized using pho-
tolithography214 as well as electron beam lithography.216

Micro‐patterned SiOC parts were also obtained by hot
embossing of a polymethylsilsequioxane preceramic poly-
mer using a mold with micro gear cavities.57 With this
procedure, miniaturized structures were obtained as
shown in Figure 11.

FIGURE 10 Photographs of preceramic and the corresponding
pyrolyzed ceramic parts prepared via stereolithographic processing of
polysiloxanes, indicating the high flexibility and accuracy in
providing complex‐shaped parts206 (reprinted with permission of
Elsevier)
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4 | NANO‐ AND MICRO‐STRUCTURE
OF SILICON OXYCARBIDES

The phase composition and the nano/microstructure of sili-
con oxycarbides is highly depending on their synthesis
temperature. Thus, samples prepared at temperatures below
approximately 1250°C can be regarded as amorphous,
glass‐like inorganic materials. SiOC materials prepared at
temperatures higher than 1250°C possess a microstructure
characteristic for glass‐ceramics, as will be discussed in the
following.

Silicon oxycarbide materials prepared upon pyrolysis of
suitable single‐source precursors are considered to be
glassy,217,218 though possessing heterogeneity at the nanos-
cale.29Si magic‐angle‐spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy
was used to probe the coordination of SiCxO4−x tetrahedra
present in the glass network. The SiO4, SiO3C, SiO2C2,
SiOC3, and SiC4 structural units typically exhibit

different29Si isotropic chemical shifts that can be resolved
and quantified as shown in Figure 12A. Interestingly, the
fractions of the SiO4 and SiC4 sites in silicon oxycarbide
were found to be significantly higher than those expected
from a random distribution of Si–O and Si–C bonds. As
there is no significant carbon–oxygen bonding in the sili-
con oxycarbide glass structure,11,13,14,219 this NMR finding
indicates a partial segregation and clustering of oxygen‐rich
and carbon‐rich SiCxO4−x units in the SiOC glass network.

In addition, Raman spectroscopy (Figure 12B) reveals
the presence of a segregated secondary phase consisting of
sp2‐hybridized carbon. This carbon phase can be described
as highly disordered, turbostratic carbon.54,220–222 Conse-
quently, two types of carbon can be defined in SiOC
glasses: (a) the carbidic carbon (i.e., the carbon
incorporated within the SiOC glassy network, which is sp3‐
hybridized) and (b) a secondary, segregated carbon phase
(sp2‐hybridized carbon).

FIGURE 11 Optical photographs of SiOC‐based micropatterns (microcombs and squares) (A) and SEM micrograph of SiOC‐based micro‐
gears (B) obtained via photolithography of a polysiloxane followed by pyrolysis; C, Soft‐lithographic processing of a complex‐shaped SiOC‐
based valve seat for a micro‐burner214 (reprinted with permission of Elsevier)
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Despite of several decades of research related to the struc-
ture of SiOC glasses, the detailed nano/microstructure is still
not fully elucidated. Only model descriptions of the nano/mi-
crostructure of SiOC glasses have been found in the litera-
ture. In addition, computational modeling was used to get a
more comprehensive idea of the structure of SiOC materials
and supported the proposed nano‐heterogeneous nature
thereof.223–225 One model suggests the presence of silica‐rich
nanodomains embedded in a graphene‐like nano‐network
exhibiting mixed‐bonded SiOxC4−x tetrahedra at the interface
(Figure 13A),12 whereas other models propose the presence
of two continuous interpenetrating phases (oxygen‐rich sili-
con oxycarbide and carbon) and a carbon‐rich SiOxCy‐based
interface (Figure 13B).11

The first proposed model relies on small X‐ray scatter-
ing (SAXS) experimental data obtained from SiOC
glasses12 and can explain satisfactorily the visco‐elastic
properties of SiOC glass at elevated temperatures (see

Section 6.1.2 below). Whereas the second proposed model
bases on 29Si NMR spin‐lattice relaxation studies per-
formed on silicon oxycarbide to probe the fractal spatial
distribution of the SiCxO4−x structural units.11 Within few
nanometers, the mass of those structural units, M, scales
with distance r as M ~ rd (d being the mass fractal dimen-
sion). Experimentally, d was found to exhibit values
between 2.3 and 2.5 instead of a value of 3, which is
typical for a tri‐dimensionally homogeneous space filling/
distribution.11,14,219 Thus, the mass‐fractal nature of the
oxygen‐rich part of the SiOC network was concluded to be
a consequence of a frustrated packing of the SiCxO4−x

structural units giving rise to a spatially continuous though
fractal glass network with “voids” filled by segregated sp2

hybridized carbon phase. At large volume fractions of seg-
regated carbon, the proposed network architecture consists
of spatially bi‐continuous nanodomains of carbon and
SiCxO4−x structural units.

FIGURE 12 A, 29Si MAS NMR spectrum of a SiO1.5C0.68 glass as prepared via pyrolysis of a polysiloxane in argon atmosphere (solid
curve represents the experimental spectrum; dashed line: simulated spectrum; solid curves at the bottom: individual simulated ocmponents). Peaks
from right to left correspond to SiO4, SiO3C, SiO2C2, SiC4, and SiOC3 units

11,13 (reprinted with permission of American Chemical Society); B,
Typical Raman spectrum of an SiOC glass showing the presence of a disordered sp2 hybridized secondary carbon phase (all indicated phonon
modes, i.e., D, G, D’, 2D, and D+G, can be attributed to the segregated, disordered sp2 carbon phase)220–222 (reprinted from Ref. 222 with
permission of MDPI)

FIGURE 13 2D representations of
structural models for SiOC glasses: A,
model showing SiO2 nanodomains
embedded within a graphene‐like network12

(reprinted with permission of Wiley); B,
model consisting of two continuous silica‐
rich and carbon phases with a carbon‐rich
SiOxC4−x interface

11 (reprinted with
permission of American Chemical Society)
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5 | ENERGETICS AND HIGH‐

TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR of SiOC

5.1 | Energetics of SiOC glasses

Remarkably, silicon oxycarbides retain their amorphous
nature up to temperatures as high as 1500°C,226 whereas
in silica‐based systems, the crystallization of cristobalite
has been observed at temperatures as low as 1000‐1200°C
(depending on composition, e.g., content of hydroxyl
groups etc.). It is clear that the incorporation of carbon
within the silica‐based network should be considered as
responsible for the increased crystallization resistance of
SiOC glass as compared to other silica‐based vitreous
materials (e.g., high‐purity silica with various hydroxyl
contents). Interestingly, calorimetry measurements suggest
that probably there is an (unexpected) thermodynamic
contribution to the enhanced crystallization resistance in
silicon oxycarbides. As shown in Table 1, the enthalpies
of formation for different SiOC glasses are negative with
respect to their corresponding crystalline phases in the
Si–O, Si–C, and C systems. Thus, amorphous silicon oxy-
carbide seems to be energetically stable with respect to
iso‐compositional crystalline mixtures of cristobalite, sili-
con carbide and graphite. This is valid especially for sili-
con oxycarbide materials prepared upon pyrolysis at
temperatures between 1000 and 1200°C.227,228 The mixed
bonding between silicon, oxygen, and carbon and the pos-
sible presence of hydrogen in the interfacial regions have
been considered to play a key role in the thermodynamic
stabilization of SiOC.13,228–230

5.2 | High‐temperature evolution of SiOC
glasses

The chemical composition of SiOC glasses is stable up to
1500°C, beyond this temperature decomposition reactions

forming volatile CO and SiO occur54,231 (this applies for
monolithic SiOC; for high‐surface‐area materials, such
powders, the onset temperature for decomposition is signif-
icantly lower, see discussion below). Starting with tempera-
tures of approximately 1250°C, a partitioning process of
the SiOC glass network begins.226 During this process, the
mixed‐bonds Si‐tetrahedra (SiO4−xCx, x = 1, 2, 3) vanish
(Figure 14A).232 During this process, a multi‐phase glass‐
ceramic is formed, consisting of an amorphous SiO2 matrix
in which nanosized β‐SiC particles (Figure 14B) are dis-
persed and located next to the segregated carbon
phase20,232,233 (cf., Figure 3).

The segregated carbon phase itself gets progressively
ordered with increasing temperature,220,221 leading to gra-
phite‐like structures (cf., Figure 15). At temperatures
exceeding 1500°C, a carbothermal reduction of the silica
matrix with the segregated carbon phase takes place, lead-
ing to the formation of β‐SiC and gaseous CO according to
the following reactions234,235:

FIGURE 14 Phase separation in a
silicon oxycarbide glass: A, 29Si MAS
NMR of samples prepared at temperatures
between 1000 and 1600°C226 (reprinted
with permission of American Chemical
Society); B, XRD patterns of silicon
oxycarbide samples prepared at 1600°C; the
precipitation of small β‐SiC nanocrystallites
is clearly visible at this temperature8

(reprinted with permission of Wiley)

TABLE 1 Enthalpy of formation ΔHf for different SiOC glasses
from elements, ΔHf(elem) or from the binary crystalline phases SiO2

and SiC and carbon, ΔHf(comp). SiOC samples were prepared via
pyrolysis at 1000°C, if not otherwise specified

Sample

ΔHf(elem) at 25°C

[kJ/mol]

ΔHf(comp) at 25°C

[kJ/mol]

SiO1.10C0.73
227,341

−242 ± 3.6 −53.9 ± 3.6

SiO0.72C2.10
227

−149.9 ± 4.4 −51.9 ± 4.4

SiO1.50C0.63
342

−232.3 ± 2.3 −6.5 ± 2.4

SiO1.49C0.26
342

−256.6 ± 3.3 −13.0 ± 3.4

SiO1.50C0.75

(1200°C)230
−219.76 ± 2.87 −4.92 ± 2.95

SiO1.50C0.75

(1450°C)230
−209.17 ± 3.14 +6.13 ± 3.21

SiO1.50C0.75

(1600°C)230
−214.34 ± 1.10 −10.25 ± 1.34
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FIGURE 15 The fate of Carbon in SiOC Materials
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SiO2 þ C ! SiO " þCO " (3)

SiOþ 2C ! β-SiCþ CO " (4)

The segregated carbon phase gets consumed during this
reaction; at the same time, the crystallization of SiC is sig-
nificantly enhanced.18,20,21,236

In addition to the above mentioned carbothermal reduc-
tion, SiO2 and SiC can directly react with each other upon
complete decomposition according to Equation (5). This
occurs after the complete consumption of the segregated
carbon phase235 and at higher temperatures.20

2SiO2 þ SiC ! 3SiO " þCO " (5)

The overall processes occurring in SiOC at high temper-
ature involve on the one hand phase separation of the
glassy matrix and on the other hand decomposition reac-
tions with evolution of gaseous species. Both may lead to
the crystallization of SiC particles. One should emphasize
that phase separation and decomposition in silicon oxycar-
bides are not isolated processes but can take place in paral-
lel (Figure 16).20

The effective stability of SiOC at high temperature is
generally depending on its porosity and specific surface
area. Dense SiOC monoliths show an increased stability
than their porous or powdery counterparts.237–239 In addi-
tion, pressure‐assisted processing techniques extend the sta-
bility, as the gaseous species developing during the above
mentioned decomposition reactions cannot or are hindered
to leave the system.226,239,240

6 | PROPERTIES OF SiOC

6.1 | Structural properties of SiOC

6.1.1 | Elastic properties and hardness of
SiOC glasses and glass‐ceramics

Renlund et al92 determined the Young's modulus of SiOC
glass‐ceramics to be 98.0 GPa and thus significantly higher
than that of vitreous silica (72.9 GPa).241 Soraru et al17

showed for SiOC glasses similar Young's modulus values.
Moreover, it was indicated that the Youngs’ modulus
depends on the composition of SiOC glasses. Thin glass
sheets of SiOC glass/colloidal silica composites showed
even higher values of 120‐130 GPa.80 The increase in
Young's modulus of SiOC glasses in comparison to vitre-
ous silica was attributed to the higher connectivity of glass
network upon incorporation of tetravalent carbon sites.
Upon measurements using ultrasonic technique, Moysan et
al determined a Poisson's ratio of 0.11 for a SiOC glass.
This value is among the lowest for glasses and indicates a
more open network structure than that of vitreous silica.242

As Young's modulus is sensitive to structural changes,
Rouxel et al15 used in situ measurements to follow possible
changes in SiOC glasses during high‐temperature creep
experiments. At temperatures below the phase separation
temperature in SiOC glass, a slight increase in the Young's
modulus was observed, which was assigned to a relaxation
phenomenon of the glass matrix and to densification, as the
studied samples showed some residual porosity at the
beginning of the experiment.15 Upon precipitation of SiC
nanoparticles, an irreversible increase of the Young's mod-
ulus was identified. In addition, it was demonstrated that
SiOC glasses and glass‐ceramics show an increase of the
Young's modulus with increasing temperature.7,15 This
unusual behavior was observed also in the case of vitreous
silica.15

Silicon oxycarbides show values of Vicker's hardness
between 6.4 and 9.3 GPa17,218,243 (compared to hardness
values for silica, 6‐7 GPa243). The indentations in silicon
oxycarbides glasses containing low segregated carbon
amounts reveal circular Hertzian cracks rather than
radial‐median cracks, analogous to anomalous glasses like
vitreous silica17; whereas compositions with higher carbon
content show radial‐median cracks. It was suggested that
the incorporation of carbon leads to a less flexible glass
network at the molecular scale. Consequently, deformation
would transform from densification to shear deforma-
tion.244 For compositions with a moderate amount of segre-
gated carbon, the influence of the composition on the
hardness is negligible.17 However, higher values of segre-
gated carbon seem to lower the Vicker's hardness slightly

FIGURE 16 Crystallization of SiOC glasses upon high‐
temperature annealing—the upper and lower bound of the evolution
of the β‐SiC content as a function of the annealing temperature
describes the contribution of the partitioning process and of the
carbothermal decomposition to the crystallization of silicon
oxycarbides20 (reprinted with permission of Wiley) [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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to values of ca. 7.2 GPa.95 Phase separation leads to an
increase in Vicker's hardness, most probably due to the
simultaneous increase in density.218

6.1.2 | High‐temperature creep of silicon
oxycarbides

Among the outstanding properties of SiOC glasses and
glass‐ceramics, their remarkable high temperature viscosi-
ties and creep resistance are quite unique. This is generally
attributed to the increased connectivity of the SiOC glass
network, as a consequence of the partial exchange of biva-
lent oxygen by tetravalent carbon.15,17 For both SiOC
glasses and glass‐ceramics, an increase in viscosity in the
range of two orders of magnitude in comparison to vitreous
silica is reported.9,19,92

The first data on the high‐temperature creep behavior of
SiOC glasses was reported by Rouxel et al in the late
1990s and early 2000s using three‐point‐bending experi-
ments.15,19 The apparent viscosity of the glasses was calcu-
lated from creep experiments using Equation (6), where σ

is the applied stress, υ is the Poisson's ratio and _ɛ is the
steady‐state creep rate:

η ¼
σ

2ð1þ υÞ _ɛ
(6)

Four distinct features related to the high‐temperature creep
behavior of silicon oxycarbide have been considered: (a)
SiOC glasses seem to exhibit steady state creep; (b) Silicon
oxycarbide possess extremely low creep rates at ca. 1000°C
(as low as 1.8 × 10−08/s19); (c) the incorporation of carbidic
carbon into the silicate network leads to a remarkable decrease
of the steady‐state‐creep rates as compared to those recorded
for pure vitreous silica–this is manifested as an increase in
their viscosity of about 2 orders of magnitude (cf., Figure 3);
(d) the incorporation of segregated carbon leads to a further
decrease of the steady‐state‐creep rates.8,15,19

The apparent activation energy of the creep process
in silicon oxycarbides was determined to be 296 kJ/mol
for the compositions with relatively low carbon content,
being considerably lower than for vitreous silica (500‐
700 kJ/mol).245 This is valid for temperatures up to
1200°C. At higher temperatures, the samples started to
partition upon precipitation of small β‐SiC nanocrystal-
lites, as mentioned above and consequently leads to a
strain hardening in the SiOC glass‐ceramics. Remarkably,
the activation energy for the structural relaxation of the
same composition was determined to be 617 kJ/mol up
to 1200°C, indicating that the relaxation of SiOC glasses
proceeds via viscous flow of the silica‐rich domains in
the glassy matrix. The viscosity of the SiOC glasses was
found to be significantly higher than that of vitreous sil-
ica, as shown in Figure 17.19 Consequently, SiOC glasses

exhibit Tg values being markedly higher than that of vit-
reous silica (Figure 17).

Interestingly, the creep strain in SiOC glasses was
shown to be partially recoverable.246 This viscoelastic
behavior was attributed to the presence of the segregated
carbon phase, which deforms elastically and is slowed
down during recovery through the slower viscous flow of
the embedding silicon oxycarbide glass. The presence of
viscoelasticity in silicon oxycarbides suggests that the seg-
regated carbon phase is present as an interconnected net-
work, as discussed above.

First investigations considering the plastic deformation
of SiOC glass‐ceramics were performed in 1991 by Ren-
lund et al92 who measured the viscosity of a phase‐sepa-
rated SiOC from load‐deflection curves. The determined
activation energy for the plastic deformation of the men-
tioned glass‐ceramic was 400 kJ/mol. The viscosity of the
SiOC glass‐ceramic was found to be 2 orders of magnitude
higher as compared to that of vitreous silica92,245 and may
relate to the presence of the secondary carbon phase within
the silica matrix.8 Similar values for viscosity where
obtained shortly later by Hammond et al247 using constant
strain rate measurements via four‐point‐bending for a SiOC
glass‐ceramic with a comparable content of segregated car-
bon. However, a lower value for the apparent activation
energy was determined (i.e., 259 kJ/mol).

FIGURE 17 Viscosity of SiOC glasses with different
compositions; the values were calculated from creep and relaxation
experiments19 (reprinted with permission of Wiley) [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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In true creep experiments under constant loading condi-
tions, SiOC glass‐ceramics were shown to exhibit a vis-
coelastic behavior at 1300°C. It was reported that the
elastic recovery of the SiOC glass‐ceramics increases as the
amount of segregated carbon present in the samples
increases.8 This supports the idea that the elastic contribu-
tion most probably relates to the segregated carbon phase.
On the other hand, creep experiments at constant tempera-
ture but varying pressures revealed a stress exponent of
approximately 17 as expected for Newtonian viscous flow,
implying that the plastic deformation of SiOC glass‐cera-
mics is governed by the viscous flow of the silica matrix.8

In addition, it was shown that the incorporation of both
—carbidic and segregated carbon—leads to lower creep
rates and consequently higher viscosities,7–9 as also demon-
strated for the SiOC glasses.19 A recent case study corre-
lated the content of carbidic and segregated carbon in SiOC
glass and glass‐ceramic with their creep behavior and conse-
quently revealed following features: (a) SiOC glasses exhibit
relatively large Tg values (1350‐1400°C) and rather low acti-
vation energies for creep (ca. 280‐300 kJ/mol) ‐ they may
be materials of choice for near‐zero‐creep applications at
HT; (b) SiOC glass‐ceramics have significantly lower Tg
values (i.e., 1250°C for phase‐separated SG1, Figure 18)
and larger activation energy for creep (463 kJ/mol) than
those of their glassy counterparts.8 Their creep behavior can
be significantly improved by incorporation of segregated
carbon. Interestingly, small contents of segregated carbon
(e.g., 5.8 vol% as for SG2, Figure 18) are sufficient to pro-
vide the SiOC glass‐ceramic samples with similar Tg and Ea

values as compared to silicon oxycarbide glasses. Thus,
SiOC possessing excess carbon are suitable materials when
high‐temperature applications are anticipated.8

The viscosity of a SiOC glass‐ceramic which contains
only carbidic carbon (i.e., β‐SiC nanoparticles) but no

segregated carbon, showed an increase in viscosity of about
two orders of magnitude in comparison to vitreous silica,9

indicating that phase‐separated SiOC glass‐ceramics are not
just plain mixtures consisting of SiO2 matrix and dispersed
SiC nanoparticles. It seems that the interface between
matrix and precipitates plays an important role concerning
their creep behavior. It was suggested that after the phase
separation of SiOC glasses is complete, there might still be
a considerable fraction of mixed‐bonds Si‐tetrahedra
located at the interfaces, which may be responsible for the
unique creep resistance of SiOC glass‐ceramics. The exis-
tence and the nature of this interface in SiOC glass‐cera-
mics has been though still a matter of debate.9,218

The modification of silicon oxycarbide with zirconium
and hafnium leads to slightly lower shear viscosities as com-
pared to that of the corresponding ternary SiOC glass‐cera-
mic.7 At the same time, the activation energy for creep of
the SiOC glass‐ceramic (283 kJ/mol) was in the range of the
values reported before (i.e., 293 kJ/mol); whereas the activa-
tion energies for the metal‐modified SiOC glasses slightly
increased to 386 and 476 kJ/mol (as for SiZrOC and SiH-
fOC, respectively). Both effects were attributed to the
decreased content of the segregated carbon phase in the
metal‐modified SiOC glass‐ceramic samples, which was
considered to induce an increase in the matrix silica domain
size.7 In comparison, modification of SiOC glass‐ceramic
with lutetium does not significantly influence the amount of
segregated carbon and the creep rates in SiOC.7,8,10

6.2 | Functional properties of SiOC

6.2.1 | Thermal transport

Usually, glasses exhibit poor thermal transport due to their
low degree of ordering. The value for the thermal

FIGURE 18 Dependence of the
activation energy (red triangles) and of the
Tg values (black squares) on the volume
fraction of segregated carbon (filled circles)
in various silicon oxycarbides. SG1
contains ca. 1 vol% segregated carbon; in
SG2 and MK the content of segregated
carbon was ca. 6 and 13 vol%, respectively.
Vitreous silica has been used besides SG1
as additional bench mark material for
comparison, i.e., 0 vol% segregated carbon8

(reprinted with permission of Wiley)
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conductivity of fused silica is reported to be 1.3 W/(m K)
at room temperature.248 Information on the thermal conduc-
tivity of SiOC glasses is scarce. However, it was recently
shown, that SiOC glasses with a very low amount of segre-
gated carbon exhibit an even lower thermal conductivity
than fused silica of approximately 1.2 W/(m K).249 This
was attributed to the lower mass fractal dimension of the
SiOC glass network, residual hydrogen, and the existence
of dangling bonds (cf., Figure 3).

Upon partitioning, SiOC glasses with a very low
amount of segregated carbon convert into silica‐matrix
glass‐ceramics and reveal a thermal conductivity similar to
that of vitreous silica.249 Upon increasing the segregated
carbon or the SiC content, the thermal conductivity can be
raised to values up to ca. 2.2 W/(m K) at room temperature
(Figure 19).249–253 The thermal conductivity can be further
tuned by the incorporation of additional phases such as
ZrO2 or HfO2.

251 At higher temperatures (up to 1300°C),

the thermal conductivity of SiOC glass‐ceramics increases
to values between ca. 1.6 W/(m K) for low carbon‐contain-
ing samples and ca. 2.7 W/(m K) for high carbon‐contain-
ing samples.249,251

Upon incorporation of porosity into SiOC materials, the
thermal conductivity can be significantly suppressed to val-
ues as low as 0.041 to 0.078 W/(m K) (as for samples with
up to 80 vol% porosity).254

6.2.2 | Electrical properties and piezoresistive
behavior

The presence of the segregated carbon phase in SiOC
materials opens the possibility of electronic transport. It
was demonstrated via electrical conductivity measure-
ments, that the behavior of SiOC materials ranges from
insulating255,256 to semiconducting,255 with values for the
electrical conductivity at room temperature covering a

C12-SiOC-1600C1-SiOC-1600 C16-SiOC-1600 C17-SiOC-1600

Amorphous Carbon

Fused Silica
FIGURE 19 Thermal conductivity
values of SiOC glass ceramics, fused silica
and amorphous carbon at 800°C. Samples
with moderate amount of SiC nanoparticles
reveal a linear dependence of the thermal
conductivity on the amount of segregated
carbon. Samples with higher amount of SiC
reveal a steep increase in the values for
thermal conductivity249 (reprinted with
permission of MDPI)
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large range between 4.3 × 1013 (Ω∙cm)−1 and
7.1 (Ω∙cm)−1.92,257 This continuous transition from insula-
tor to semiconductor is mostly attributed to the content
and the degree of ordering of the segregated carbon
phase.255 Below the percolation threshold, the conduction
is suggested to take place via tunneling of localized elec-
trons.255 Above the percolation threshold, electron conduc-
tion255 was proposed as active mechanism. However, a
recent study discussing Hall measurements of SiOC mate-
rials suggest the conduction via p‐type carriers in the seg-
regated carbon phase.258 The percolation threshold (vol.%)
of the segregated carbon phase is depending on two
aspects: (a) the amount of segregated carbon; (b) the syn-
thesis temperature, as the segregated carbon phase is pro-
posed to evolve from basic structural units (BSU) to a
high aspect phase with increasing temperature255 (cf., Fig-
ure 15), thus for the lower fractions of segregated carbon
in SiOC, higher synthesis temperature is needed in order
to provide an electrical conductivity comparable to SiOC
materials with large contents of carbon. Thus, the electri-
cal conductivity in silicon oxycarbides seems also to scale
with the synthesis temperature.16,92,257,259,260 This is
attributed to an increase in the graphitization degree of
the segregated carbon phase (cf., Figure 15) as monitored
by Raman spectroscopy,222 whereas the partitioning of the
SiOC glass network, which typically occurs at tempera-
tures beyond 1100‐1200°C, is thought to have less impact
on the electrical conductivity.255 The amount of segre-
gated carbon has also an impact on the absolute values of
the electrical conductivity, as discussed above.255,257–259

Finally, the electrical conductivity is increasing with
increasing the measurement temperature,257,259 indicating

the semiconducting behavior of the sp2‐carbon‐containing
silicon oxycarbides. The incorporation of other elements
that have an impact on the segregated carbon phase can
lead to an increase in the electrical conductivity. In case
of boron, the formation of BC3 units within the segre-
gated carbon phase produces additional hole‐type charge
carriers.261 In case of a barium‐modified SiOC, an
increase of the volume fraction of the sp2‐hybridzed car-
bon was observed.253

In 2010, a silicon oxycarbide glass‐ceramic which was
prepared from a polysilsesquioxane via pyrolysis at 1100°C
and subsequent annealing at 1400°C was reported to exhi-
bit piezoresistive behavior. Thus, the SiOC material was
shown to change its resistivity upon mechanical load as
shown in Figure 20A.260 The gauge factor (GF, defined cf.
GF ¼ E

Δσ
ΔR
R0

with E being the Youngs’ modulus, R0 the
zero‐load resistivity of the sample, ΔR the change in resis-
tivity upon applying a mechanical load Δσ) determined
from room temperature measurements was ca. 145, indicat-
ing a high sensitivity of SiOC.260,262 The observed piezore-
sistive behavior in SiOC was assumed to rely on a
percolative network of the segregated carbon present in the
SiOC matrix.262 Apart from coherent tunneling over short
distances (1‐2 nm), incoherent hopping transport over
longer distances as well as processes occurring at interme-
diate scale regime (involving both mechanisms) in the
SiOC matrix were proposed to be responsible for conduc-
tivity and the piezoresistive response of silicon oxycar-
bides.260,262,263 Moreover, polaron transport and bond
changes (sp2 → sp3) within the carbon phase might also
contribute to the piezoresistive effect.263 Recently, extre-
mely large GF values between 7000 and 16000 were

FIGURE 20 A, Piezoresistive response of SiOC upon dynamic loading conditions; the resistivity of the sample follows precisely the
stress level260 (reprinted with permission of Wiley); B, Temperature dependence of the GF and of the D and G line widths (FWHM, full
width at half maximum) of sp2 carbon for an SiOC glass‐ceramic (the two horizontal lines indicate values for FWHM (red line) and GF

(green line) of highly ordered sp2 carbon, for example, highly ordered pyrolytic graphite or graphene)220 (reprinted with permission of
Copernicus Publications)
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reported for a SiAlOC glass.264 However, the reason for
the origin of these giant values is still not clear.

Interestingly, recent studies indicate that silicon oxycar-
bide‐based materials exhibit a pronounced piezoresistive
behavior also at temperatures beyond 1000°C. Thus, gauge
factor values in the range of 50‐100 were reported at 1100‐
1300°C220 (Figure 20B); whereas a case study on a SiOCN
sample mentioned even higher values, that is, in the order of
103.256 As only a very limited number piezoresistive materials
is currently available for applications at elevated temperatures
(i.e., T ≫ 400°C), silicon oxycarbides and related materials
may be interesting candidates for piezoresistive sensing pur-
poses at high temperatures, event beyond 1000°C.

6.2.3 | Optical properties

Usually, monolithic SiOC glasses and glass‐ceramics are
not transparent or translucent under visible light due to the
presence of segregated carbon and/or porosity. It was how-
ever demonstrated, that colorless, fully transparent mono-
lithic pieces can be fabricated upon pyrolysis of aerogels at
800°C under hydrogen atmosphere.265

SiOC materials show intrinsic photoluminescence in the
visible range when excited under UV light already upon
pyrolysis at low temperatures.266 SiOC can also be excited
by blue light (457 nm), showing white luminescence.267

As the luminescence of SiOC is strongly affected by the
presence of segregated carbon,104,266 mainly SiOC glasses
and glass‐ceramics with a minimum amount of segregated
carbon were investigated for the assessment of their photo-
luminescent properties. Such SiOC glasses show maximum
luminescence in the UV to blue‐white range,104,267 while a
continuous red‐shift to green‐yellow luminescence is
observed with increasing the pyrolysis temperature104,113

(cf. Figure 21A). For a SiOC glass with no segregated car-
bon, a blue‐white to yellow‐white luminescence was
reported (Figure 21B).139

In addition, it was observed that an increasing amount
of carbidic carbon in the SiOC network leads to a red‐shift

of the emission spectra under UV light excitation,268 to a
decrease of the optical gap and to an increase of the refrac-
tive index.216

The origin of the luminescence in pure SiOC is still in
debate. The blue‐white luminescence is proposed to origi-
nate from defects in the SiOC matrix such as dangling
bonds,104,266,268 C‐related oxygen vacancies,268 C‐related
oxygen deficiency centers,139,267 oxygen deficiency cen-
ters,139 carbon‐centered radicals,268 carbon clusters forma-
tion269 or by the radiative recombination of photo‐excited
electron‐hole pairs of Si–C and C–Si–O bonds.268 It was as
well proposed that the white luminescence is due to a
strained silica network. Thus, the incorporation of carbon
should lead to strain in the network which induces an
energy gap change with respect to unstrained silica. Strain
would lead to the red‐shift yielding white luminescence in
comparison to the UV‐blue luminescence of unstrained
silica.270

The red‐shift of the luminescence upon high‐tempera-
ture annealing of SiOC glass is discussed to be due to the
formation of SiC nano‐particles, as they emit in the yellow
range.104,139 This is further supported by the luminescence
behavior of boron‐containing silicon oxycarbides. Boron
incorporation is known to enhance the phase separation
and consequently SiC formation at relatively low annealing
temperatures. Thus, the shift of the luminescence from blue
to green‐yellow is observed in SiBOC samples pyrolyzed
at temperatures as low as 900°C.271 However, Narisawa et
al point out, that the presence of SiC cannot be the only
optical active species, as the luminescence intensity is
decreasing with ongoing SiC formation.139 In addition, the
yellow range of the photoluminescence (560‐580 nm) pre-
vails short time after the excitation is turned‐off, even for
the samples pyrolyzed at higher temperature.272

Moreover, SiOC glasses were shown to be suitable host
materials for optically active rare‐earth (RE) ions. It was
demonstrated that Eu has a higher solubility in SiOC than
in SiO2.

113,273 Furthermore, Eu3+ ions get reduced to Eu2+

ions during the polymer to ceramic transformation,113,273

FIGURE 21 A, Photoluminescence of SiOC glasses and glass‐ceramics with low amount of segregated carbon104 (reprinted with permission
of Wiley). B, The pyrolysis atmosphere determines the amount of segregated carbon and hence the luminescence properties139 (reprinted with
permission of the Chemical Society of Japan)
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resulting in the emission in the blue range (440 nm) under
UV excitation113,273,274 The luminescence at room tempera-
ture of Eu:SiOC was reported to be 200‐400 times more
intense than for Eu:SiO2 films273; whereas the lumines-
cence of an Er:SiOC layer was 20 times more intense than
that of analogous Er:SiO2.

275

6.2.4 | (Photo)Catalytic properties

Only few studies are available on the (photo)catalytic prop-
erties of SiOC materials. Usually, additional phases such as
ZnO and TiO2 are added to improve the catalytic activity,
as pure SiOC glasses pyrolyzed at temperatures as low as
700°C show only low photocatalytic behavior.127,128,155,276

However, it was demonstrated that even pure SiOC glasses
are able to degrade methylene blue under UV light
irradiation.

Apart from the photocatalytic activity, SiOC‐based
glasses and ceramers (i.e., hybrid materials resulting from
the pyrolysis of the precursors at temperatures well below
1000°C277) were tested as catalytic support materials for
Ni, Co278 or Pt particles.155,276 For instance Pt/SiOC was
shown to be active for the conversion of CO to CO2; its
efficiency was increased upon improving the distribution of
the Pt particles.155 Hence, the incorporation of Pt within a
single‐source precursor, as enabled by the PDC route, is a
highly promising synthesis route for catalytic applications.
Furthermore, the fabrication of porous SiOC with thin
struts is possible, preventing difficulties with the mass
transport and enabling an efficient accessibility of the Pt
particles.155

6.2.5 | Energy storage in silicon oxycarbides

The electrochemical properties of silicon oxycarbide
ceramics with respect to a reversible storage of lithium
ions have been studied for the first time in the middle of
the 1990s.279–284 The group of Dahn demonstrated the
ability of silicon oxycarbides to reversibly intercalate Li‐
ions with a capacity of ~ 600 mAh/g. In following studies,
it was shown that silicon oxycarbides processed at 1000°C
reveal higher reversible capacity in line with a lower irre-
versible loss. Raj and co‐workers285–289 concluded that the
electrochemical performance of SiOC storing hosts origi-
nates from their unique microstructure. Accordingly, sili-
con oxycarbides having Si‐mixed bonds with O and C
atoms display the highest lithium insertion capacities. The
influence of mixed bond configurations on the electro-
chemical properties of porous SiOC ceramics has been
addressed recently by Graczyk‐Zajac et al290 It has been
stated that the presence of mixed bonds in the glass
induces (a) the formation of a more disordered/defective
carbon phase with a higher reversible storage capacity and/

or (b) directly provides reversible storing sites at the inter-
face between the SiOC network and the free carbon.
Highly porous SiOC ceramics have also demonstrated
much better rate capability, that is, high stability with
respect to fast charge/discharge rates. Specifically, capaci-
ties up to 400 mAh/g have been recovered at 2C rate
(charge/discharge in 30 minutes).291–294

In the last 10 years, numerous studies from the research
teams of Riedel, Kanamura and Soraru revealed that among
the various chemical compositions of SiOC, stoichiometries
with an exceptionally high content of carbon are most
promising ion‐storage materials in terms of high gravimet-
ric capacity (600‐700 mAh/g), good rate capability and reli-
able cycling stability over hundreds of cycles.294–310 In
consistence with the above feature, three electrochemically
active sites for Li‐ion storage were identified in carbon‐rich
silicon oxycarbides by7Li–MAS–NMR measure-
ments290,295,296,298,311 (cf. Figure 22). Major Li‐ion host
sites are interstitial spaces and edges of graphene and car-
bon layers within the segregated carbon phase. Minor stor-
age contribution is assigned to less ionic Li‐species that are
stored in micropores. Finally, some diamagnetic Li‐species
are directly or indirectly stored in the amorphous Si–O–C
network. The comparison of the voltage profiles of carbon‐
rich SiOC and amorphous carbon confirms the Li‐ion inser-
tion and extraction within the free carbon phase in the
ceramic microstructure.295,303,306,312

The segregated carbon phase plays a crucial role in
lithium storage within SiOC (cf., Figure 15), but no linear-
ity between the capacity and the segregated carbon content
has been found.306 It has been however evidenced that the
lithium storage within the silicon oxycarbide can be
directly correlated with the electron transfer through the
SiOC.309 As the storage of ions must be accompanied by a
fast electron countercharge transport, materials with low
carbon content show initially high capacities though fading
rapidly upon cycling; whereas silicon oxycarbides with
high volume fractions of segregated carbon exhibit stable
and reversible Li‐ion storage performance. For these mate-
rials, the increase of the content of the segregated carbon
affects the electrical conductivity and the capacity less sig-
nificantly, as discussed above in Section 6.2.2.

The experimental findings have been examined and con-
firmed by a modeling approach. Kroll313 applied a density
functional theory (DFT) approach to model the lithium
insertion into SiOC materials. Storage of Li‐ions in amor-
phous silica (a–SiO2) and SiOC containing no segregated
carbon was found energetically unfavorable due to a large
gap between their valence and conduction band. In con-
trast, in the presence of a free carbon phase providing low‐
laying unoccupied states significantly decreases the band
gap. Consequently, on the one hand the free carbon phase
facilitates lithium bonded to oxygen sites, leading to
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irreversible lithium uptake; on the other hand, the segre-
gated carbon provides a major part of the reversible lithium
storage capacity. First‐principles calculations314–316 are in
agreement with DFT findings. The theoretical specific
capacity and reversible capacities of different SiOC compo-
sitions have been calculated. It is stated that the stoichio-
metric SiOC glass presents very low reversible capacity.
According to the calculations, the reversible capacity of
SiOC should increase with higher carbon concentration;
however, it after reaching a maximum value the capacity
would begin to decrease with further increase in the carbon
content.

6.2.6 | Silicon oxycarbides as (ad)sorbent
materials

Silicon oxycarbide glasses were investigated as potential
sorbent materials for the purification of waste water. In
comparison to activated carbons, SiOC materials allow for
an easy desorption of hydrocarbons317 or methylene blue318

and exhibit promising ability of regeneration. In addition,
HF‐etched SiOC glass‐ceramics are reported to efficiently
remove model‐dye systems like Methylene Blue, Rhodamin
B, and Crystal Violet, but have a limited capacity of
removing metal ions like Cr(III), Pb(II), and Cd(II).319 It
has been shown that mesoporosity is necessary for an effi-
cient removal of model dye systems such as methylene
blue or Rhodamine B. In a case study, it was demonstrated
that the incorporation of ZnO nanoparticles induces a

change from microporosity in the pure SiOC system to
mesoporosity in the ZnO/SiOC nanocomposite and thus
enhances the adsorption capacity.127 The adsorption capac-
ity of an SiOC aerogel was shown to be higher than of a
mesoporous silica, which possessed a three times larger
surface area than that of SiOC.320 It was stated that this is
due to the possibility of van der Waals interactions of
methylene blue and Rhodamine B and the segregated car-
bon phase in addition to adsorbate‐adsorbent ionic interac-
tions with the amorphous SiOC network, whereas silica
shows only adsorbate‐adsorbent ionic interactions. The
adsorption capacity of methylene blue is pH dependent,
being maximized at pH 6.6 for porous high‐carbon SiOC
derived from a wood powder template process.318

Besides SiOC glasses, polysiloxane‐derived micro‐ and
mesoporous ceramers were shown to also be suitable for
adsorption of n‐heptane321 and acid fuchsin.322 Due to the
hydrophobic nature of the SiOC ceramers, water adsorbs
only to a negligible degree on their surface.321 SiOC cer-
amers were used furthermore also as heptane or water
vapor gas sorbent materials. By tailoring the functional
groups of the preceramic polymers, their hydrophobicity
can be adjusted.323

6.2.7 | Hot‐gas separation and gas sensing
with silicon oxycarbides

Whereas polymer‐derived SiC, SiCN and SiBCN ceramics
were prepared and studied with respect to their gas

FIGURE 22 Schematic representation
of the reversible and irreversible Li‐ions
storage in SiOC ceramics. The green
lithium ions represent lithium irreversibly
captured while lithium stored reversibly is
marked yellow
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separation capability, especially concerning H2 separation
from other molecules such as CO, CO2, CH4, H2O etc.,
only few studies were reported on the use of silicon oxy-
carbides as materials for micro‐/mesoporous membranes for
gas separation purposes. For instance, polysiloxane‐derived
SiOC ceramic membranes were prepared on mesoporous
substrates such as γ–Al2O3 and ZrO2.

324 SiOC membrane
showed nearly ten times higher permeances for hydrogen
than for carbon dioxide, indicating excellent molecular
sieving properties in separation of H2/CO2. The SiOC
membranes prepared on ZrO2 substrates were shown to
possess improved hydrothermal stability.

A recent case study investigated mechanistic aspects
related to the gas permeance behavior of SiOC‐based
microporous membranes deposited on a meso‐/macroporous
γ–Al2O3/α‐Al2O3 bi‐layer substrate. Single gas permeance
investigations at elevated temperature indicate promising
H2/CO2 and H2/SF6 ideal permselectivities (ca. 10 and 320,
respectively). The experimental gas permeance data were
rationalized using solid‐state diffusion (as for He and H2)
and gas translational diffusion (for CO2 and SF6) mecha-
nisms.325 It was found that microporous SiOC membranes
possess higher permeance for hydrogen than that reported
for silica membranes. At the same time, the activation ener-
gies for permeation of CO2 and SF6 through the SiOC
membrane are higher than those reported for silica‐based
membranes. The different behavior of SiOC membranes as
compared to that of silica‐based membranes was attributed
to differences in their pore structure/morphology.

SiOC were also shown recently to be suitable materials
for gas sensing purposes.326,327 Thus, mesoporous SiOC
aerogel‐derived glasses with a specific surface area of ca.
150 m2/g showed good sensing ability to NO2 in a temper-
ature range from 300 to 400°C; at higher temperatures, the
NO2 response was shown to disappear and the investigated
SiOC samples were demonstrated to sense hydrogen, with
an optimum sensitivity at 500°C. Moreover, the SiOC‐
based chemiresistive sensors are highly selective, being
able to sense NO2 and H2 in the presence of rather high
concentrations of other gases such as acetone or CO.326

For an HF‐etched SiOC glass‐ceramic it was demonstrated,
that even small amounts of 5 ppm NO2 can be detected at
room temperature.328

6.2.8 | Chemical durability

Silicate glasses can be etched in highly alkaline or in
hydrofluoric acid (HF) solutions. Both, SiOC glasses and
glass‐ceramics show a higher resistance to strong basic or
HF solutions as compared to fused silica or soda‐lime
glasses.217

Etching experiments of carbon‐rich SiOC glasses
revealed a mass loss of 40% after 8 hour treatment with

HF.129 Longer exposition times did not change the overall
weight loss, although still significant amounts of oxygen
were present. This was attributed to the presence of a pas-
sivating Si–C layer. The molar ratios between silicon and
oxygen remained almost constant. Interestingly, some car-
bon seems to be additionally removed during the treatment
with HF.129

Typically, the chemical durability of SiOC materials
was shown to be dependent on the degree of phase separa-
tion and the amount of carbon.217 The higher the degree of
phase separation, the lower the chemical durability in
highly alkaline or HF solutions, as SiO4 tetrahedra (that are
increasingly formed during phase separation) are preferen-
tially attacked. Second, Si–C bonds and the segregated car-
bon phase are not significantly attacked by highly alkaline
and HF solutions and therefore act as a chemical and/or
physical barrier. Consequently, SiOC glasses with high
amount of carbon exhibit improved chemical durability.217

After etching, the surface of SiOC glass‐ceramics con-
sists of segregated carbon and Si–C bonds. Consequently,
the surface properties turn from acidic in the as‐prepared
state into basic.329

6.2.9 | Biocompatibility and bioactivity of
SiOC‐based glasses

There are only few studies available in literature concern-
ing the biocompatibility and bioactivity of silicon oxycar-
bide glasses and glass‐ceramics. The biocompatibility and
antimicrobial effects of a silicon oxycarbide coating (30‐
50 nm thickness) containing silver nanoparticles (5‐50 nm)
were reported firstly in 2010.330 The Ag/SiOC coatings
were prepared by a two‐step process involving the deposi-
tion of Ag nanoparticles by PVD on a substrate followed
by the formation of the SiOC glass matrix via a CVD
step using hexamethyldisiloxane. The Ag/SiOC coatings
exhibit excellent in vitro and ex vivo antimicrobial activ-
ity against several gram‐positive bacteria (Staphilococus
aureus, Staphilococus epidermidis, Methicillin-resistant

Staphilococus aureus). Biocompatibility testing, conducted
according to ISO 10993‐5, did not indicate any cytotoxic
effects of the Ag/SiOC coatings. Those results were con-
firmed in several recent studies, clearly indicating high
intrinsic tissue compatibility of the silicon oxycar-
bides.23,331,332

A polysiloxane‐derived SiOC glass was studied more-
over concerning its hemocompatibility.333 The hemocom-
patibility of SiOC glasses was shown to be tunable via
controlling the carbon/oxygen ratio. Especially, the surface‐
near composition was shown to dictate the blood compati-
bility of SiOC glasses, with a rather narrow compositional
range for oxygen (50‐60 at.%) being required to provide
high blood compatibility, that is, to inhibit procoagulant
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activity which typically leads to thrombus formation at the
contact with blood. It was additionally shown that the
incorporation of carbon contents of ca. 20 at.% greatly
improves the hemocompatibility of SiOC. In fact, the acti-
vation properties of SiOC glasses with a broad range of
carbon/oxygen ratios for the plasma phase of blood coagu-
lation were found to be comparable to those of pyrolytic
carbon (which is the material of choice for blood‐contact-
ing biomedical devices334,335); whereas SiOC glasses with
compositions exceeding 60 at.% carbon were even more
blood compatible. The reported results suggest SiOC
glasses as a suitable alternative to be use in medical appli-
cations requiring good tribological properties and high
blood compatibility.333

The bioactivity of silicon‐oxycarbide‐based glasses was
reported for the first time in 2016.23 Thus, a Ca‐ and Mg‐
containing SiOC glass was prepared from a single‐source
precursor synthesized via chemical modification of a
polysilsesquioxane with Ca and Mg acetylacetonate. The as‐
prepared glass showed the mineralization of hydroxyapatite
upon exposure to simulated body fluid (SBF) for 3 days,
indicating promising bioactivity. Interestingly, the SiOC‐
based bioactive glass exhibited an outstanding resistance
against devitrification, maintaining its amorphous nature
even after thermal annealing at 1300°C.23

Recently, the concept of partly substituting oxygen in sili-
cate glasses with elements showing higher valence than that
of oxygen, in order to improve the network robustness of
bioactive glasses, was reported for silicon oxycarbide‐34 as
well as silicon oxynitride‐based glasses.336 For instance, a
Ca‐ and Mg‐containing glass composition was shown to be
bioactive despite of a network connectivity value of 5.26,34

which is higher than that of vitreous silica (itself being not
bioactive; network connectivity value of 4) and much higher
than that of Bioglass® (network connectivity of 2.1). This
behavior of the silicon oxycarbide glass is quite unique and
should be studied further in detail. Because the silicon oxy-
carbide glasses have complex interpenetrating network struc-
tures with carbon rich and silica rich regions connected by
complex interfaces, reactivity at such interfaces may be a
contributing factor to bioactivity. Thus, it seems that strong
carbon‐for‐oxygen substitution in silicon oxycarbide glasses
significantly improves their thermal and mechanical proper-
ties due to very high network connectivity; whereas at the
same time, the bioactivity can be provided via minor depoly-
merization of the network with, for example, alkaline earth
metals in combination with the intrinsic open network archi-
tecture of silicon oxycarbides. Such a rational design of these
materials may allow for significantly improving their perfor-
mance and expand the scope of their applications. Silicon
oxycarbide glasses may also serve as model compounds for
developing advanced design concepts for highly connected
bioactive glasses.34

6.2.10 | Drug delivery with silicon
oxycarbides

Due to the ease of fabricating porous samples and because
it is highly biocompatible, the SiOC system was investi-
gated as possible drug delivery system. Thus, micro‐ and
mesoporous SiOC glasses prepared at 1100°C were shown
to be able to adsorb acyclovir molecules with subsequent
release in acidified H2O solution.337 It was demonstrated
that the specific surface area has an influence on the
adsorption capacity, but the presence and nature of func-
tional groups at the surface is dominating the adsorption
capacity. Modification of the surface of silicon oxycarbide
with amino groups enhances the maximum adsorption and
the degree of release of acyclovir molecules.338 The oxida-
tion of the segregated carbon phase in SiOC glasses
enables the introduction of carboxylic and phenolic func-
tional groups to the surface of the glass particles,337 open-
ing the possibility to tune the interaction with other
substances. Recently, the suitability of bi‐modal porous sili-
con oxycarbides as part of a delivery system for tenofovir
was demonstrated.339 More than one drug molecule can be
delivered at the same time by the usage of hierarchical por-
ous SiOC. This was demonstrated for vancomycin (small
molecule) and bovine serum albumin (BSA, larger mole-
cule). Thus, vancomycin can be loaded into the micropores
of SiOC; whereas BSA can be loaded into mesopores.340

For both molecules, the hierarchically micro‐/mesoporous
SiOC exhibits a higher loading capacity as that of commer-
cially available mesoporous silica.

7 | CONCLUSIONS AND
PERSPECTIVES

Silicon oxycarbides represent a class of materials with excit-
ing structural and functional properties which has received
increased attention in the glass and ceramic community
within the last two decades. Their glassy as well as glass‐
ceramic state are characterized by unique network architec-
tures and nano/microstructures, respectively, which primarily
dictate their structural behavior and functional property pro-
files. Within the last 20 years, significant efforts were done
in order to endeavor new materials compositions and proper-
ties related to silicon oxycarbides. Thus, remarkable prepara-
tive progress was achieved with respect to accessing
interesting phase compositions based on silicon oxycarbide
as complex fractal glass networks with outstanding high‐tem-
perature creep and environmental resistance or bioactivity as
well as thermodynamically controlled glass‐ceramics with
attractive functional properties, for example, piezoresistive
sensing behavior, reversible Li (and Na) uptake/release, opti-
cal properties, gas sensing as well as bioactivity,
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(photo)catalytic properties or drug release behavior. It is con-
sidered that silicon oxycarbide may provide a highly versa-
tile and easy‐to‐access platform of novel phase compositions
and morphologies to address various structural and func-
tional applications. Moreover, significant advancements
recorded within the last years concerning the processing of
preceramic polymers into complex‐shaped and miniaturized/
MST‐compatible glass/glass‐ceramic parts (e.g., lithographic
processing, additive manufacturing, etc.) are expected to
open new avenues of accessing new applications for silicon
oxycarbides as well as innovative approaches to device inte-
gration of functional SiOC materials.
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A B S T R A C T

Silicon oxycarbides with varying compositions were investigated concerning their elastic and plastic properties.

Additionally, the impact of thermal annealing on their elastic properties was assessed. Phase separation of SiOC

seems to have no significant impact on Young’s modulus (high values of β-SiC compensate the low values of the

vitreous silica matrix) and hardness. However, it leads to an increase in Poisson’s ratio, indicating an increase in

the atomic packing density. The phase composition of SiOC significantly influences Young’s modulus, hardness,

brittleness and strain-rate sensitivity: the amount of both β-SiC and segregated carbon governs Young’s modulus

and hardness, whereas the fraction of free carbon determines brittleness and strain-rate sensitivity. Thermal

annealing of SiOC glass-ceramics leads to an increase in Young’s modulus. However, the temperature sensitivity

of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio is not affected, indicating the glassy matrix being stable during thermal

annealing. A slightly improved ordering of the segregated carbon and the β-SiC nanoparticles upon thermal

annealing was observed. It is suggested that this is responsible for the increase in Young’s modulus.

1. Introduction

Amorphous silicon oxycarbides (SiOC) can basically be regarded as

SiO2 glasses which are mechanically strengthened by the presence of

tetrahedrally coordinated carbon atoms. Their synthesis relies on the

thermal conversion of polyorganosiloxanes or precursors derived from

sol-gel synthesis of organically modified alkoxysilanes [1,2]. Via this

procedure, SiOC glasses with varying chemical compositions are ob-

tainable. Depending on the carbon content, a distinction is usually

made between two groups of amorphous SiOC materials, i.e., glasses

with low amounts of segregated carbon and carbon-rich compositions

(i.e. > 20wt.% segregated carbon [1,3,4]). The chemical composition

of SiOC glasses determines their structural and functional properties.

Due to the remarkable high temperature stability, with a notable re-

sistance against crystallization up to about 1500 °C [1], SiOC glasses

have attracted a growing attention for applications in combustion en-

gines or as coatings on turbine blades. In these, knowledge on the

elastic properties and plasticity of SiOC glasses, like their Young’s

modulus, brittleness, hardness or creep behavior, is inevitable. In par-

ticular, this includes information on the mechanical performance under

extreme conditions of high temperatures and extended exposure times.

SiOC glasses are X-ray amorphous and built-up of corner-sharing

SiO4-xCx tetrahedral units (SiO4, SiO3C, SiO2C2, SiOC3 and SiC4) [5,6].

The abundance of each tetrahedral unit depends on the chemical

composition and thus, the polymeric precursor used for the glass pre-

paration. In addition to the covalently bonded C linked to Si (network

carbon), typical SiOC glasses also contain a sp2-hybridized segregated

carbon phase, which is homogeneously dispersed in the SiOC glass

matrix [7,8]. At temperatures above 1250 °C, phase separation of the

amorphous SiOC glass starts, as evident from the vanishing signals for

SiO3C, SiO2C2 and SiOC3 tetrahedral units in the 29Si MAS NMR spectra

[7,9]. This phase separation results in the formation of SiOC glass-

ceramics within the system SiO2-SiC-C, where the residual glass matrix

is composed of SiO2 with homogeneously dispersed β-SiC nanoparticles

and segregated carbon. Controlling the polymeric precursor along with

the synthesis conditions enables the preparation of SiOC materials with

a tailored microstructure.

The partial substitution of two-fold coordinated O atoms by four-

fold coordinated C atoms in SiOC glasses is known to improve the glass

network connectivity and, by extension, to enhance the thermal and

mechanical stability. In comparison to vitreous silica, SiOC glasses ty-

pically exhibit higher Young’s modulus, hardness and glass transition
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temperature [10–14]. Similar trends have previously been reported also

for SiOC glass-ceramics [15–18]. Although the creep rates and viscosity

of SiOC glass-ceramics have been found as being determined by both

the chemical composition and phase composition [17,19], information

on the influence of the chemical composition and phase composition on

the elastic properties of SiOC glass-ceramics remains limited. Moreover,

only little is known about the impact of annealing on the elastic

properties of SiOC glasses and glass-ceramics. Rouxel et al. [11] studied

the Young’s modulus of a SiOC glass during a thermal treatment at

temperatures up to 1400 °C. Upon the phase separation above 1250 °C,

an irreversible increase of Young’s modulus was observed, which has

been attributed to the precipitation of β-SiC nanoparticles. Beside the

technological significance of these findings, there is a fundamental in-

terest on the underlying structural changes inside the glass network.

Since the Young’s modulus is intimately related to the atomic structure

of glasses, i.e., strength and density of the interatomic bonds [20], it can

serve as an indicator for structural modifications inside the glass net-

work during annealing or even high-temperature creep experiments

[11].

Here, we report on the elastic properties and plasticity of a SiOC

glass as well as a series of SiOC glass-ceramics with varying chemical

and phase compositions. For selected SiOC glass-ceramics, the elastic

properties were also monitored up to temperatures of around 1000 °C.

This has also been done for SiOC glass-ceramics, which have been

subjected to a prior thermal treatment comparable to previous high

temperature creep experiments performed on these SiOC glass-ceramics

[18,19].

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Materials synthesis and processing

The synthesis procedure of the investigated SiOC glass and glass-

ceramics is described in detail in Refs. [18] and [21]. Different poly-

meric precursors were used to realize a series of SiOC materials with

various amounts of segregated carbon. This includes one sample with

no segregated carbon phase (denoted as SiC/SiO2), and further samples

which contain approximately 1, 12 and 16 vol.% of segregated carbon,

respectively (denoted as C1-SiOC, C12-SiOC, and C16-SiOC). SiC/SiO2

glass powder was prepared by pyrolysis of polysilsesquioxane in hy-

drogen atmosphere [22]. C1-SiOC was prepared by a sol-gel synthesis

of triethoxysilane and methyldiethoxysilane in a 2:1 M ratio, followed

by ageing and pyrolysis [9]. C12-SiOC was synthesized via cross-

linking and pyrolysis of a commercially available polysilsesquioxane

(Belsil PMS MK, Wacker GmbH, Burghausen, Germany). C16-SiOC was

prepared by a catalyzed sol-gel synthesis of a mixture consisting of

80 wt.% polymethylhydrosiloxane (PMHS; average Mn 1700–3200;

Merck, Germany) and 20wt.% 1,3,5,7-tetramethyl-1,3,5,7-tetra-

vinylcyclotetrasiloxane (D4Vi; 97%, ABCr, Karlsruhe, Germany), fol-

lowed by ageing and pyrolysis [23]. The synthesized powders were

ground and sieved (particle diameter< 40 μm) and were subsequently

densified for 30min at a temperature of 1600 °C and a pressure of

50MPa using a uniaxial hot press operating in a static argon atmo-

sphere (these samples were used for nanoindentation). Alternatively,

the densification was achieved using a Field Assisted Sintering Tech-

nique (FAST). Here, the powders were treated at the same temperature

and pressure but for only 15min in argon atmosphere. The samples

prepared by the latter routine were used in the Resonant Frequency

Damping Analyzer (RFDA). The final monolithic samples are further

denoted as SiC/SiO2-1600, C1-SiOC-1600, C12-SiOC-1600 and C16-

SiOC-1600, respectively.

Additionally, one monolithic SiOC glass (denoted as C1-SiOC-1100)

was prepared from a sol-gel derived precursor of triethoxysilane and

methyldiethoxysilane in a 2:1M ratio. The precursor was cast in plastic

boxes, followed by curing and drying. The resulting monolithic xerogels

were pyrolyzed in an alumina tube furnace for 3 h at 1100 °C in argon

atmosphere (heating rate of 25 °C/h). Details on the preparation of C1-

SiOC-1100 are reported in [21].

Thermal treatment of the SiOC glass-ceramics were performed for

different durations at temperatures of 1100, 1200 and 1300 °C, re-

spectively, in an alumina oven with SiC heating elements using alumina

crucibles with a closed lid under air. The applied heating rate was

20 °C/min up to 50 °C below the target temperature, followed by a

slower rate of 2 °C/min up to the desired annealing temperature. The

subsequent cooling was performed at a rate of 10 °C/min.

2.2. Structural characterization

All samples were cut into smaller pieces using a diamond wire cutter

and subsequently ground to co-planar geometry. Their chemical com-

position was determined using a carbon analyzer Leco-200 (Leco

Corporation,USA) and a N/O analyzer Leco TC-436 (Leco Corporation,

USA). The silicon elemental content was calculated as the difference to

100wt.%, assuming no other elements being present in the samples.

Archimedean (skeletal) density ρ and open porosity were derived upon

water immersion technique. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) measure-

ments were performed in flat-sample transmission geometry on a STOE

STADI P diffractometer (Stoe, Darmstadt, Germany), equipped with a

Mo X-ray tube and a position sensitive detector with a 6° aperture.

Raman spectra were recorded on a Horiba HR800 micro-Raman spec-

trometer (Horiba JobinYvon, Bensheim, Germany), equipped with a

He-Ne laser (λ =633 nm). The measurements were conducted by using

a grating of 600 g/mm and a confocal microscope (magnification 50 x

NA0.75 – numerical aperture) with a 100 μm aperture, providing a

resolution of approximately 1 μm. The laser power of 20mW was at-

tenuated by using neutral density filters.

2.3. Assessment of the elastic and plastic deformation behavior

Nanoindentation experiments were carried out on co-planar, opti-

cally polished samples using a G200 nanoindenter (Agilent Inc.),

equipped with a three-sided Berkovich diamond indenter tip (Synton-

MDP Inc.). Before the first experiments, both the tip area function and

the instrument’s frame compliance were calibrated on a Corning 7980

fused silica reference glass sample (Corning Inc.), following the pro-

cedure proposed by Oliver and Pharr [24]. Depth profiles of the Young’s

modulus E and hardness H were obtained by operating in the con-

tinuous stiffness measurement mode [25,26]. For statistical relevance,

at least ten indentations with a maximum displacement of 2 μm were

created at a constant strain-rate of ε̇=0.05 s−1 (defined as the loading

rate dP/dt divided by the actual load P). The strain-rate sensitivity m

was analyzed via a nanoindentation strain-rate jump test as described in

detail in Ref. [27]. In total, ten strain-rate jump tests with strain-rates of

ε̇=0.05; 0.007 and 0.001 s−1 (in descending order) were performed.

Values of m were derived from the slope of the linear regression be-

tween the logarithm of hardness and the logarithm of the indentation

strain-rate (defined as the displacement rate dh/dt divided by the actual

indentation depth h) =∂ ∂m lnH/ lnε̇i [28], where =ε ε˙ ˙/2i for materials

with a depth-independent hardness [29]. All nanoindentation experi-

ments were carried out in laboratory air at ambient temperatures of

around 301 ± 3 K and with thermal drift rates below 0.05 s−1. To

avoid interactions between residual stress fields, consecutive indenta-

tions were conducted at distances of 50 μm [30]. The same samples

were subsequently utilized to study the elastic properties through ul-

trasonic echography with an Echometer 1077 (Karl Deutsch GmbH &

Co. KG, Wuppertal, Germany). Values of the longitudinal cL and

transversal sound wave velocities cT were calculated from the corre-

sponding sound wave propagation times, as recorded with an accuracy

of ± 1 ns by piezoelectric transducers operating at frequencies of 8 to

12MHz, divided by the exact thickness of the glass plates, which was

determined with an accuracy of ± 2 μm using a micrometer screw. On

that basis, the shear modulus G, bulk modulus K, and Young’s modulus,
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as well as the Poisson’s ratio ν, were estimated according to the fol-

lowing equations [31]:
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In addition, the temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus

and shear modulus were evaluated using a RFDA (IMCE NV RFDA HT

1050) on co-planar disk-like samples or rectangular bars with an ap-

proximate thickness of 2mm. Samples were fixed with Pt-Rh wires and

heated to 1000 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min in air. The subsequent cooling

was carried out at a rate of 10 °C/h.

The investigation of the samples with both, RFDA and Ultrasonic

Echography, requires sufficiently large specimens to be reliably fixed in

the device or to detect the signal, respectively. The required minimum

sample geometries could not be realized for samples C1-SiOC-1100

(due to the inherent challenges during the polymer-to-ceramic trans-

formation) and SiC/SiO2-1600 (due to a limited amount of starting

material). Consequently, the mentioned two methods were used only

for samples meeting the respective requirements (see Table 1 below).

3. Results and discussion

The as-prepared SiOC samples were first analyzed concerning their

chemical and phase composition. For a detailed compositional and

structural characterization the reader is referred to Refs. [18] and [21].

The monolithic sample pyrolyzed at 1100 °C (i.e., C1-SiOC-1100) is

fully X-ray amorphous and consists of an SiOC glass matrix with a

homogeneously dispersed phase of sp2-hybridized segregated carbon

[5]. The monolithic specimens prepared from hot pressing/FAST at

1600 °C can be regarded as SiOC glass-ceramics composed of a vitreous

silica matrix with homogeneously dispersed β-SiC nanoparticles and

segregated carbon [5,17,18]. The phase composition in the system

SiO2-SiC-C can be estimated from elemental analysis [6]. The chemical

and phase compositions of the samples investigated in the present study

are summarized in Table 1 and presented in Fig. 1. The volume frac-

tions of SiO2 and SiC for C1-SiOC-1100 can be regarded as the fraction

of Si-O and Si-C bonds, respectively. The volume fraction of SiC is

comparable in all samples. This is also evident from Fig. 1, where the

compositions investigated in this study lie on a parallel line to the SiO2-

C tie-line in the Si-O-C ternary phase diagram. No segregated carbon

was noticed in the SiC/SiO2-1600 sample. By comparing C1-SiOC-

1100 with C1-SiOC-1600, it can be concluded that the phase

separation has no influence on the overall chemical composition (e.g.,

through volatilization).

The skeletal densities of the investigated SiOC samples are sum-

marized in Table 1. Replacing oxygen in the SiO2 network by carbon

leads to an increase in density from 2.20 up to 2.28 g/cm3 in the C1-

SiOC-1100 glass specimen. The further increase in density from 2.28 to

2.36 g/cm3 is caused by the phase separation in the C1-SiOC-1600

sample and the accompanied precipitation of β-SiC nanoparticles (with

a bulk density of 3.21 g/cm3 for crystalline β-SiC [32]).

Along with the density, the Young’s modulus is significantly en-

hanced upon the incorporation of carbon into vitreous silica (Table 2).

The same trend has already been revealed in previous studies

[10,14,33], where it was attributed to the increased degree of cross-

linking within the silica glass network [34]. This effect even compen-

sates the significantly lower energy of the Si-C interatomic bonds

(U0=447 kJ/mol) compared to the strong Si-O interatomic bonds

(U0=800 kJ/mol) in vitreous silica [34]. Besides, phase separation

does not seem to significantly alter Young’s modulus. Actually, a change

in Young’s modulus during phase separation might be expected due to

the reorganization of the network carbon in β-SiC nanoparticles and the

accompanied formation of an oxygen-rich silica matrix. As a result,

Young’s modulus should decrease during phase separation, getting

closer to the value of vitreous silica. However, Young’s modulus of

glass-ceramics is expected to be an additive function of the constituting

phases and their respective volume fractions and properties [35,36].

The comparably high Young’s moduli of SiOC glass-ceramics are

therefore a consequence of the high Young’s modulus of the β-SiC

Table 1

Chemical compositions of the monolithic SiOC samples, their estimated phase compositions and the corresponding skeletal densities ρ. Volume fractions of SiO2, SiC

and segregated carbon Csegr are calculated by means of the following densities: ρ(SiO2)= 2.20 g/cm3 [15], ρ(β-SiC)= 3.22 g/cm3 [32], ρ(Csegr)= 1.82 g/cm3

(Graphitized Mesoporous Carbons GMC, Sigma-Aldrich, CAS-# 1333-86-4).

Sample Empirical Formulae Phase Composition [mol%] Phase Composition [vol.%] Density ρ [g/cm3]

SiO2 SiC Csegr SiO2 SiC Csegr

C1-SiOC-1100 [21] SiO1.38C0.32 68.11±1.1 30.71±2.3 1.21±0.5 81.72±1.3 17.92±1.3 0.42±0.9 2.28

SiC/SiO2-1600 [18] SiO1.47C0.24 73.2 26.8 0 85.7 14.3 0 2.36

C1-SiOC-1600 [21] SiO1.41C0.30 70.2±0.5 29.3± 2.1 0.5± 2.7 83.0± 0.6 16.8± 1.2 0.2±0.8 2.38

C12-SiOC-1600 [21] SiO1.50C0.71 51.3±0.3 17.2± 1.4 31.5±1.7 75.7± 0.4 12.3± 1.0 11.9± 0.7 2.31

C16-SiOC-1600 [21] SiO1.27C0.97 39.6±1.1 22.8± 1.7 37.6±1.7 65.7± 1.9 18.3± 1.3 16.0± 0.7 2.34

1 Molar fractions of SiO2 and SiC can be regarded as the fraction of Si-O and Si-C bonds, respectively.
2 Volume fractions of SiO2 and SiC can be regarded as the fraction of Si-O and Si-C bonds, respectively. Absolute values are expected to be shifted due to unknown

density of the disordered arrangement of SiC4 tetrahedra.

Fig. 1. Ternary phase diagram in the system Si-O-C. The dashed line (parallel to

the SiO2-C tie-line) marks that the segregated carbon content increases from

SiC/SiO2-1600 to C16-SiOC-1600 without large variations in the SiC content.
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nanoparticles (E=300 GPa [37]), compensating the smaller value of

the vitreous silica matrix. The present data of the Young’s modulus for

the SiOC glass-ceramics are of similar magnitude as previously reported

values for SiOC glasses [15,16].

Fig. 2a compares the available literature data for Young’s modulus

of SiOC materials at ambient temperature to the values determined in

this study. Depending on the experimental technique used, Young’s

modulus of the SiOC samples with identical compositions varies within

a range of ± 5GPa (i.e., ± 5%). Also, some of the literature values

derived from bending or indentation experiments display relatively

large standard deviations [10,14,33]. However, a rough tendency is

discernable in Fig. 2a, that Young’s modulus in SiOC glasses and glass-

ceramics decreases with increasing content of sp2-hybridized segre-

gated carbon. While the C1-SiOC-1100 glass sample with only 1 vol.%

of sp2-hybridized segregated carbon investigated in this study exhibits a

Young’s modulus of 101.7 GPa, a much lower Young’s modulus of only

66 GPa has previously been reported for a SiOC glass with approxi-

mately 64 vol.% of segregated carbon [38].

A plot of Young’s modulus against the volume fraction of SiC in

Fig. 2b (for SiOC glasses, the volume fraction of SiC is thought to be

systematically shifted to lower values due to the unknown density of

the disordered arrangement of SiC4 tetrahedra) reveals their direct in-

terrelation. SiOC materials with a larger fraction of SiC typically exhibit

a higher Young’s modulus as compared to samples containing a smaller

fraction of SiC. This result is supposed to be related to the high values of

E=300 GPa of the nano-sized β-SiC precipitates [37]. Thus, sp2-hy-

bridized segregated carbon and β-SiC nanoparticles have the opposite

effect on Young’s modulus of SiOC glasses and glass-ceramics. This

dependency was already suggested by Soraru et al. for a significantly

smaller compositional range of SiOC glasses and for thin films [10,39]

and is extended now in this study to bulk SiOC glasses with higher

amounts of segregated carbon and monolithic SiOC glass-ceramics.

Fig. 3 illustrates the temperature dependence of Young’s modulus of

the investigated SiOC glass-ceramics with 1, 12 and 16 vol.% of seg-

regated carbon, respectively. All samples are characterized by an

Table 2

Room temperature elastic properties and plasticity of SiOC glasses and glass-ceramics: Young’s modulus E, shear modulus G, bulk modulus K, Poisson’s ratio υ,

hardness H and strain-rate sensitivity m. Literature data for a SiOC glass and Suprasil vitreous silica are added for comparison.

Sample RFDA Ultrasonic Echography Nanoindentation

E [GPa] G [GPa] ν E [GPa] G [GPa] K [GPa] ν E [GPa] H [GPa] m

C1-SiOC-1100 – – – – – – – 101.7± 0.5 11.4± 0.1 0.0059

C12-SiOC-1100 [[14]] – – – 96.1

± 0.5

– – 0.110±0.020 101*±15 6.4*±1 –

SiO2 (Suprasil) [[31]] – – – 70.0 39.9 35.4 0.170 71.6± 0.3 9.3±0.1 0.0068

SiO2/SiC-1600 – – – – – – – 92.8± 1.2 10.6± 0.2 0.0060

C1-SiOC-1600 96±1.0 41 0.18 100.2± 1.3 42.7± 0.2 51.4±0.6 0.175±0.003 101.1± 0.8 11.0± 0.1 0.0074

C12-SiOC-1600 86±1.0 37 0.17 87.6± 1.1 37.6± 0.2 43.7±0.6 0.166±0.003 90.4± 1.0 10.5± 0.1 0.0107

C16-SiOC-1600 99 – – 92.8± 1.0 39.7± 0.2 46.5±0.5 0.167±0.002 96.6± 1.8 10.6± 0.2 –

* Value displays the Vickers microhardness HV as determined by Vickers microhardness testing.

Fig. 2. Room temperature Young’s modulus of SiOC glasses (open symbols) and

glass-ceramics (filled symbols) as a function of (a) volume fraction of sp2-hy-

bridized segregated carbon and (b) the volume fraction of Si-C bonds (as for

SiOC glasses) or ß-SiC (as for SiOC glass-ceramics). Literature values (black

symbols) are added for comparison. Dashed lines were drawn as a guide for the

eyes.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus of the SiOC glass-

ceramics investigated in this study. The experimental error is estimated to

be ± 1GPa (i.e., < 2%).
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increasing Young’s modulus with increasing temperature. It is known

from literature that Young’s modulus of SiOC glasses and glass-ceramics

increases with temperature (i.e. stiffening) analogous to vitreous silica

[11,16,40]. In the case of vitreous silica, this behavior has been at-

tributed to continuous atomic displacements during an amorphous-

amorphous transformation comparable to the structural rearrange-

ments associated to the α- to β-cristobalite phase transition in crystal-

line SiO2 [34,41]. We therefore conclude that the temperature depen-

dence of the Young’s modulus in the present SiOC glass-ceramics is

dominated by the silica glass matrix. Since the Young’s modulus did not

show any hysteresis effects during cooling (not shown here), irrever-

sible changes during the measurements can be excluded.

Depending on the respective length scale, several different factors

may affect the Young’s modulus of glasses, including the atomic

bonding energy and packing density, but also the network connectivity

[34] and super-structural heterogeneity [42,43]. Consequently, the

stability of a glass, e.g., upon exposure to high temperatures can be

monitored well by the measurement of Young’s modulus, as a change in

Young’s modulus would be caused by a change in one or more of the

above-mentioned structural parameters.

Thus, in the present study, Young’s modulus was used to identify

possible structural changes (i.e. decomposition or crystallization of the

amorphous matrix) occurring in SiOC glass-ceramics (prepared at

1600 °C; i.e., fully phase-separated) which may result from their

thermal annealing, for example during high-temperature creep experi-

ments. Annealing temperatures and holding times were chosen ac-

cording to the time necessary to reach the steady-state regime (sec-

ondary creep) in creep experiments, as previously reported [19]. For

sample C1-SiOC-1600, the chosen annealing conditions were 6 days at

1100 °C and 2 h at 1300 °C, respectively, while for samples C12-SiOC-

1600 and C16-SiOC-1600 the conditions were 6 days at 1200 °C and

12 h at 1300 °C, respectively. Fig. 4a – c show the temperature evolu-

tion of Young’s modulus before and after annealing at the chosen

conditions. All SiOC glass-ceramics exhibit an increase in Young’s

modulus after annealing, where the annealing at higher temperature

leads to a larger increase. In comparison to the as-prepared sample, C1-

SiOC-1600 shows the lowest total increase of Young’s modulus of about

1.4%; whereas C12-SiOC-1600 exhibits an increase of about 7.3%.

C16-SiOC-1600 shows the highest total increase of the Young’s mod-

ulus (approximately 8.8% at 1200 °C). Interestingly, C16-SiOC-1600

shows lower Young’s modulus (and its increase) during the thermal

annealing at 1300 °C as compared to the features recorded during an-

nealing at 1200 °C (see Fig. 4c). The SiOC glass-ceramics are already

fully phase-separated (i.e. the evolution of β-SiC nanoparticles occurred

already during synthesis). Consequently, this increase in Young’s

modulus cannot be attributed to the precipitation of β-SiC nano-

particles.

In order to further rationalize the increase in Young’s modulus and

to directly compare all investigated samples, Fig. 4d displays the tem-

perature-dependent Young’s modulus normalized to the corresponding

value at room temperature of the investigated SiOC glass-ceramics (as-

prepared and after thermal annealing). The temperature sensitivity of

Young’s modulus, i.e. the evolution of Young’s modulus with tem-

perature, is not affected by thermal annealing, as the curves of the in-

dividual glass-ceramics are identical within the estimated accuracy of

the measurement ( ± 1GPa;< 2%). The temperature sensitivity can

be correlated to the fragility of glasses [44]. Furthermore, the fragility

of glasses is connected to their atomic packing density, where glasses

with high atomic packing density are known to be more fragile [45].

Consequently, the stable temperature sensitivity indicates, that the

glassy matrix of the investigated SiOC glass-ceramics is not significantly

affected by thermal annealing.

In general, two main strategies for improving Young’s modulus for

specific glass series are discussed in glass science: (i) an increase in the

atomic packing density and (ii) an increase in the local bond strength

[34]. Both do not apply for our SiOC glass-ceramics. The first is

expected to be related to an increase in the skeletal density and the

second relies on a change in the elemental composition. For the in-

vestigated SiOC samples, the skeletal densities remain constant and

consequently the first effect can be ruled out. Moreover, as the samples

show only negligible weight loss and changes in their elemental com-

position (Table 3), also the second effect can be excluded. Conse-

quently, the increase of Young’s modulus if SiOC glass-ceramics after

thermal annealing should have other origin and further supports the

stability of the glassy matrix as already discussed considering the

temperature sensitivity. One possible effect may arise from crystal-

lization processes of the dispersed phases in SiOC glass-ceramics which

take place during thermal annealing.

It is known that Young’s moduli of nanocrystalline materials are

significantly lower than those of their crystalline counterparts [37].

Consequently, it is expected that an increased ordering /crystallization

of the β-SiC nanoparticles or the segregated carbon phase in our SiOC

samples might explain the observed increase in their Young’s moduli.

The evolution of the sp2-hybridized carbon phase in the SiOC glass-

ceramics was studied by Raman spectroscopy, which may provide in-

formation on the average crystallite size La and the average distance

between two defects LD in the segregated carbon phase. The procedure

used for the determination of La and LD from the intensity ratio between

D and G band (typical features in Raman spectra of disordered carbons)

in silicon oxycarbides is described in detail in [21] and values of the

investigated samples are summarized in Table 4. Both La and LD are

slightly increased in C1-SiOC-1600 and C16-SiOC-1600 after an-

nealing at 1200 °C for 6 days; whereas, they were rather indifferent to

the annealing experiment at 1300 °C for 12 h. This indicates some in-

creased ordering of the segregated carbon phase during the long-term

annealing at 1200 °C, which may though explain the increase of the

Young’s modulus in SiOC after annealing.

In addition to the sp2-hybridized carbon phase, the β-SiC nano-

particles may also be subjected to crystallization during the high-tem-

perature annealing process. Fig. 5 shows the XRD patterns of the SiOC

glass-ceramics before and after thermal annealing. There is no indica-

tion for the crystallization of cristobalite. The presence of a reflection at

2θ=11.5° for samples C16-SiOC-1600 annealed at 1200 °C for 6 days

and C12-SiOC-1600 annealed at 1300 °C for 12 h may be considered as

an indication for the presence of the segregated carbon phase [46]. This

is in good agreement with the observed increase of La and LD as de-

termined by Raman spectroscopy for C16-SiOC-1600. Differences be-

tween XRD and La and LD as determined from Raman spectroscopy for

sample C12-SiOC-1600 are due to different volumes accessible for both

measurement techniques, where powder XRD gives an averaged picture

of the top layer of the whole sample, whereas Raman spectroscopy gives

a localized information of low lateral size.

Additionally, slight changes in the shape of the reflections related to

β-SiC after thermal annealing can be identified. Rietveld refinement

was performed with fixed lattice parameters. Crystallite size and micro-

strain were refined according to the recommendations given in [47],

with both Lorentzian and Gaussian contributions. For C1-SiOC-1600, a

slight increase in average crystallite size of 2.2 to 3.1 nm and an in-

crease in scale factor of about 20% was determined after thermal an-

nealing, indicating two effects caused by the high-temperature treat-

ment of SiOC glass-ceramics. Firstly, an increase of the crystallite size of

β-SiC reflects better ordering thereof. Secondly, an increase in scale

factor relates to an increase of the amount of β-SiC, which in the present

case can be explained either by the segregation of additional β-SiC

during the thermal annealing (which would imply an incomplete phase

separation of the SiOC glass during the hot-pressing step while pre-

paring the monolithic glass-ceramics) or by the crystallization (i.e.,

increase in size) of precipitates that were too small to be reliably dis-

tinguished from the background of the XRD patterns (and are conse-

quently not included in the scale factor for β-SiC). In other words, the

increase of the scale factor is correlated to the crystallization of x-ray

amorphous SiC to nanocrystalline β-SiC.
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For C12-SiOC-1600 and C16-SiOC-1600, thermal annealing leads

to a significant increase of the scale factor (ca. 200% at maximum),

accompanied by a slight decrease in the average crystallite sizes from

2.6 to 2.8 to 1.7–2.3 nm. The strong increase of the scale factor implies

that there is a significant amount of X-ray amorphous SiC in the as-

prepared monolithic SiOC glass-ceramics which crystallizes during the

high-temperature annealing. At the same time, nanocrystalline β-SiC

nanoparticles increase in size, too. Interestingly, as the amount of X-ray

amorphous SiC nanoparticles which crystallizes is significant, there is

an overall decrease of the average crystallite size after the thermal

annealing.

From the above, it can be concluded that there is an increased or-

dering of β-SiC in all three samples upon thermal annealing (it is noted

that the Rietveld refinement on the available data of such kind of

disordered materials has to be regarded as being semi-quantitative and

absolute values may be shifted). The most noticeable change is ob-

served in C16-SiOC-1600 annealed at 1200 °C for 6 days. This is in line

with the highest increase in Young’s modulus and the highest carbon

content. As it is suggested in literature that the presence of segregated

carbon slows down β-SiC crystallization [5,48], the as-prepared C16-

SiOC-1600 sample is the least ordered sample with respect to β-SiC

nanoparticles, and shows therefore the highest changes during thermal

annealing. It is consequently suggested, that this increased ordering of

the β-SiC nanoparticles is sufficient for an increase in Young’s modulus,

however, not high enough to be detectable at the scale of the skeletal

density. As crystallization is a thermally activated process, higher

temperatures and holding times favor higher degree of ordering and

consequently Young’s modulus. This can as well explain the relatively

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus of the as-prepared (a) C1-SiOC-1600, (b) C12-SiOC-1600 and (c) C16-SiOC-1600 SiOC glass-ceramics,

respectively, and after a thermal treatment at different temperatures and for varying durations. Lines drawn are fits to the experimental data. (d) Temperature

dependence of the Young’s modulus normalized to its value at room temperature (displayed by trendlines). The experimental error is estimated to be ± 1GPa

(i.e., < 2%).

Table 3

Skeletal density ρ and elemental composition of the investigated as-prepared SiOC glass-ceramics and after a thermal treatment.

Sample Annealing Conditions Density ρ [g/cm3] Weight loss [%] Elemental Composition

Si [wt.%] O [wt.%] C [wt.%]

C1-SiOC-1600 as-prepared 2.38* − 51.78* 41.59* 6.63*

1100 °C, 6 d 2.38 1.66 52.66 40.57 6.77

1300 °C, 2 h 2.38 − 52.54 40.59 6.87

C12-SiOC-1600 as-prepared 2.31* − 46.36* 39.52* 14.12*

1200 °C, 6 d 2.32 0 47.48 38.97 13.55

1300 °C, 12 h 2.32 0 46.81 39.32 13.87

C16-SiOC-1600 as-prepared 2.34* − 46.79* 33.82* 19.39*

1200 °C, 6 d 2.37 0.14 47.35 33.56 19.09

1300 °C, 12 h 2.38 0.19 46.89 33.66 19.45

* Values taken from Ref. [21].
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large increase in Young’s modulus of C12-SiOC-1600 and C16-SiOC-

1600 in comparison to C1-SiOC-1600. Thus, the effect of the β-SiC

crystallization in SiOC-based glass-ceramics on their Young’s modulus

is significantly higher than that of their chemical composition.

The temperature dependencies of shear modulus, G, and Poisson’s

ratio, determined for C1-SiOC-1600 prior and post thermal annealing

are shown in Fig. 6. In accordance to the evolution of Young’s modulus,

both shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio are increasing with increasing

temperature. This indicates that the mechanisms leading to a stiffening

during temperature increase are at least partially resulting from an

increase of the atomic packing density (as expressed by changes in

Poisson’s ratio), which is in line with the suggested structural re-

arrangements in vitreous silica [34,41]. Thermal annealing leads to a

slight increase of the shear modulus, however within the estimated

experimental error of ± 1 GPa. Poisson’s ratio is not significantly im-

paired by thermal annealing as evidenced by comparing the values of ν

before and after annealing at 1100 °C for 6 days. Poisson’s ratio cor-

relates to the atomic packing density, as will be addressed in the fol-

lowing, which in turn is expected to be mainly governed by the glassy

matrix in a glass-ceramic. As Poisson’s ratio of SiOC glass-ceramics is

not significantly affected by the thermal treatment protocols, it is

concluded that their silica-based amorphous matrix does not change

during thermal annealing, indicating a good thermal stability of SiOC

glass-ceramics.

Values of the Young’s modulus, shear modulus, bulk modulus,

Poisson’s ratio, hardness and strain-rate sensitivity at room temperature

are summarized in Table 2. Poisson’s ratio of the SiOC glass-ceramics

are virtually independent on their phase composition. The values of v as

determined by ultrasonic echography scatter only slightly within a

narrow interval of 0.166 to 0.175, which compares very well with the

range of Poisson ratios reported for vitreous silica of 0.15 to 0.18

[27,49–53]. Interestingly, a SiOC glass derived from the same poly-

meric precursor as the C12-SiOC-1600 glass-ceramic was found to ex-

hibit an extremely low Poisson’s ratio of only 0.11 [14]. Smaller Pois-

son’s ratios in glasses are often correlated to strongly interconnected

network structures of low atomic packing density [34,54]. In case of

SiOC glass, this is explained by the enhanced degree of cross-linking

upon the exchange of two-fold coordinated oxygen atoms with four-fold

coordinated carbon. The significantly higher Poisson’s ratios of the

SiOC glass-ceramics investigated in the present study are linked to the

phase separation in SiOC glasses at temperatures exceeding 1250 °C

Table 4

Effects of a thermal treatment on the degree of graphitization of the segregated

carbon in SiOC glass-ceramics as determined from Raman spectroscopy:

Average crystallite size La, average distance between two defects LD. AD/AG

describes the ratio between the areas assigned to the D and G band, respec-

tively.

Sample Annealing

conditions

AD/AG La [nm] LD [nm]

C1-SiOC-

1600

as prepared 3.185 ± 0.233 12.1 ± 0.9 9.5 ± 0.4

1100 °C, 6 d 2.800 ± 0.142 13.8 ± 0.7 10.2 ± 0.3

1300 °C, 12 h 2.232 ± 0.356 17.3 ± 2.7 11.4 ± 0.9

C12-SiOC-

1600

as prepared 4.215 ± 0.251* 9.2 ± 0.6* 8.3 ± 0.3*

1200 °C, 6 d 4.539 ± 0.422 8.5 ± 0.8 8.0 ± 0.4

1300 °C, 12 h 4.699 ± 0.036 8.2 ± 0.1 7.8 ± 0.1

C16-SiOC-

1600

as prepared 4.121 ± 0.521* 9.5 ± 1.3* 8.4 ± 0.6*

1200 °C, 6 d 3.093 ± 0.203 12.5 ± 0.8 9.7 ± 0.3

1300 °C, 12 h 4.104 ± 0.075 9.4 ± 0.2 8.4 ± 0.1

* Values are taken from Ref. [21].

Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction patterns (Mo Kα) of SiOC glass-ceramics prior and after annealing at high temperatures: (a) C1-SiOC-1600; (b) C12-SiOC-1600; (c) C16-

SiOC-1600. Indexed reflections relate to β-SiC.
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[7,9]. We therefore conclude, that the Poisson ratio of our SiOC glass-

ceramics are determined by the elastic properties of residual silica glass

matrix.

The hardness of the studied SiOC glass and glass-ceramics scatter

slightly around 10.5–11.4 GPa. The higher hardness of the C1-SiOC-

1100 glass (H=11.4 GPa) in comparison to vitreous silica

(H=9.3 GPa [55]) is the direct consequence of the enhanced network

connectivity and the accompanied presence of additional network

constraints, similarly to silicon oxynitride (SiON) glasses [56]. Before

continuing this discussion, we need to note the mismatch in hardness

obtained for the C1-SiOC-1100 glass (H=11.4 GPa) investigated in the

actual study and the previously published Vickers hardness values for

SiOC glasses of 8.2–9.3 GPa [10,13]. This discrepancy is attributed to

the large contribution of elastic deformation to the indentation re-

sponse of glasses. This manifests in marked differences between the

contact area under load, which determines the hardness H, and the size

of the residual hardness imprint after unloading, which is used for

evaluating the Vickers hardness HV [57].

Unlike SiOC glasses, the improved hardness of the SiOC glass-

ceramics is governed by a complex interplay between the mechanical

stability, volume fraction and distribution of the residual silica glass

matrix and the β-SiC nanoparticles as well as the segregated carbon

[36]. Here, the β-SiC nanoparticles are supposed to be responsible for

the improved hardness of the SiOC glass-ceramics, as polycrystalline β-

SiC exhibits a Vickers hardness HV of 27.1 to 34.1 GPa [58]. Note, that

the volume fraction of segregated carbon seems to have only little

impact on the hardness. This is evident from the comparison of the SiC/

SiO2-1600 (H=10.6 GPa) and C12-SiOC-1600 (H=10.5 GPa) glass-

ceramics, which consist of an almost identical volume fraction of β-SiC

nanoparticles, but zero and 12 vol.% segregated carbon, respectively.

The same conclusion can be done upon comparing C1-SiOC-1600

(H=11.0 GPa) and C16-SiOC-1600 (H=10.6 GPa), revealing com-

parable amounts of β-SiC but 1 and 16 vol.% of segregated carbon,

respectively. Interestingly, only marginal differences in hardness are

distinguishable between the C1-SiOC-1100 glass (H=11.4 GPa) and

the C1-SiOC-1600 glass-ceramic (H=11.0 GPa). This result is in clear

contrast to a previous study, where an increasing hardness was noticed

upon phase separation in a SiOC glass [13]. This was related to an in-

crease in density, which is indeed occurring during phase separation

(cf. Table 1), though effects related to the elimination of residual por-

osity in the SiOC glass were also considered.

The brittleness of crystalline metals as well as metallic glasses can

be correlated to the ratio between shear and bulk modulus (Pugh ratio

G/K) [59]. Metallic glasses show a tough-to-brittle transition at G/

K > 0.41-0.43 [60]. In this context, Pugh ratios of 0.83 for C1-SiOC-

1600, 0.86 for C12-SiOC-1600 and 0.85 for C16-SiOC-1600, would

imply a brittle fracture behavior. The chemical composition has no

significant influence on the Pugh ratio of SiOC glass-ceramics. Ad-

ditionally, the index of brittleness B = H/KIc, which relates the re-

sistance against plastic deformation to the resistance against fracture,

was determined for C1-SiOC-1600 (B= 15 μm−0.5), C12-SiOC-1600

(B=11 μm−0.5) and vitreous silica (B= 13 μm−0.5), where higher

values correspond to more brittle material [61]. For the calculation the

indentation hardness determined in this study was used, whereas values

for fracture toughness KIc were taken from Ref. [62]. As opposed to the

Pugh ratio, the index of brittleness displays a notable dependence on

the chemical composition. Sample C1-SiOC-1600 with only 1 vol.% of

segregated carbon appears to be more brittle than vitreous silica.

However, the presence of 12 vol.% segregated carbon in C12-SiOC-

1600 has the opposite effect and drastically reduces the brittleness even

below the level of vitreous silica. This behavior is in line with the ex-

periences made during grinding of the samples and clearly signifies the

importance of both the chemical and phase composition for the me-

chanical performance of SiOC glasses and glass-ceramics. This argu-

mentation is also supported by previous observations regarding the

effects of phase separation on the mechanical stability of alkali-alkaline

earth silicate or alkali-borosilicate glasses [55,63–65]. Tuning the vo-

lume fraction and structure of the separated phases is therefore sup-

posed as a promising route towards the fabrication of SiOC materials

with an enhanced toughness.

For a potential application of SiOC glasses and glass-ceramics at

elevated temperatures, a high creep resistance, i.e., low strain-rate

sensitivity, is of paramount importance. Using a nanoindentation strain-

rate jump test [27], very low strain-rate sensitivities of 0.0059 to

0.0107 were determined for the SiOC glass and glass-ceramics. The

results obtained for both the C1-SiOC-1100 glass (m=0.0059) and the

SiO2/SiC-1600 (m=0.0060) glass-ceramic are very close to the values

reported for vitreous silica (m=0.0068 – 0.0150 [66–68]), which

displays no significant creep deformation at room temperature [69,70].

With respect to this result, we speculate the creep response of SiOC

materials with low amounts of segregated carbon to be determined by

the creep resistance of the vitreous silica glass matrix. Nevertheless,

regarding the SiOC glass-ceramics a slight but still detectable increase

of the strain-rate sensitivity from 0.0060 (SiO2/SiC-1600) to 0.0107

(C12-SiOC-1600) is seen with increasing amounts of segregated

carbon. A higher strain-rate sensitivity in glasses normally signifies a

homogenization of the plastic flow [71]. With the presence of a

homogeneously dispersed phase of segregated carbon in the vitreous

silica glass matrix, fertile sites for a shear-mediated plastic flow are

created inside the material.

4. Conclusions

Silicon oxycarbides are known to possess increased mechanical

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the shear modulus G and Poisson’s ratio ν of the (a) as-prepared C1-SiOC-1600 SiOC glass-ceramic and (b) after a thermal

treatment for 6 days at 1100 °C.
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properties like Young’s modulus and hardness. The present study ra-

tionalizes the various impacts on their elastic and plastic properties

caused by the chemical/phase compositional variability inherent to the

SiOC system and gives further insight in the thermal stability of SiOC

glass-ceramics.

The elastic properties of silicon oxycarbides are influenced by both

phase composition (i.e. volume fraction of β-SiC or fraction of Si-C

bonds in Si-O-C glass network and volume fraction of segregated

carbon) as well as by their microstructure (i.e. SiOC glass vs. glass-

ceramic; phase separation). Whereas Young’s modulus is increasing

with increasing volume fraction of β-SiC nanoparticles/Si-C bonds and

decreasing with increasing amount of segregated carbon, it is not sig-

nificantly affected upon phase separation. In contrast, Poisson’s ratio,

and consequently the atomic packing density, is independent of the

chemical composition, but is significantly influenced by the phase se-

paration. Both, the development of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s

ratio, can be considered as direct consequences of: (i) the highly cross-

linked network architecture of SiOC glasses due to the presence of

mixed-bonds SiO4-xCx tetrahedra; (ii) the decrease of the cross-linking

degree of the glassy network during the phase separation and (iii) the

high stiffness of crystalline β-SiC.

Thermal annealing of SiOC glass-ceramics leads to an increase in

Young’s modulus. It is demonstrated that this relies in an increased

ordering of the dispersed phases segregated carbon and β-SiC as evi-

denced by XRD and Raman spectroscopy and not in a change of the

glassy silica matrix as testified by an unbiased Poisson’s ratio and

temperature sensitivity of Young’s modulus. This implies, that the si-

lica-rich glassy matrix of SiOC glass-ceramics is stable at high tem-

peratures and longer holding times.

The plastic properties of SiOC glass-ceramics are significantly in-

fluenced by the volume fractions of both segregated carbon and β-SiC

nanoparticles. The segregated carbon phase reduces brittleness and

induces additional sites for sliding during plastic deformation; whereas,

the hardness is governed by the volume fraction of β-SiC nanoparticles

due to their comparably high hardness. Interestingly, the hardness in

SiOC seems to be not affected by phase separation.
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a b  s  t  r a  c t

In  this  study we  present the high-temperature  creep behavior  of a dense  SiOC glass ceramic  free of

segregated carbon.  Solid-state  NMR spectroscopy,  XRD  and  TEM investigations  indicate  that  the  sample

consists  of �-SiC nanoparticles  homogeneously  dispersed  in an amorphous  silica  matrix.  Compression

creep experiments  were  performed  at 1100–1300 ◦C and  stresses  of 50–100 MPa. The calculated  creep

viscosity  of SiOC is two  orders  of magnitude  higher than that  of pure silica.  Whereas  the  activation  energy

for  creep (696 kJ/mol)  is  close to that  determined in pure  silica  glass.  However,  a stress  exponent  of 1.7 was

calculated,  suggesting  that  other  mechanisms  might  contribute  to the  creep in addition to the  Newtonian

viscous  flow.  The strong difference in the  creep rates and creep  mechanism of the  SiOC glass  ceramic and

amorphous  silica is  discussed in terms  of possible contributions  of the  interface  between  the  silica matrix

and  the  �-SiC  nanoparticles.

© 2016 Elsevier  Ltd. All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Silicon oxycarbides are  referred to  as black glasses and can

be described as consisting of an amorphous network of corner-

connected SiOxC4−x (x = 0–4) tetrahedra. Despite some few reports

on other techniques (e.g., [1]), the main synthetic approach to incor-

porate significant amount of carbon within a silica network still

relies on the thermal conversion of sol–gel precursors based on

organo-substituted alkoxysilanes (e.g., RxSi(OR’)4 with R and R’

being H, alkyl or aryl groups) as well as of polyorganosiloxanes

in inert gas atmosphere [2]. Both types of precursors exhibit Si–C

and Si–O bonds within their backbone, which are preserved upon

their transformation into silicon oxycarbide glass. The composi-

tion of SiOC-based glasses can be controlled upon choosing suitable

organic substituents and cross-linking degrees of the precursor gel

and has been shown to have a  strong influence on their proper-

ties. Typically, organo-substituted polysiloxane-based precursors

convert into silicon oxycarbides consisting of a  glassy SiOC matrix

∗ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: ionescu@materials.tu-darmstadt.de (E. Ionescu).

and a  finely dispersed segregated carbon phase. Depending on the

amount and nature of the organic substituents in the precursor,

carbon-rich silicon oxycarbides can be provided, which exhibit

large amounts of segregated carbon [2–4].

Silicon oxycarbides have been shown to  keep their amorphous

nature up  to temperatures beyond 1000 ◦C  [5],  and exhibit excellent

behavior in oxidative and corrosive environments [2].  At  temper-

atures of ca.  1200–1300 ◦C, the single-phase glassy SiOC network

starts to partition [5,6].  Thus, NMR studies show that in  SiOC glasses

annealed at temperatures up to 1400 ◦C only SiO4 and SiC4 tetrahe-

dra and no mixed-bonds SiO4−xCx tetrahedra are detectable [6,7].

The phase-separated SiOC materials can therefore be considered

as consisting of an amorphous silica-rich matrix in which silicon

carbide nanoparticles and segregated carbon are dispersed. Inter-

estingly, the silica matrix keeps its amorphous nature up to very

high temperatures (i.e., 1500 ◦C),  whereas �-SiC nanoparticles crys-

tallize [6,8,9].  Subsequently, the segregated carbon can undergo

a carbothermal reaction with the silica matrix upon formation of

�-SiC and release of gaseous CO.

In addition to  their unique crystallization behavior, silicon oxy-

carbide glasses exhibit outstanding creep resistance up to high

temperatures [10–14],  which makes this class of materials highly

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2016.04.015

0955-2219/© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Table  1

Chemical composition obtained from elemental analysis of the hot-pressed SiOC sample and calculated volume fraction of the assumed phases present. Volume fractions

are  calculated assuming the following densities: �(SiO2) = 2.2 g/cm3 [20], �(�-SiC) =  3.22 g/cm3 (ICSD-# 164974), �(C) =  1.82 g/cm3 (Graphitized Mesoporous Carbons GMC,

Sigma-Aldrich, CAS-# 1333-86-4), �(Si) = 2.33 g/cm3 (PDF-# 00-027-1402).

Si [wt.%] O [wt.%] C [wt.%] SiO2 [vol.%] SiC [vol.%] C [vol.%] Si [vol.%]

Hot-pressedSiOC monolith 51.59a 43.03 5.38 83.9 14.9 0  1.3

Standard Deviation ±1.03b ±0.22 ±0.32 ±1.1 ±1.2 ±1.3

a Not measured; calculated as the difference to 100 wt.%.
b Assumed standard deviation =  relative standard deviation.

Table 2

Chemical composition obtained from elemental analysis of the hot-pressed SiOC sample compared to the SiOC starting powder and calculated volume fraction of the assumed

phases  present.

Sample Chemical composition SiO2 [vol.%] SiC [vol.%] C [vol.%]

SiOC powder [21] SiO1.54C0.26(H0.12) 87.3 11.9 0.8a

Hot-pressed SiOC monolith SiO1.46C0.24 85.7 14.3 0

a The volume fraction of segregated carbon was  formally calculated upon neglecting the presence of hydrogen in the  white SiOC powder. However, as the materials contains

significant  amounts of hydrogen, it is considered that no segregated carbon is  present and that SiO1.54C0.26H0.12 is  single-phasic.

interesting for high and ultrahigh temperature applications. Thus,

the glass transition temperature of silicon oxycarbide glasses was

shown to lie in the range of 1350–1400 ◦C [10,13,14],  thus far

beyond the glass transition temperature of vitreous silica (i.e.,

1170 ◦C [15]). This is considered to  be a  consequence of the incor-

poration of carbon into the silica network. In a  recent study, also

the effect of the segregated carbon on the high-temperature creep

behavior of SiOC was considered and discussed [14].

In the present study we used a SiOC glass free of segregated

carbon, which was obtained upon pyrolysis of polysilsesquiox-

ane particles in  hydrogen atmosphere [16,17], and subsequent

densification by means of hot-pressing at high temperature. The

compression creep experiments of the phase-separated sample

indicate that at temperatures beyond 1000 ◦C  its shear viscosity is

ca. 2 orders of magnitude higher than that known for vitreous silica.

The analyzed phenomenon is  briefly discussed with respect to the

presence of mixed-bonds located at the interface between silica and

SiC precipitates (i.e., consisting of corner-connected SiOxC4−x tetra-

hedra) causing the outstanding creep resistance of the synthesized

phase-separated SiOC.

2. Experimental procedure

For the present study white SiOC powder obtained by pyrolysis

in hydrogen atmosphere [17] has been used. The SiOC powder was

hot-pressed in a  graphite mold at 1600 ◦C with a  constant pressure

of 50 MPa  and a dwell time of 30 min  in  Argon atmosphere. Mono-

lithic samples were cut from the obtained pellets with a diamond

wire cutter and subsequently used for all experiments.

The chemical composition of the hot-pressed samples was

determined using a  carbon analyzer Leco-200 (Leco Corporation,

USA) and a N/O analyzer Leco TC-436 (Leco Corporation, USA).

The silicon weight fraction was considered to be the difference to

100 wt.%, assuming no other elements being present in the sample.

Powder XRD measurements were performed in flat-sample

transmission geometry on a  STOE STADI P diffractometer equipped

with a Molybdenum X-ray tube and a position sensitive detector

with a 6◦ aperture.

TEM examinations were performed with a field emission gun

(Modell JEM2100F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operating at an accelera-

tion voltage of 200 kV. Specimen preparation followed standard

routines: cutting, dimpling and argon-ion thinning to perforation

in a Gatan Duomill 600 (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, USA), followed by

thin carbon coating (Bal-Tec RES100, Bal-Tec AG, Liechtenstein), to

minimize charging under the electron beam.

MAS  NMR  experiments were performed on a  Bruker Avance

II+ spectrometer at 400 MHz  proton resonance frequency. Micro-

Raman spectra were recorded with a  Horiba HR800 micro-Raman

spectrometer (Horiba JobinYvon, Bensheim, Germany) equipped

with an Ar laser (514.5 nm). The measurements were performed

by using a  grating of 600 gm m−1 and a confocal microscope (mag-

nification 100×  NA 0.9) with a 100 �m aperture, giving a  resolution

of 2–4 �m.  The laser power (20 mW)  was attenuated by using neu-

tral density filters; thus the power on the sample was  in the range

from 6 �W to  2 mW.

The high temperature creep experiments where performed on

a Zwick universal testing device equipped with a Maytec vacuum

furnace (<10−4 Pa).  The samples were ground and polished to be

plane parallel with respect to the creep loaded surface and rect-

angular in shape with the chosen dimensions of 3 × 3 ×  5 mm3.  For

the compression creep tests the samples were coated with hexag-

onal BN in order to  reduce friction between the loading punches

and the sample surfaces. The creep behavior was studied in the

temperature range between 1100 ◦C and 1300 ◦C  with an applied

constant true stress of 75 MPa. Additionally, measurements were

performed at a constant temperature of 1200 ◦C  but with different

true stresses between 50 and 100 MPa. True strain and true stress

were calculated according to the procedure described in [18] and

[19].  The strain rates were computed after reaching the steady-state

creep stage, which has been defined as the stage a  constant strain

rate which does not change after at least 2% plastic strain (i.e., here

deformation under load) was  observed.

3. Results and discussion

An  as-prepared hot-pressed silicon oxycarbide monolith was

investigated with respect to its chemical composition, shown in

Table 1.  As the weight fraction of silicon was not  measured but cal-

culated as the difference to  100 wt.%, a  relative standard deviation

of 2% was assumed in  order to perform a  propagation of  uncer-

tainty. The actual composition indicates the presence of 1.3 vol.%

elemental silicon which is  however in the size of the uncertainty

and can therefore be excluded. This is  supported by visible Raman

spectroscopy, as neither free carbon nor elemental silicon were

detected. The values for the phase composition in Table 2  were

obtained by assuming that neither free carbon nor elemental silicon

is  present.

As  shown in Table 2,  the chemical composition of the hot-

pressed sample does not differ significantly from the composition

of the SiOC powder [21].  The main difference here relies on the

presence of a significant amount of hydrogen in the starting SiOC
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Fig. 1. 29Si MAS NMR  of (a) the SiOC powder as-prepared at 1100 ◦C and (b) of the

SiOC sample hot-pressed at 1600 ◦C.

powder (Table 1), which was not present in the hot-pressed sam-

ple. The chemical composition of the monolithic SiOC indicates that

there is no segregated carbon present in  the material.

The 29Si MAS  NMR  spectrum of the starting white SiOC pow-

der used for the preparation of the monolithic specimens (Fig. 1a)

reveals as expected the presence of SiO4−xCx tetrahedra. Thus, the

deconvolution of the spectrum indicates the presence of five signals

with chemical shifts at +6, −11, −30, −70 and −110 ppm corre-

sponding to SiOC3, SiC4, SiO2C2, SiO3C and SiO4 respectively [22]

and is in agreement with recent NMR  studies of Tavakoli et al.

[23]. The NMR spectrum of the hot-pressed monolithic sample

(Fig. 1b) reveals that there are no mixed-bonds SiO4−xCx tetrahedra

detectable anymore; instead, only the signals corresponding to SiC4

and SiO4 tetrahedra were observed, indicating that the monolithic

sample is phase-separated, consisting of a SiC phase dispersed in a

silica matrix.

In Fig. 2,  the X-ray diffraction pattern of the hot-pressed SiOC

sample before and after the compression creep experiments are

shown and indicate that the sample is  mainly amorphous. The

broad reflections at 2� values of 15.9, 27.3 and 31.3◦ correspond

to �-SiC. There is no indication for the crystallization of low cristo-

balite in the sample even during thermal-mechanical exposure at

1200 ◦C.

TEM images of the hot-pressed SiOC sample support the findings

of elemental analysis and XRD and are shown in  Fig. 3. Spherical

�-SiC particles with an average size of 5 nm are homogeneously

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of the hot-pressed SiOC before and after creep experiments. The

XRD  pattern was  taken from a  sample subjected to creep experiments at 1200 ◦C and

varying true stresses between 50 and 100 MPa  (elapsed creep measurement time

was 42  h;  cf. Fig. 5b).

dispersed in an amorphous matrix. No free carbon phase can be

detected. The sample is dense without cracks or pores. In compar-

ison, Fig. 4 shows the TEM micrographs of a crept monolithic SiOC

sample, supporting that the high-temperature creep experiments

did not induce a crystallization of the silica-rich matrix. The �-

SiC crystallites remained constant in  particle size during the creep

experiment but  show an increased crystallinity. No individual SiO2

precipitates can be identified however the lower ◦2�  range seems

to be slightly organized which might indicate a  starting SiO2 phase

crystallization (most probably low Cristobalite).

As shown in Table 2,  the phase-separated SiOC sample con-

sidered in the present study for the investigation of  the high

temperature creep behavior can be regarded as consisting of a

SiO2 matrix in  which �-SiC particles are homogeneously dispersed.

Therefore pure silica will be used in  this section as an appropri-

ate reference material for plastic deformation. The compression

creep experiments are  shown in  Fig. 5 and Table 3 summarizes the

steady-state creep rates of the SiOC sample.

Interestingly, long loading times (up to more than 6  days,

depending on the used temperature and pressure) were needed

in  order to achieve steady-state conditions.

Using the obtained steady-state strain rates, it is  possible to

determine the apparent activation energy for creep and the stress

exponent using the Norton’s power law (Eq. (1)), where ε̇ is the

steady-state strain rate, B is a  material dependent constant, � is

the applied stress and Q  is  the activation energy. In  a  plot log(ε̇)

vs. log(�) (Fig. 6a)  the slope gives the stress exponent, whereas the

apparent activation energy can be  obtained from a  ln(ε̇)  vs. 1/T plot

(Fig.  6b).

ε̇ = B�ne−
Q
RT (1)

The stress exponent is indicative for the mechanism of plastic

deformation. If the dependence of the strain rate on the stress is

linear (i.e., the stress exponent n = 1), the materials exhibit a  so-

called Newtonian viscous flow behavior. This is  generally expected

for glasses loaded at lower stresses [24].  Higher values for the stress

exponent are  observed in crystalline solids (n =  3–5) and relate to

dislocation climb controlled creep. The creep of superplastic mate-

rials shows a  stress exponent of n =  2 which rely on grain boundary

sliding as creep mechanism. The stress exponent in our material

was found to be 1.7, indicating that probably more than one mech-

anism is  active in the creep of our SiOC sample. This is  a  rather
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Table  3

True strain rates measured at different stresses and temperatures during the steady-state creep of the hot-pressed SiOC sample.

Temperature [◦C] True strain rates [s−1]

For 50 MPa applied stress For 75 MPa  applied stress For 100 MPa  applied stress

1100 – 1.93 ×  10−8 s−1 –

1150  – 1.27 ×  10−7 s−1 –

1200  4.67 × 10−7 s−1 1.02 ×  10−6 s−1 1.50 × 10−6 s−1

1250 – 8.27 ×  10−6 s−1 –

1300  – 3.86 ×  10−5 s−1 –

unexpected finding, as recently stress exponents close to unity

were reported for phase-separated SiOC glasses [13]. The differ-

ence between the SiOC materials reported in the literature and

our system is related to the fact that our material is free of segre-

gated carbon (as compared to  the samples reported in the literature

containing 13 vol.% of segregated carbon [14]).

There are only few publications in the literature reporting on

glasses showing stress exponent values of 2. For instance, fiber

elongation experiments performed with Rb2O-containing silica

glass [25] and a soda-lime glass [26] led to stress exponent val-

ues close to 2. Moreover, Nieh et al. reported on  a reciprocal stress

exponent of 0.5 (corresponding to n =  2) for a  Zr10Al5Ti17.9Cu14.6Ni

metallic glass in  the supercooled liquid region. As their metallic

glass probably showed some crystallization upon the tensile test, it

was suggested that the creep is  determined by both grain boundary

sliding of the nano-crystalline part and viscous flow of the amor-

phous part [27].  This consideration might be also applied on the

creep behavior of our SiOC sample, as it consists of an amorphous

matrix (which will creep by viscous flow) as well as of a nano-

crystalline part (�-SiC).

Reger-Leonhard et al. suggested that these findings might also

be interpreted as indicating a  transition from linear to  non-linear

flow characteristics upon higher stresses (>100 MPa), as deduced

from the transition state theory [28].  Thus, their study of the creep

behavior of a Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 metallic glass both in an amorphous

as  well as in a partially crystallized state (crystalline content of

ca. 8  vol%) revealed only minor differences [28].  Also in our case,

the possibility of  a  transition in  the mechanism from linear to

non-linear at e.g.,  100 MPa  in our SiOC sample cannot be  ruled

out. However, more detailed investigation on the high-temperature

creep behavior of our single-phase SiOC system is  needed in  order

to clarify the dependence between the stress exponent n and the

applied stress.

The apparent activation energy for creep of SiOC in  the present

study was determined to  be 696 kJ/mol. This is  significantly higher

than the apparent activation energy determined for a  SiOC sample

containing ca.  0.5 vol.% segregated carbon (i.e., 296 kJ/mol [10] for

the single-phase materials and 463 kJ/mol for the phase-separated

sample [14])  although it is similar to values reported for vitreous

silica. Thus, Doremus critically compared the viscosity data of pure

silica glass [15] and considered the work of Hetherington et al. [29]

on a type I  silica (0.0003 wt.% hydroxyl content) to be the most

accurate in the temperature range between 1000 ◦C  up  to  1400 ◦C,

with an activation energy for viscous flow of 712 kJ/mol.

The similar values of the activation energy for vitreous silica

and for our SiOC sample suggest that probably the same process is

responsible for the plastic deformation in both the phase-separated

SiOC as well as in  pure silica glass. It  is still questionable whether

there are several parallel processes occurring during the creep of

our sample, yielding the apparent activation energy.

The shear viscosity can be calculated from creep rates using Eq.

(2) assuming a Newtonian behavior during the steady-state creep

stage [10]. As our sample has a stress exponent of 1.7 the calculated

shear viscosity has to be considered with a larger error. In eq. (2)

� is the effective viscosity, � is  the applied stress, � is the Poisson

Fig. 3. TEM micrographs of the hot-pressed monolithic SiOC sample showing: (a)  SiC

nanoparticles homogeneously dispersed within a  silica-rich matrix; the ED pattern

in  the inset shows diffraction rings which were assigned to  (111) and (200) planes

of �-SiC. (b) the inset shows the filtered iFFT from HRTEM of a  �-SiC nanocrystallite.

ratio and ε̇ is  the steady-state creep rate. The Poisson ratio of SiOC

was measured to be 0.11 by Moysan et al. [30].

� =
�

2 (1 + �) ε̇
(2)

It must be taken into account that the Poisson ratio stated in

literature was  measured on a  SiOC sample with 13 vol.% segregated

carbon. Though the Poisson ratio might be slightly different for the

present sample, the value for vitreous silica is regarded as the upper
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Table 4

Shear viscosity calculated from Eq. (2) using the Poisson ratio of SiOC (0.11) [30] and of vitreous silica (0.17) [31].

Poisson ratio Viscosity [Pa  s]

At  1100 ◦C At  1150 ◦C At  1200 ◦C At  1250 ◦C At  1300 ◦C

0.11 1.75 ×  10−15 2.65 ×  10−14 3.31 ×  10−13 4.09 × 10−12 8.75 × 10−11

0.17  1.66 ×  10−15 2.52 ×  10−14 3.14 ×  10−13 3.88 ×  10−12 8.30 × 10−11

Fig. 4. TEM micrographs hot-pressed monolithic SiOC sample after creep experi-

ments at 1200 ◦C and varying true stresses between 50 and 100  MPa (elapsed creep

measurement time was 42 h; cf. Fig. 5b) showing: (a) SiC nanoparticles homoge-

neously dispersed within a  silica-rich matrix; the ED pattern in the  inset shows

diffraction rings which were assigned to  (111) and (200)  planes of �-SiC. The inner

ring in the ED pattern can be interpreted as the starting crystallization of a SiO2-

phase (low Cristobalite; �-Cri). (b) the inset shows the  filtered iFFT from HRTEM of

a  �-SiC nanocrystallite.

limit for the actual Poisson ratio of the investigated SiOC sample.

Table 4 compares the calculated viscosity values obtained by using a

Poisson ratio of 0.11 (as for SiOC [30])  and 0.17 (as for vitreous silica

[31]). As it is clear from the values shown in Table 4,  there are only

minor differences resulting from the use of the different Poisson

ratios. Hence, the glass transition temperature Tg was estimated to

be  between 1254 ◦C  (as for � =  0.17) and 1255 ◦C  (as for � = 0.11),

assuming a viscosity of 1012.6 Pa at the glass transition.

Fig. 5. Logarithmic steady-state creep rates of the monolithic SiOC sample vs. true

compressive strain at (a) 1250 and 1300 ◦C and a  constant true stress of 75 MPa. The

dashed line corresponds to the y-axis on  the right side showing the actual tempera-

ture. (b)  constant temperature of 1200 ◦C and variing stresses of 50, 75  and 100 MPa.

The  red dashed line corresponds to  the y-axis on  the right side showing actual true

stress. The black dotted line is a  guide to the eye for comparisson of the staedy-state

creep rates at the beginning and at  the end of the measurement.

The calculated shear viscosity of the SiOC sample at different

temperatures and a  constant true stress of 75 MPa  are depicted in

Fig. 7.  As  reference, the measured viscosity of vitreous silica taken

from [29] is also depicted.

The calculated viscosity values of the hot-pressed SiOC free

of segregated carbon are in  good agreement with those obtained

from beam bending experiments of an SiOC sample containing low

amount of segregated carbon (i.e.,  ca.  0.5 vol%) [10] and are  signifi-

cantly higher (nearly two orders of magnitude) than those reported

for vitreous silica.

As mentioned above, the microstructure of our hot-pressed

SiOC sample can be regarded as consisting of a  glassy SiO2 matrix

in which �-SiC nanoparticles are dispersed. The presence of the

nanoparticles is expected to increase the viscosity of  the silica

matrix by particle hardening. Consequently, it was  interesting to

understand whether the difference in  the viscosity of our phase-

separated SiOC and vitreous silica can be explained by the presence

of the silicon carbide nanoparticles within the silica rich-matrix.

Boccaccini et al. describe the effective viscosity of glasses with rigid
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Fig. 6. (a) Steady-state creep rates of SiOC at 1200 ◦C and varying applied stresses.

The slope gives the stress exponent n; (b) steady-state creep rates of SiOC at a  con-

stant  applied stress (75 MPa) and varying temperatures. The slope gives the apparent

activation energy for creep Q.

Fig. 7. Viscosity data of SiOC, pure silica and SiC particle-hardened silica calculated

from  Eqs. (2) and (3).

inclusions with a size between 150 and 300 �m cf. the Eq. (3),  with

�matrix (T) being the viscosity of the matrix, f  the volume fraction

of the dispersed particles and m a function describing the habit of

the dispersed particles (cf. Eq. (4), F  being a so-called shape factor,

with the value 1/3 for spherical particle shape) [32].

� = �matrix(1 −  f )
m

(3)

m  =
3F − 2

3F (1 − 2F)
(4)

We have applied the mentioned equations in order to  estimate

the effect of the presence of SiC nanoparticles in  our hot-pressed

SiOC sample on its viscosity. Thus, the reported viscosity of  pure

vitreous silica [29] was  used for �matrix (T). The volume fraction of

SiC particles was taken from Table 2.  The effective viscosity val-

ues of such a  SiO2/SiC nanocomposite at different temperatures is

shown in  Fig. 7 (empty circles). Obviously, the particle-hardening

due to the presence of the dispersed �-SiC nanoparticles is  not suf-

ficient to  explain the significantly improved viscosity values of  the

studied SiOC material as compared to vitreous silica. However, it

must be emphasized that Eq. (3) does take into account the amount

and shape but not the size of the dispersed particles. Rouxel et al.

showed in a series of SiON amorphous glasses mixed in  different

ratios with SiC particles with varying size (3 �m to 150 �m) that

the size of the dispersed particles has a  significant influence on

the resulting viscosity [33].  Thus, it was  shown that for a  parti-

cle volume fraction of 28 vol.% the relative viscosity of the SiC/SiON

composites increases with decreasing the particle size, with a  more

rapid increase at particle sizes smaller than 16 �m [33]. However,

from their data it can be estimated that  as long as the volume

fraction of the dispersed particles is low (i.e., 10–15 vol.%) the par-

ticle size effect on the relative viscosity is not as pronounced as

at higher volume fractions (cf. 28 vol.% as mentioned above). This

estimation is also supported by experiments done on nanofluids

(nanocomposites comprised of nanoparticles homogeneously dis-

persed within a  liquid matrix), which indicate that at moderate

volume fractions of the nanoparticles (10–15 vol.%), the viscosity

of the base fluid increases only moderately with the size of the

nanoparticles, i.e.,  by less than a  factor of 10 [34–36].

Indeed, there should be  an additional effect contributing to

the increase of the viscosity of the hot-pressed (i.e., phase sepa-

rated) SiOC sample as compared to vitreous silica (nearly 100 times

higher). Currently, we consider that  SiO4−xCx tetrahedra present

at the interface between the silicon carbide nanoparticles and the

glassy silica matrix strongly influence the viscosity of the material.

The fact that  fully phase-separated SiOC glass might still contain

mixed-bonds SiO4−xCx tetrahedra at the interface between the SiC

nanoparticles and the silica matrix was  proposed in the past  in the

literature [37]. However, this assumption was not supported by 29Si

NMR  data (i.e., neither in the literature, nor in  the present study).

Thus, more detailed investigation concerning this aspect is  needed.

4.  Conclusion

High-temperature creep experiments on a hot-pressed SiOC

material revealed significantly lower creep rates as compared to

vitreous silica. The activation energy for creep (696 kJ/mol) how-

ever was found to be similar to that of vitreous silica (712 kJ/mol);

whereas the stress exponent was  1.7, indicating some deviation

from a  truly Newtonian behavior. This has not been clarified yet. The

shear viscosity of SiOC is  two  orders of magnitude higher as com-

pared to that  of vitreous silica. This outstanding creep resistance of

SiOC cannot be explained solely by particle hardening. Also crystal-

lization processes during the creep experiments can be excluded.

Currently, we assume that the interface between the silicon carbide

nanoparticles and the glassy silica matrix might have a  significant

contribution to the unique creep resistance of the SiOC samples free

of segregated carbon investigated in this study.
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Influence of SiC/Silica and Carbon/Silica Interfaces on
the High-Temperature Creep of Silicon Oxycarbide-Based
Glass Ceramics: A Case Study

Christina Stabler, Daniel Schliephake, Martin Heilmaier, Tanguy Rouxel,

Hans-Joachim Kleebe, Masaki Narisawa, Ralf Riedel, and Emanuel Ionescu*

In the present study, the high-temperature creep behavior of three SiOC glass

ceramics with different phase compositions are compared by the authors. All

three SiOC glass ceramics have a vitreous silica matrix in common, but

comprise different homogeneously dispersed phases: 1) only spherical β-SiC

nanoparticles (sample denoted hereafter SiC/SiO2), 2) only high-aspect ratio

sp2-hybridized carbon (i.e., C/SiO2), and 3) both phases (SiC and segregated

carbon, i.e., C/SiC/SiO2). Compression creep experiments are performed at

temperatures in the range between 1100 and 1300 �C and true stresses of 50

to 200MPa. The determined activation energy for creep of the SiOC glass

ceramics of around 700 kJmol�1 is independent of the phase composition. A

stress exponent value of approximately 2 indicates an interface-controlled

deformation mechanism. All SiOC glass ceramics exhibit significantly higher

creep viscosities than that of vitreous silica. Surprisingly, the spherical β-SiC

nanoparticles have a higher impact on the effective creep viscosities of SiOC

as compared to that of the high-aspect ratio segregated carbon phase. It is

concluded that this originates from the β-SiC/silica and C/silica interfaces,

which have different effects on the creep behavior of silicon oxycarbide-based

glass ceramics.

Dedicated to Prof. Peter Greil on the
occasion of his 65th Birthday

1. Introduction

Silicon oxycarbides (SiOCs)[1–4] are prom-
ising materials for high temperature
application due to their high stability in
harsh environments. They are mainly
synthesized via the pyrolysis of preceramic
polymeric precursors such as polyorgano-
siloxanes or precursors that are derived
from sol-gel synthesis of alkoxysilanes.[1,4,5]

During the pyrolysis in inert atmosphere,
Si-O and Si-C bonds of the precursors are
preserved to yield X-ray amorphous silicon
oxycarbides at 1000 �C. The glassy network
of SiOC consists of tetrahedrally coordi-
nated silicon atoms that are connected to
oxygen and carbon. The special distribu-
tion of these corner-shared so-calledmixed-
bonds SiO4-xCx tetrahedra is still a matter of
debate in literature.[6,7] At higher temper-
atures, that is, 1150–1200 �C, the onset of
the phase separation of the glassy matrix

occurs to yield SiOC glass ceramics that consist of a vitreous
silica matrix in which SiC nanoparticles are homogeneously
dispersed.[8–10] The phase separation can be followed by 29Si
MAS NMR spectroscopy, revealing the increase of SiO4 and SiC4

tetrahedra at the expense of themixed-bonds tetrahedra.[8,11] The
phase separation is a continuous process and is not finished
before 1400 �C.[8,11] Interestingly, the silica matrix keeps its
amorphous nature up to temperatures of 1500 �C. Beyond that
temperature the SiOC glass ceramics start to decompose.[8–10]

SiOC glasses and glass ceramics have no fixed stoichiometric
composition and are usually divided into carbon-rich and low
carbon containing SiOC glasses. Depending on the chemical
composition, a secondary phase consisting of sp2-hybridized
carbon, the so-called segregated or “free” carbon phase, is
homogeneously dispersed in the glassy SiOC matrix.

On the atomistic level, the SiOC glassy network can be
formally regarded as vitreous silica with bivalent oxygen being
partly replaced by tetravalent carbon. The exchange leads to an
increase in the glass network connectivity and is consequently
considered to significantly improve the (thermo)mechanical
properties of silicon oxycarbides in comparison to those of
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vitreous silica, for example, SiOC glasses exhibits higher Young’s
modulus, hardness, flexural strength and glass transition
temperature Tg as well as crystallization resistance.[12–14]

Furthermore, also SiOC-based glass ceramics, that is, phase-
separated silicon oxycarbides, exhibit an increase in Young’s
modulus, hardness, and Tg as compared to vitreous silica.[15,16]

Additionally, SiOC glasses and glass ceramics show excellent
creep resistance at high temperatures.[13,16–18] This is considered
to rely on the “reinforcing” effect of the dispersed carbon and SiC
precipitates in the silica matrix.[13,16,17,19,20]

In a previous case study,[17] we tried to rationalize the
influence of the phase composition of SiOC glass ceramics on
their creep behavior, namely to assess the effect of the segregated
carbon versus the network carbon on the high-temperature creep
of SiOC glass ceramics. Thus, a series of SiOC glass ceramics
with varying degree of segregated carbon (from ca. 1 to ca. 11 vol
%) was analyzed. It was found that the creep resistance and
strain recovery in SiOC glass ceramics increase with increasing
amount of segregated carbon. However, there is a lack of
information on the effect of the amount of SiC nano particles on
the HT creep behavior of SiOC glass ceramics.

Recently, it was found that upon the proper choice of the
pyrolysis atmosphere, two special SiOC compositions can be
accessed[21]: The pyrolysis of a polysilsesquioxane under
hydrogen atmosphere leads to the selective elimination of the
segregated carbon phase, whereas the pyrolysis of the same
precursor under CO2 atmosphere leads to the selective
elimination of the network carbon.[21] Thus, the thermal
conversion of the precursor in H2 atmosphere delivers an SiOC
glass with negligible amount of segregated carbon[18,21,22];
whereas its conversion in CO2 delivers a nanocomposite
consisting of vitreous silica and segregated carbon, that is, C/
SiO2.

[21]

In the present study, the creep behavior of these two unique
compositionsofSiOCglass ceramics (i.e., SiC/SiO2andC/SiO2) is
studied and compared to that of a glass ceramic consisting of
vitreous silica matrix and both disperse phases, that is, SiC and
carbon (i.e., C/SiC/SiO2). The influence of the segregated carbon
phase and the influence of SiC nanoparticles on the creep
behavior of SiOC glass ceramics is addressed and possible
implicationsof theSiC/silicaandC/silica interfacesarediscussed.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Materials Synthesis

Monolithic specimens were obtained using uniaxial hot-
pressing of SiOC glass powders at 1600 �C in a cylindrical
graphite die at a constant pressure of 50MPa (duration of
pressing 30min) in static argon atmosphere. Suitable mono-
lithic coupons were cut from the obtained monolithic samples
with a diamond wire cutter and used for the experiments.

The synthesis procedure of the SiOC glass powders used as
starting materials for the two glass ceramic compositions
investigated in the present study, that is, SiC/SiO2 and C/SiO2, is
described in detail in ref. [21]. Both SiOC glass powders were
synthesized from the same polymeric precursor but were
pyrolyzed under different atmospheres. For SiC/SiO2, the

polymeric precursor was pyrolyzed in hydrogen atmosphere,
whereas for sample C/SiO2, the precursor was pyrolyzed in CO2

and subsequently in Argon atmosphere. Afterwards, both glass
powders were consolidated by hot-pressing. The third sample,
that is, C/SiC/SiO2, was prepared from the commercially
available polymethylsilsequioxane Belsil PMS MK (Wacker
GmbH, Burghausen, Germany). The polymer was crosslinked
in an alumina tube furnace at 250 �C for 2 h under flowing argon
atmosphere and subsequently heat-treated at 1000 �C for 2 h.
The heating and cooling rates were 100 �Ch�1. The obtained
glassy chunks were crushed and sieved using a mesh size of
40 μm to obtain the glass powder.

2.2. Materials Characterization

The chemical composition of the samples was determined using
a carbon analyzer Leco-200 (Leco Corporation, USA) and a N/O
analyzer Leco TC-436 (Leco Corporation, USA). Archimedean
(skeletal) density and open porosity was measured utilizing
water immersion technique. Precise density measurements
were performed by the flotation method in a density gradient
column.[23] The chosen heavy liquids were iodobenzene (ρ
¼ 1.83 g cm�3) and methylene iodide (ρ¼ 3.32 g cm�3). Details
are described in ref. [24]. The accuracy of the used setup is
estimated to be 0.001 g cm�3. As reference materials, two
different window glasses (with ρ¼ 2.161 and 2.514 g cm�3) as
well as crystalline silicon (ρ¼ 2.333 g cm�3) were used. MAS
NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker AvanceIIþ
spectrometer at 400MHz proton resonance frequency. TEM
examinations were performed with a field emission gun (Modell
JEM2100F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operating at an acceleration
voltage of 200 kV. Specimen preparation followed standard
routines, that is, cutting, dimpling and argon-ion thinning to
perforation in a Gatan Duomill 600 (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton,
USA), followed by thin carbon coating (Bal-Tec RES100, Bal-Tec
AG, Liechtenstein), in order to minimize charging under the
electron beam.

Powder XRD measurements were performed in flat-sample
transmission geometry on a STOE STADI P diffractometer (Stoe,
Darmstadt, Germany) equipped with a Molybdenum X-ray tube
and a position sensitive detectorwith a 6� aperture. Ramanspectra
were recorded on a Horiba HR800 micro-Raman spectrometer
(Horiba JobinYvon, Bensheim, Germany) equipped with a He-Ne
laser (633nm). The measurements were performed by using a
grating of 600gmm�1 and a confocal microscope (magnification
50�NA0.75–numerical aperture) with a 100mm aperture, giving
a resolution of approximately 1mm. The laser power (20mW)was
attenuated by using neutral density filters.

2.3. High-Temperature Creep Measurements

The high temperature creep experiments where performed in
compression using a Zwick universal testing device equipped
with a Maytec vacuum furnace (<10�4Pa). The rectangular
samples (dimensions of 3� 3� 5mm3) were ground and
polished to be plane parallel with respect to the mechanically
loaded surface. For the high-temperature compression creep
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tests, the samples were coated with hexagonal BN in order to
reduce friction between the loading punches and the sample
surfaces. The experiments were performed at temperatures
between 1100 and 1300 �C and applied true stresses between 50
and 200MPa. Creep recovery measurements were conducted at
1200 �C and 100MPa true stress. After reaching the steady-state
regime, that is, a constant strain rate at constant true stress over a
notable compressive strain, the stress was released and the
elastic recovery was recorded. True strain and true stress were
calculated according to the procedure described in refs. [25] and
[26]. The strain rates were computed after reaching the steady-
state creep stage.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Material Characterization

The elemental compositions of the investigated monoliths are
summarized in Table 1. All three samples reveal substantial
differences regarding the molar fractions of oxygen and carbon.
This canbe further rationalizedbycalculating thevolumefractions
of thephasesassumed tobepresent inSiOCglass ceramics, that is,
amorphous silica matrix with homogeneously dispersed nano-
sized β-SiC particles and sp2-hybridized carbon.[18,27]Considering
the absence of C-O bonds in SiOC materials as evidenced by
13C MAS NMR spectroscopy,[7] the phase composition in the
systemSiO2–SiC–Ccan be calculated for each sample. The results
are displayed in Table 1. Sample SiC/SiO2 reveals the presence of
14.3 vol% SiC nanoparticles dispersed within amorphous silica;
there is no sp2-hybridized carbon in SiC/SiO2.

[18] In contrast,
sample C/SiO2 is a composite containing ca. 11.5 vol% segregated
carbon homogeneously dispersed within vitreous silica, with a
negligible amount of SiC nanoparticles. Sample C/SiC/SiO2

reveals the presence of all three phases (vitreous silica, 12.3 vol%
SiC and 11.9 vol% segregated carbon, see Table 1). It should be
noted that the volume fraction of silica in C/SiC/SiO2 is
significantly lower than that in SiC/SiO2 and C/SiO2 (ca. 76 vol
% vs. ca. 86 and 87 vol%, respectively). This has been considered
accordingly during the evaluation of the creep behavior of the
samples, as will be discussed below.

29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy, TEM imaging, XRD, and
Raman spectroscopy were performed in order to evaluate the
phase compositions of the investigated samples. Figure 1
compares the 29Si MAS NMR spectra of the investigated glass

ceramics, that is, SiC/SiO2, C/SiO2, and C/SiC/SiO2. The main
signal in C/SiO2 exhibits a chemical shift of ca. �111 ppm
related to SiO4 tetrahedra, indicating that in C/SiO2 no SiC nano-
particles are present; whereas the 29Si MAS NMR spectra of SiC/
SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2 show in addition to the signal at�111 ppm
a signal with a chemical shift of ca. �11 ppm and �18 ppm,
respectively, which was assigned to SiC4.

[17,18] Despite the
resolution of the spectra is not very high and thus it does not
allow any unambiguous statement about the presence of SiO4-

xCx mixed-bond tetrahedra (see discussion below), it can be
concluded that SiC nanoparticles are present in both samples,
that is, SiC/SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2, as also supported by TEM
imaging (see Figure 2) and X-ray diffraction (see Figure 3a).

This finding has been substantiated by TEM imaging. As
shown in Figure 2, sample C/SiO2 reveals only the presence of
nanoscaled sp2-hybridized carbon dispersed within an amor-
phous silica matrix. The segregated carbon phase has a high
aspect ratio (i.e., ratio between length and lateral size/width) of
10 to 20 in accordance to previous studies on SiOC.[16] In
comparison, in SiC/SiO2 only nano-sized SiC particles are
present; whereas in C/SiC/SiO2 both disperse phases are present
in the silica matrix.

X-ray diffraction patterns of SiC/SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2 show
the presence of broad, but noticeable reflections related to nano-
sized β-SiC (as it was also revealed by selected area diffraction
SAED during the HR TEM investigation); those are absent in the
diffractogram of C/SiO2 (cf. Figure 3a). The broad hump
centered at a 2θ value of approximately 10� is caused by the
presence of amorphous silica. No indications for the crystalliza-
tion of cristobalite are visible.

Figure 3b displays the Raman spectra of C/SiO2 and C/SiC/
SiO2. Both samples reveal the typical features of disordered
carbon materials, namely the G band at 1575–1595 cm�1, the D
band at ca. 1350 cm�1 (for an excitation wavelength of 514.5 nm),
a band related to C-C sp3 vibrations at ca. 1150–1200 cm�1 and
the D’ band at ca. 1620 cm�1. Additionally, the overtone of the D
band, namely 2D band, at 2500–2800 cm�1 and the combina-
tional mode DþG band at ca. 2900 cm�1 are visible.[29] The
Raman spectrum of SiC/SiO2 (not shown) lacks any bands and
confirm the fact that there is no sp2 hybridized excess carbon in
SiC/SiO2.

The degree of graphitization in C/SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2 does
not show significant differences as rationalized by some
calculated graphitization indicators La, LD, and Leq.

[30–32] La
describes the lateral crystal size of individual domains of the

Table 1. Chemical composition obtained from elemental analysis, estimated phase composition and density of the prepared SiOC glass ceramics.

Phase composition

Sample Elemental composition SiO2 [vol%] SiC [vol%] Cfree [vol%] Density [g cm–3]

SiC/SiO2 SiO1.47C0.24 85.7 14.3 0 2.36

C/SiO2 SiO1.94C0.53 87.2� 1.0 1.3� 1.0 11.5� 0.6 2.20

C/SiC/SiO2 SiO1.50C0.71 75.7� 0.4 12.3� 1.0 11.9� 0.7 2.31

Volume fractions of the phases are calculated assuming the following densities: ρ(SiO2)¼ 2.20 g cm�3,[20] ρ(β-SiC)¼ 3.22 g cm�3,[28], ρ(C)¼ 1.82 g cm�3 (Graphitized

Mesoporous Carbons GMC, Sigma-Aldrich, CAS-# 1333-86-4)
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segregated carbon phase, whereas Leq considers as well the
tortuosity of the domains. LD measures the average inter-defect
distance. The average lateral crystal size La of the studied
samples is in the same range as the mean inter-defect distance
(Figure 3b). The equivalent size Leq is only slightly larger than La,
indicating that the carbon precipitates are nano-scaled.[27]

Moreover, the width of the D and G bands ranges between 40
and 50 cm�1which is close to the values known for glassy carbon
(wD¼ 52.7 cm�1; wG¼ 56.1 cm�1).[33] Thus, we can consider the
segregated carbon phase in the studied SiOC glass ceramics as
being nano-scaled and poorly ordered.

As a consequence of the results above, all three investigated
samples can be regarded as SiOC glass ceramics that have a
vitreous silica matrix in common, but different kinds and/or
amountsofdispersedphases,namelyβ-SiCandsegregatedcarbon.

The different phase compositions have a direct impact on the
skeletal density of the investigated SiOC samples as evidenced in
Table 1. Samples containing SiC particles, that is, SiC/SiO2 and
C/SiC/SiO2, have higher densities of 2.36 and 2.31 g cm�3,
respectively; whereas the density of C/SiO2 (2.20 g cm�3) is
similar to that of vitreous silica. All hot-pressed SiOC monoliths
are dense and crack-free, hence being suitable to investigate the
intrinsic creep behavior of SiOC materials.

As discussed already in ref. [18], SiC/SiO2 does not crystallize
during the creep experiments. This is important to verify, as
crystallization would lead to a decrease of the creep rates due to
strain hardening caused by the crystalline particles,[13] hindering
the precise assessment of the creep behavior. Moreover, the post-
creep samples did not show evidence of any changes in their
microstructure, as also reported previously.[18]

A further fundamental concept of creep is the conservation of
the volume during the (plastic) deformation. This requirement is
clearly fulfilled in our samples. For instance, a significant
densification is known to start in vitreous silica only at pressures
beyond several GPa.[34] It is reasonable to expect that a
densification of SiOC glass ceramics may occur in a similar
range of pressure, as the matrix consists of vitreous silica. As a
proof of concept, the precise density of C/SiC/SiO2 was assessed
before and after the different creep experiments using the
flotation method in a density gradient column.[23,24] The results
for C/SiC/SiO2 are shown in Figure 4. As expected, the density of
the samples does not change during the creep experiment,
independently of the used temperature and mechanical load.
Moreover, the results indicate that there is no micro-cracking
occurring during the creep. Thus, any non-negligible change in
the volume of the studied samples during the HT creep
experiments can be ruled out.

3.2. High-Temperature Creep Experiments

All SiOC samples developed a steady-state regime, that is, a
constant strain rate over a minimum range of 2% plastic strain at
constant true stress, during the creep experiments. This required
relatively long holding times (up to 14 days, depending on the
phase composition, measurement temperature, and applied
pressure). Table 2 summarizes the steady-state creep rates of the
three different SiOC samples. In order to analyze the creep
behavior of the SiOC glass ceramics, the activation energy for
creep Q and the stress exponent n were determined. Both are

Figure 1. 29Si MAS NMR of the a) C/SiO2, b) SiC/SiO2, and c) C/SiC/SiO2 glass ceramics.
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connected via the temperature dependent (Arrhenius type)
Norton’s power law (cf. Equation (1)), with _e being the steady-
state strain rate, B a material-dependent constant, σ being the
applied stress, and Q the activation energy for creep. The
activation energy Q characterizes the activation volume or
the species carrying the plastic deformation, whereas the stress
exponent n is indicative for the actual creep mechanism.

_e ¼ Bσne�
Q
RT ð1Þ

The activation energy Q for creep of sample C/SiC/SiO2 was
investigated at two different applied true stresses, namely 50 and
75MPa. Figure 5a shows the Arrhenius plot of the steady-state
creep rates of C/SiC/SiO2 at these stresses with the correspond-
ingQ values of 740 and 730 kJmol�1, respectively. Consequently,
it can be concluded that the activation energy for creep does not
change significantly with the applied loading. It should be
mentioned that these values are rather different from the values
in the range of ca. 300 kJmol�1 determined under similar
experimental conditions for SiOC glass ceramics showing
similar phase compositions to that of C/SiC/SiO2,

[16,17] though
similar to the value of 712 kJmol�1 reported by Hetherington
et al. for vitreosil, that is, a fused silica containing some
metallic impurities (interestingly, hydroxyl-group containing

sol-gel-based silica, that is, spectrosil, was found in the same
study to exhibit an activation energy of only 510 kJmol�1).[35]

The creep viscosity can be calculated using Equation (2) in the
caseof a steady-statebehavior,where η is theapparent viscosity, σ is
theapplied stress, ν isPoisson’s ratio, and _e is thesteady-state creep
rate. Poisson’s ratio of the investigated SiOC glass ceramics has
been estimated to range between 0.11 (as determined for a single-
phase SiOC glass[36]) and 0.17 as determined for vitreous silica.[37]

For the present assessment, Poisson’s ratio of 0.17 has been taken
for all three samples, considering their large volume fractions of
silica. It should be noted also that the creep viscosity values do not
change significantly if ν is varied from 0.11 to 0.17. For instance,
the calculated creep viscosity ofC/SiC/SiO2 at 1200

�Cand75MPa
true stress changes is 1.65� 1014Pa s and 1.56� 1014Pa s for ν
being0.11and0.17, respectively.Hence, the influenceofPoisson’s
ratio on the calculated creep viscosity is rather small andPoisson’s
ratio of 0.17 has been exclusively used in the following discussion.

η ¼
σ

2 1þ νð Þ_e
ð2Þ

Figure 5b summarizes the calculated creep viscosities of sample
C/SiC/SiO2 at different applied true stresses and measurement
temperatures. The calculated creep viscosities of C/SiC/SiO2

obtained with 50MPa (2.5� 1014Pa s), 75MPa (1.6� 1014Pa s)

Figure 2. HR TEM micrographs of C/SiO2, SiC/SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2.
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and 100MPa (1.2� 1014Pa s, data not shown) are similar to each
other though indicate a non-Newtonian behavior (shear thinning),
however one should note that the differences in the viscosity values
at 1150 and 1200 �C at 50 and 75MPa are comparable with the
estimated resolution/accuracy of the device (the estimated
resolution of the device for strain rates is 1.0� 10�8 s�1). However,
the calculated creep viscosity at 200MPa (data not shown) is
4.0� 1013Pa s and, thus, significantly smaller than the values
recorded at lower applied stress. Therefore, it is assumed that
between 100 and 200MPa a change in the creep behavior of SiOC
glass ceramics may occur. Consequently, for the comparison of the
three SiOC glass ceramics investigated in this study, the data
obtained from the creep experiments performed at temperatures
between1100and1300 �Caswell asatappliedstressbetween50and
100MPa were chosen.

The activation energies for creep of all three investigated SiOC
glass ceramics are summarized in the Arrhenius plots of the

steady-state creep rates in Figure 5c (true stress 75MPa). All
three SiOC glass ceramics show an activation energy of about
700–730 kJmol�1 independent of the phase composition (see
also the discussion above to Figure 5a). The discrepancy between
theQ values of the samples studied in the present study and that
reported in literature may relate to the different holding times
used during the creep experiments, respectively. It is known that
longer holding time during creep experiments is beneficial for
the assessment of the behavior of materials which achieve the
steady-state regime of the creep (secondary creep) very slowly.[38]

Thus, it is considered that the values determined in the present
study of around 700 kJmol�1 may be more accurate than the
reported values of about 300 kJmol�1 reported so far in
literature. However, the difference found between the value of
730–750 kJmol�1 in the present study and, for example, the
value of 510 kJmol�1 for sol-gel based silica[35] and the probably
accidental coincidence with the value of 712 kJmol�1 found for
fused silica containing metallic impurities[35] makes clear that
further investigations are needed to clarify which species is
carrying the deformation in SiOC glass ceramics.

Despite the similar values of the activation energy, there are
obvious differences in the creep behavior of the three different
SiOC glass ceramics investigated in the present study. Sample C/
SiO2 exhibits the highest creep rates, followed by SiC/SiO2. By
contrast, sample C/SiC/SiO2, which comprises both segregated
carbon and the β-SiC nanoparticles dispersed within vitreous
silica, shows the lowest creep rate values (Figure 5c).

The stress exponent n is indicative for the mechanism
underlying the creep. Figure 6 shows the Norton plots of the
investigated SiOC glass ceramics, yielding n values of 2.0, 1.70,
and 2.1 for C/SiO2, SiC/SiO2, and C/SiC/SiO2, respectively. As
the difference between the measured values is considered to be
small, it is concluded that the creep mechanism is independent
of the phase composition in SiOC glass ceramics. Thus, the
nature of the dispersed phases, that is, β-SiC in SiC/SiO2 or
carbon in C/SiO2, does not seem to affect the underlying

Figure 3. a) X-ray diffraction patterns (MoKα radiation) of the

investigated samples. All samples are predominantly amorphous �
SiC/SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2 reveal the presence of weak and broad

reflections of β-SiC; b) Raman spectra of C/SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2 revealing

the presence of sp2-hybridized disordered segregated carbon; the

calculated graphitization parameters La (lateral cluster size), Leq (cluster

size considering tortuosity), and LD (inter-defect distance)[30–32] are

similar, indicating that the degree of ordering of carbon in the studied

samples is comparable.

Figure 4. Density values of C/SiC/SiO2 determined before (as-prepared

monolith) and after performing creep experiments (temperature and

pressure are indicated at the x-axis). No densification was observed

during creep experiments.
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Table 2. True strain rates measured at different true stresses and temperatures during the steady-state creep of the hot-pressed SiOC samples as

well as values of the activation energy of creep Q and stress exponent n.

True strain rates [10�8 s�1] at various applied stresses

Sample Temperature [�C] 50MPa 65MPa 75MPa 85MPa 100MPa Qa) [kJmol�1] nb)

SiC/SiO2
[18] 1100 � � 1.93 � � 696� 17 1.7� 0.2

1150 � � 12.7 � �

1200 46.7 � 102 � 150

1250 � � 827 � �

1300 � � 3860 � �

C/SiO2 1100 � � � � � 731� 15 2.0� 0.1

1150 � � 61.8 � �

1200 355 649 514 957 1440

1250 � � 4070 � �

1300 � � 21500 � �

C/SiC/SiO2 1100 � � � � � 730� 14 2.1� 0.10

1150 1.29 � 2.95 � �

1200 8.48 � 20.5 � 35.0

1250 68.1 � 167 � �

1300 490 � 1020 � �

a) at 75MPa true stress; b)at 1200 �C measurement temperature

Figure 5. a) Comparison of the activation energies Q for creep of sample C/SiC/SiO2 at 50 and 75MPa applied true stress; b) Creep viscosities η of C/

SiC/SiO2 as function of temperature at a constant true stress of 50 (squares) and 75MPa (circles); c) Activation energiesQ for creep of samples C/SiO2,

SiC/SiO2,
[18] and C/SiC/SiO2 (constant true stress 75MPa).
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mechanism. However, a stress exponent of approximately 2 is
rather unusual, as glasses are expected to plastically deform via
Newtonian viscous flow (n¼ 1) and suggests an interface-
controlled process. Stress exponent values close to 2 are also
reported for polycrystalline ceramics possessing a continuous
glassy grain boundary phase being prone to grain boundary
sliding.[39–41] A similar finding, that is, n¼ 2, was reported for a
Zr10Al5Ti17.9Cu14.6 metallic glass in the supercooled liquid
region in which partial crystallization occurred and was assigned
to a combination of viscous flow of the glass and phase boundary
sliding of the nano-crystalline precipitates.[42] Thus, it is
considered that the creep in our SiOC glass ceramics is an
interface-controlled process; moreover, a value of 2 for n agrees
well with the shear-thinning behavior observed in the samples
investigated in the present study.

It can be concluded that the phase composition of SiOC glass
ceramics does neither affect the activation energy for creep nor
the stress exponent, but it has an obvious impact on the creep
rate levels. This can be clearly seen in Figure 7a, showing the
creep viscosities of C/SiO2, SiC/SiO2, and C/SiC/SiO2 as
functions of temperature, with C/SiC/SiO2 exhibiting the
highest and C/SiO2 the lowest viscosities among the studied
samples. The corresponding Tg values were determined to be
1212 �C for C/SiO2, 1255

�C for SiC/SiO2, and 1295
�C for C/SiC/

SiO2. In the following, we try to rationalize the effect of the two
types of precipitates (i.e., carbon and SiC) on the creep rates of
the silica matrix.

Generally, the homogeneous dispersion of particles within a
(mainly) viscous matrix leads to an increase of its effective
viscosity (particle hardening). Three aspects have an important
influence on the effective viscosity of those composite materials:
1) the volume fraction of the particles (i.e., viscosity increases
with increasing the volume fraction of the particles[19]), 2) the
particle shape (high aspect ratios typically lead to a larger
increase in viscosity as spherical particles[43,44]), and 3) the
particle size or vice versa particle spacing (the threshold itself
scales with the particle volume fraction[19]). Considering those
aspects, it is expected that all three SiOC glass ceramics

investigated in the present study should show higher effective
viscosities in comparison to that of vitreous silica. This is indeed
clearly proven in Figure 7a.

As expected, C/SiC/SiO2 reveals the highest viscosity values
and consequently highest creep resistance, as it possesses the
highest fractions of dispersed particles of comparable size (12.0
vol% β-SiC and 11.9 vol% segregated carbon).

Sample C/SiO2 has viscosities being about one order of
magnitude higher than those of vitreous silica; whereas SiC/SiO2

shows values ca. two orders of magnitude higher in comparison
to those of vitreous silica. This is an unexpected finding, as the
volume fraction of the disperse phase in both samples is similar
(i.e., 11.5 vol% carbon and 14.3 vol% SiC, respectively), though

Figure 6. Stress exponent of the investigated SiOC glass ceramics. Data

for SiC/SiO2 are taken from ref. [18].

Figure 7. a) Creep viscosities of the investigated SiOC glass ceramics.

The values for vitreous silica[35] are included as reference; b) Comparison

of the experimentally determined creep viscosities (filled symbols) for

SiC/SiO2 and C/SiO2 with the calculated effective viscosities of

composites with similar composition, that is, silica containing SiC

(SiO2þ 14.3 vol% SiC) and carbon (SiO2þ 11.5 vol% C), respectively,

(empty symbols). For C/SiO2, the experimental data at 1200 and

1300 �C are fully overlapping with the calculated data points. The

viscosities of the composites were estimated according to Equation (3)

and (40, using the phase compositions given in Table 1.
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the aspect ratio of the carbon phase is significantly higher than
that of the spherical SiC nanoparticles. As mentioned above,
high-aspect-ratio particles (here segregated carbon) are expected
to induce a larger increase in viscosity as compared to spherical
particles (here β-SiC). However, the opposite trend is observed in
our SiOC glass ceramics. This has been further substantiated
upon estimating the effective viscosity in glass ceramics based
on the Equation (3) and (4) using the model of a glassy matrix
reinforced with rigid inclusions, as reported by Boccaccini
et al.[45] The effective viscosity η can be calculated from the
viscosity of the glass matrix ηmatrix, the volume fraction of the
dispersed particles f , and a shape-related parameter m which is
calculated from the shape factor F according to Equation (4),
with F having, for example, a value of 1/3 for spherical inclusions
and of 0.48986 for particles with an aspect ratio of 10.[45]

For the SiOC glass ceramics investigated in the present study,
the effective viscosities were calculated using the viscosity values
for vitreous silica[35] as representative for their matrix. The
volume fractions of spherical β-SiC and segregated carbon were
taken from Table 1 and the aspect ratio of segregated carbon was
set to be 10 based on TEM observation.

η ¼ ηmatrix 1� fð Þm ð3Þ

m ¼
3F � 2

3F 1� 2Fð Þ
ð4Þ

Figure 7b shows the experimental values of the creep
viscosities for SiC/SiO2 and C/SiO2 and the calculated effective
viscosities of composites consisting of vitreous silica reinforced
with the same volume fractions of SiC and carbon, respec-
tively.[35] The calculated effective viscosity of a composite
consisting of vitreous silica and 11.2 vol% segregated carbon
(i.e., same phase composition as in C/SiO2) was found to be
approximately one order of magnitude higher as compared to
that of vitreous silica and matches very well with the
experimentally determined creep viscosity of C/SiO2 (Figure 7b).

Interestingly, there is a strong discrepancy between the
experimental and the calculated values in the case of sample SiC/
SiO2, as also reported in ref. [18]. Thus, the effective viscosity of a
composite consisting of vitreous silica reinforced with 14.3 vol%
SiC (i.e., same phase composition as in SiC/SiO2) was calculated
to be only about three times higher as compared to that of
vitreous silica (Figure 7b); however, the measured viscosities of
SiC/SiO2 were found to be as high as two orders of magnitude
larger than that of silica (Figure 7b). This severe discrepancy is
proposed to originate from a strong interface between the SiC
particles and the glassy matrix. This interface may consist of
SiO4-xCx mixed bonds tetrahedra and, thus, a covalent bonding
between the SiC particles and the vitreous silica matrix may be
present and significantly increase the creep resistance of SiC/
SiO2 as compared to pure vitreous silica. The possible impact of
the nano-size of the β-SiC particles (and consequently lower
particle percolation threshold[19]) has been assumed to be less
important due to the relatively low volume fraction of the
spherical particles, as also reported in several studies related
to the effect of nanofillers on the viscosity of nanofluid-based
composites.[46–48]

The results shown in Figure 7b demonstrate that the effective
viscosity in the investigated SiOC glass ceramics is not
necessarily (and exclusively) dominated by the shape of the
dispersed particles (spherical SiC vs. high aspect ratio segregated
carbon) but strongly affected by the nature of the interface
between the disperse particles and the matrix. Thus, the SiC/
SiO2 interface seems to be strong and significantly influences
the viscosity; whereas in the case of C/SiO2, the increase of the
viscosity relies only on the particle hardening effect. This is in
agreement with reports from recent DFT simulations showing
that the segregated carbon phase is rather weakly bonded to the
glassy matrix.[49,50] For SiC/SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2, covalent
bonding consisting of mixed-bonds SiO4-xCx tetrahedra has been
postulated between the SiC nanoparticles and the silica
matrix,[51] as discussed before; however, to our best knowledge,
no experimental proof for the presence of the mixed-bond
tetrahedra at the SiC/silica interface has been available so far.
Moreover, as proposed in a recent study,[52] the presence of
mixed-bonds SiO4-xCx tetrahedra also at the sp

2-C/silica interface
for C/SiOC/SiO2 cannot be ruled out, however are thought to be
less abundant in comparison to the SiC/SiO2 interface.

It seems that in SiOC glass ceramics the viscosity is
determined by particle hardening effect if weak interfaces are
present (as for C/SiO2); whereas it is interface-dominated for
inclusions which have strong interface to the matrix (as probably
for SiC/SiO2).

Recently, it was shown in a study related to the creep behavior
of nanocomposites consisting of a Cu64Zr36metallic glass matrix
and dispersed B2 CuZr precipitates that an amorphous interface
between the dispersed B2 CuZr (nano)particles and the C64Zr36
glass matrix induces a significant increase of the creep rates of
the nanocomposite.[53] This is a rather unexpected finding, as
typically the introduction of rigid inclusions into a mainly
viscous matrix is expected to induce a decrease of the creep rates,
that is, particle hardening.[19,45] Furthermore, it was shown that
in the studied compositions the interface orientation has a
strong contribution and thus controls the creep behavior of the
B2-CuZr/MG-Cu64Zr36 nanocomposite.[53]

However, if the interface between matrix and dispersed
precipitates is of crystalline nature, a reinforcing effect of the
inclusion of rigid precipitates in the metallic glass matrix may be
expected. This effect was reported for, for example, a Cu64Zr36
nano-glass possessing crystalline grain boundaries (e.g., B2
CuZr or fcc Cu-based grain boundaries).[54] Concluding the
studies on the creep behavior of bulk metallic glasses and
nanocomposites thereof, it seems that a weak interface between
glass and rigid inclusions (or an amorphous, weak interface at
the grain boundaries of nano-glasses) leads to an increase of the
creep rates of the nanocomposites; whereas strong, crystalline
interfaces significantly improve the creep resistance of the
metallic glass nanocomposites or of nano-glasses.

As the value of 2 for the stress exponent indicates, interface
sliding has a significant contribution to creep in our SiOC glass
ceramics. It seems that free carbon having a weak interface with
silica promotes shear at the border (i.e., carbon/silica interface);
whereas the sliding process becomes geometrically constrained
when SiC particles are present. Both types of interface, that is,
that between carbon and matrix as well as that between SiC and
matrix, lead to an increase of the creep resistance. The difference
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relies on the origin and the extent of the “reinforcing” effect: in
the case of glass ceramics possessing weak interfaces, the
improvement of the creep resistance is relatively moderate (i.e.,
one order of magnitude increase of the creep viscosity) and can
be rationalized by the particle hardening effect.[19,45] Whereas in
the case of the glass ceramics having strong interface between
matrix and dispersed particles, the creep resistance is signifi-
cantly improved and mainly determined/controlled by the
interface contribution.

3.3. Creep Recovery

A further peculiar and known feature of SiOC materials is their
visco(an)elastic behavior. This was firstly described by Scarmi
et al.[55] and later rationalized upon applying the Jeffreys
viscoelastic model in ref. [17]. It was suggested that the elastic
behavior is caused by the incorporation of the segregated carbon
phase.[6,17,55] Figure 8 shows the creep experiments of the
investigated SiOC glass ceramics at 1200 �C under 100MPa true
stress and subsequent creep recovery.

It is observed that the recovered strain correlates to the volume
fraction of segregated carbon present in the ceramic, in
agreement with a previously reported study.[17] Thus, the (an)
elastic recovery in C/SiO2 and C/SiC/SiO2was 19.22 and 20.82%,
respectively, and correlated to the volume fraction of carbon in
the samples, which was 11.5 and 11.9 vol%, respectively.
Interestingly, both samples show nearly the same (an)elastic
recovery despite the presence of additional β-SiC nanoparticles
in C/SiC/SiO2, thus indicating that the β-SiC nanoparticles do
not contribute significantly to the (an)elastic recovery. Conse-
quently, it is reasonable to assume that the (an)elastic recovery in
SiC/SiO2 represents the contribution of the vitreous silica
matrix. Thus, SiC/SiO2 exhibits a recovery value of 8.8%, being
smaller for instance than that reported for soda lime silica glass
at temperatures above Tg (16–22%

[56]).
From above, it is clear that the effect of segregated carbon on

the (an)elastic recovery is significant and that the SiC phase
barely contributes to it. In a previous study, three SiOC glass
ceramic samples with the compositions �17 vol% SiCþ 83 vol%

SiO2, 5.9 vol% Cþ 16.6 vol% SiCþ 77.5 vol% SiO2 and 14.2 vol%
Cþ 8.3 vol% SiCþ 77.5 vol% SiO2 were shown in an experiment
performed at 1300 �C and 50MPa to exhibit creep recovery
values of �3%, 53%, and �50%, respectively. This is in
agreement with the finding from the present study, that is, the
carbon phase has a strong contribution to the creep recovery in
SiOC-based glass ceramics.

4. Conclusions

The present study discusses the high temperature behavior of
silicon oxycarbide glass ceramics within the context of the
contributions of their C-SiO2 and SiC-SiO2 interfaces. It is
shown that the incorporation of rigid inclusions into silica
contributes to a decrease of its creep rates and a concomitant
increase of viscosity, independently whether the interface
between the precipitates and matrix is weak (as for C/SiO2) or
strong (as probably for SiC/SiO2). However, it is concluded that
the main parameter which affects the extent of the improvement
of the creep resistance is not the aspect ratio of the inclusions,
but the nature (bond strength) of their interface with the matrix.
Disperse particles with weak interface to the matrix contribute to
a significant decrease of the steady state creep rates; however,
strong/covalent interfaces have much stronger effect on the
creep strength, reducing the steady state creep rates by several
orders of magnitudes as compared to those of the pure matrix.
Concerning the (an)elastic creep recovery of the studied SiOC
glass ceramic samples, it is shown that the carbon phase has a
strong contribution; whereas the incorporation of SiC particles
seems to not significantly affect the (an)elastic recovery behavior
of the matrix.
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In this work, a lutetium-modified silicon oxycarbide (SiOC) glass ceramic was prepared from a single-source precursor via

pyrolysis and subsequent hot pressing. It is shown that the main crystalline phase in the hot-pressed SiLuOC is Lu2Si2O7. The

high-temperature (HT) creep behavior of SiLuOC was assessed by compression creep experiments performed between 1100 and

1300°C at constant true stresses between 25 and 75MPa. The calculated viscosity values of SiLuOC were found to be significantly

higher as compared to those of SiRE(Al,Mg)ON glasses (RE = rare earth elements). Thus, the presented SiLuOC-based glasses

might be used as alternative sintering aids for the liquid-phase sintering of HT creep resistant Si3N4 monolithic samples.
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1. Introduction

The fabrication of dense Si3N4 is typically realized by liquid-

phase sintering upon the use of sintering additives. Common

sintering additives for Si3N4 are MgO, Y2O3, Al2O3, rare-earth

oxides (i.e., RE2O3) and combinations thereof.1) During the

sintering process, they form a liquid phase with the SiO2 phase

being present on the surface of the Si3N4 grains, wetting the

Si3N4 grains and thus facilitating the compaction via parti-

cle rearrangement. ¡-Si3N4 grains subsequently dissolve in the

formed melt and re-precipitate as ¢-Si3N4 whiskers which are

responsible for the high fracture toughness of the liquid-phase

sintered Si3N4 monoliths. Upon cooling, the melt usually forms an

amorphous or partially crystallized grain-boundary phase. The

viscosity of the glassy phase at the sintering temperature deter-

mines on the one hand the densification of Si3N4 during sintering;

however, it limits on the other hand its high-temperature (HT)

mechanical properties.1) Therefore, grain-boundary glassy phases

with improved creep resistance or transient grain-boundary phases

which crystallize during the sintering process are necessary in

order to provide Si3N4-based monoliths with improved HT creep

behavior. If compared to silicate-based glasses, polymer-derived

SiOC glasses and glass ceramics exhibit improved HT creep

resistance.2) Moreover, SiOC-based materials exhibit improved

mechanical properties such as higher hardness and Young’s

Moduli (E) as compared to vitreous silica.3),4) SiOC glasses and

glass ceramics are typically prepared via pyrolysis of poly-

siloxanes at temperatures of 10001200°C. The as-prepared

silicon oxycarbides are X-ray amorphous5) and consist of a glassy

single-phasic SiOC matrix in which segregated carbon is finely

dispersed.6),7) At temperatures exceeding 1250°C, silicon oxy-

carbides phase-separate and convert into multi-phasic amorphous

systems comprising of ¢-SiC nanoparticles homogeneously

dispersed within an amorphous SiO2 matrix.8),9)

There is rather scarce information available in the literature

concerning the use of silicon oxycarbide-based sintering aids

for the preparation of dense Si3N4 monoliths. In a case study,

Plachký et al.10) successfully prepared dense Si3N4 ceramics via

hot-pressing using aluminum-modified SiOC glass (SiAlOC) as

sintering additive. First creep tests showed a promising creep

resistance of the obtained Si3N4 sample. Moreover, it has been

demonstrated that in this case dense monolithic Si3N4 samples

can be obtained at shorter sintering times and lower temperatures

(i.e., 30min at 1600°C) as compared to the conditions commonly

used to prepare dense Si3N4 using alumina as sintering addi-

tive (12 h at 17501800°C).10) In the SiAlOC/Si3N4 system,

the densification was shown to be promoted via liquid-phase

sintering, whereas at higher temperatures the melt reacts with

Si3N4 upon the formation of O’-SiAlON, the latter being respon-

sible for the improved HT creep behavior of the samples.

The goal of the present study was to investigate the potential of

lutetium-modified SiOC (SiLuOC) as a sintering additive for the

preparation of dense and HT creep resistant Si3N4 monoliths. It

is known that lutetium provides among the rare-earth metal ions

the highest viscosity in SiREMe oxynitride grain-boundary

melts.11),12) Moreover, lutetium is known to promote the ¡-Si3N4-

to-¢-Si3N4 phase transformation rate, as RE ions with small ionic

radius show the fastest transformation rate;11),13),14) thus, the use

of SiLuOC might contribute to an improved fracture toughness of

the resulting Si3N4 samples with elongated ¢-Si3N4 grains.

In this study, Lu-containing silicon oxycarbide glasses were

prepared upon pyrolysis of a suitable single-source precursor and

the evolution of their chemical and phase composition with

temperature was carefully analyzed. Furthermore, SiLuOC-based

monoliths were prepared via hot-pressing of SiLuOC glass

powders and their HT creep behavior was studied. The results
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obtained within the present study indicate that SiLuOC glass

powder is a suitable sintering aid for the preparation of dense

Si3N4 monoliths with improved HT creep resistance.

2. Experimental procedure

A commercially available polymethylsilsesquioxane (PMS

Belsil MK, Wacker) was mixed with lutetium acetate hydrate

(15wt.%) at room temperature. Thus, lutetium acetate hydrate

[Lu(III)AcHy] was added upon stirring to PMS MK which was

previously dissolved in acetone. After 2 h of stirring, a milky

white suspension was obtained and subsequently dried in a

rotary evaporator. The resulting polysilsesquioxane-based pow-

der was pyrolyzed in argon or nitrogen atmosphere at 1100°C.

The thermal conversion of the single-source precursor into

SiLuOC glass was investigated using thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) coupled with evolved gas analysis (EGA; i.e. in situ mass

spectrometry). TGA/EGAwas carried out with a thermal analysis

device (STA 449C Jupiter, Netzsch, Germany) coupled with a

quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS 403C Aëolos, Netzsch,

Germany). The TGA/EGA experiment was performed upon

heating under flowing argon up to 1450°C by using a heating rate

of 5°C/min. FTIR spectra were collected using a Bruker Vertex

70 FT-IR instrument (Bruker, USA) in attenuated total reflectance

(ATR) geometry. For the elemental analysis, a carbon analyzer

Leco-200 (Leco Corporation, USA) was used to determine the

carbon content and an N/O analyzer Leco TC-436 (Leco Corpo-

ration, USA) to determine the oxygen content. The Lutetium and

silicon content was estimated under the assumption that no lute-

tium is released during pyrolysis. The silicon fraction was calcu-

lated as the difference to 100wt.% of the sum of the wt.% values

of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and lutetium, assuming no other

elements being present in the samples.

The HT evolution of the amorphous SiLuOC glass synthesized

upon pyrolysis at 1100°C in argon atmosphere was studied by

annealing for 5 h at different temperatures in argon or nitrogen

atmosphere using a HT graphite furnace (GT Advanced Tech-

nologies, USA). Additionally, pressure-assisted annealing was

performed at 1500 and 1600°C in a hot press in argon or nitrogen

atmosphere. In all cases the heating rate was set to 20°C/min.

The microstructural evolution of the samples annealed at

1100°C and upon hot pressing at 1600°C in argon was studied

by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), utilizing a Jeol

2100F instrument (Jeol, Tokyo, Japan) operated at 200 keV. The

received powder samples were finely dispersed on a lacy carbon

grit and mildly carbon coated to minimize charging under the

incident electron beam.

For the investigation of the HT creep behavior of the SiLuOC-

based glass-ceramic, monolithic samples were prepared via hot-

pressing of SiLuOC glass powder in nitrogen atmosphere at

1600°C for 30min, using a uniaxial pressure of 30MPa.

Powder XRD measurements of the annealed samples were

performed in flat-sample transmission geometry on a difractom-

eter from STOE company (STOE STADI P) equipped with a Mo

X-ray tube, a Germanium (111) monochromator and a position

sensitive detector with a 6° aperture. XRD measurements of the

hot-pressed pellet used for creep experiments were performed on

a Bruker D8 diffractometer equipped with a Cu X-ray tube and a

Sol-X detector [Si(Li) solid-state detector; Bruker AXS].

The HT creep experiments where performed on a Zwick

universal testing device equipped with a Maytec vacuum furnace

(<10¹4Pa). The samples were ground to be plane parallel with

respect to the creep loaded surfaces and rectangular in shape with

dimensions of 3 © 3 © 5mm3. The creep behavior was studied

in the temperature range between 1100 and 1300°C using a

constant true stress of 75MPa. Additionally, measurements were

performed at a constant temperature of 1200°C but with true

stresses ranging between 25 and 75MPa. True strain and true

stress were calculated from the continuously monitored compres-

sion and load, respectively, according to the procedure described

in Ref. 15 and 16. At the beginning of each experiment the zero-

point of strain was determined inductively via the extensometer.

During the experiment, the difference between the piston and

extensometer was continuously followed. The strain rates were

computed after reaching the steady-state creep stage being

defined when a constant strain rate was observed after a mini-

mum of 2% plastic true strain.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the IR spectra of the unmodified PMS MK

polymer and the Lu-modified PMS MK in comparison. The

bands assignment (Fig. 1) was done according to Ref. 17 and 18.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, there are no major differences between

the FTIR spectra of the PMS MK and the Lu-modified sample.

However bands between 1550 and 1450 cm¹1 corresponding to

asymmetric stretching vibrations of acetate COO¹, and to asym-

metric deformation vibrations of OCOCH3 bonds respective-

ly,17) are only present in the Lu-modified sample. Additionally,

the FTIR spectrum of the Lu-modified precursor shows the

presence of an absorption band at ca. 950 cm¹1 [Fig. 1(b)], which

Fig. 1. (a) ATR FTIR spectra for pure PMS MK and for Lu-modified

PMS MK; (b) represents the magnification of the spectra from (a) in the

range from 500 to 1400 cm¹1. Gray lines represent a qualitative fit of the

underlying bands.
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has been assigned to SiOLu and thus indicates that the Lu(III)

acetate hydrate reacts with the polysilsesquioxane.

The conversion of the single-source precursor into SiLuOC

glass was followed by thermogravimetric analysis coupled with

mass spectrometry given in Fig. 2. Selected mass spectra of the

Lutetium-modified PMS MK are depicted in Fig. 3. PMS MK

decomposes showing three main weight losses up to 800°C;

whereas the pyrolysis of the Lutetium-modified PMS MK can be

divided into 4 stages: (i) from room temperature to 150°C, (ii)

from 150 to 450°C, (iii) from 480 to 650°C and (iv) from 650 to

800°C. In the first stage, mainly the used solvent (acetone) and

water evaporate. During the second stage the outgassing of etha-

nol and hydrogen can be identified, indicating that cross-linking

of the polymeric precursor is occurring. Additionally, the outgas-

sing of acetate ions can be observed. The stages (iii) and (iv)

correspond to the second and third weight loss of the unmodified

PMS MK and are mainly identical. At 480°C, remaining acetate

but mainly ethanol or ethylene and hydrogen are evaporated

marking the beginning of the ceramization process. The last

stage is mainly due to the evaporation of methane and hydrogen

marking the end of the ceramization process. The modification

with lutetium leads to an increased weight loss of about 10wt.%

up to 800°C in comparison to the unmodified PMS MK due to

the evaporation of acetate. From 800 to 1200°C no further weight

loss can be detected. At 1200°C a small weight loss was detected

for both precursors where the lutetium-modified precursor exhib-

its a slightly higher weight loss.

The SiLuOC glass material obtained upon pyrolysis of the Lu-

modified polysilsesquioxane precursor was annealed at high tem-

perature in order to assess its crystallization behavior. SiLuOC

glass samples were annealed in argon or nitrogen atmosphere

at temperatures ranging from 1100 to 1600°C. As can be seen

in Fig. 4 the annealing atmosphere has no significant influence

on the crystallization behavior and the phase composition of

the SiLuOC-based samples. At 1100°C, the only detectable

crystalline phase is monoclinic Lu2Si2O7. However, the samples

prepared at 1100°C were mainly amorphous. The presence of

Lu2Si2O7 was already reported in highly creep-resistant Si3N4

with Lu2O3 as sintering additive19) and is reported to have a

beneficial impact on the oxidation resistance.20) The XRD pat-

terns of the samples annealed at 1300°C show the presence of

nano-sized ¢-SiC in addition to monoclinic Lu2Si2O7. The sam-

ples annealed at 1500 and 1600°C show both phases, i.e. ¢-SiC
and Lu2Si2O7, with enhanced crystallization. No additional crys-

talline phase was detected. Even at 1600°C after 5 h of anneal-

ing both samples show an amorphous hump with its maximum

at a 2ª value of 10° corresponding to amorphous silica, proving

that the sample is still partially amorphous. However, it can be

clearly seen that an increase in temperature leads to an enhanced

crystallization, which will be beneficial for the mechanical prop-

Fig. 2. Thermogravimetric analysis of PMS MK and of the Lu-

modified PMS MK sample.

Fig. 3. QMID ion current curves of the lutetium-modified PMS MK

during pyrolysis indicating the outgassing of species such as acetate (a),

ethanol/ethylene (b), methane (c) and hydrogen (d).
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erties of Si3N4 if SiLuOC will be used as a sintering additive.

TEM analysis of the microstructural evolution of the samples

revealed in both samples, (i) annealed at 1100°C (Fig. 5) and (ii)

upon hot pressing at 1600°C (Fig. 6), the crystallization of small

Lu2Si2O7 particles, identified by energy-dispersive X-ray spec-

troscopy (EDS) in addition to electron-diffraction data analysis,

embedded in the SiOC-based matrix. This finding is consist-

ent with the XRD results given in Fig. 4. While the sample

processed at low temperature showed a homogeneous amor-

phous SiOC matrix with Lu2Si2O7 crystallites ranging from 520

nm in size (Fig. 5), the HT sample revealed a marked change in

microstructure.

Here, a coarsening of the well crystallized Lu2Si2O7 particles

was observed. In this case, the crystal size varied between 20 and

300 nm (Fig. 6). Moreover, the initially fully amorphous SiOC

matrix now showed a high volume fraction of turbostratic carbon

[Fig. 6(a)] in addition to the crystallization of nanosized SiC

particles of approximately 25 nm in diameter embedded on a

still partially amorphous matrix [Fig. 6(b)]. This homogeneous

microstructural evolution is based on the phase partitioning and

carbothermal reduction process occurring at temperatures ex-

ceeding 1250°C, in addition to the transformation of the excess

free carbon phase into turbostratic carbon.21),22)

For the assessment of the HT creep behavior, SiLuOC-based

monoliths were prepared upon hot-pressing of glassy SiLuOC

powders at 1600°C in nitrogen atmosphere. Its estimated elemen-

tal analysis is shown in Table 1. As the amount of incorporated

lutetium is low, only 3.8 vol.% Lu2Si2O7 is present and the chem-

ical and phase composition is changed only slightly in compar-

ison to the ternary system.

The XRD pattern of the hot-pressed monolithic SiLuOC

sample used for the creep experiments is shown in Fig. 7. The

main crystalline phase is monoclinic Lu2Si2O7.

In order to assess the deformation behavior of SiLuOC, HT

creep experiments at constant applied compressive stress between

25 and 75MPa were performed and the steady-state creep rates

at different temperatures between 1100 and 1300°C and pres-

sures were evaluated from the recorded plastic strain (Table 2).

The corresponding creep curves in true compressive strain vs.

time are shown in Fig. 8. It has to be noted that long loading

Fig. 4. XRD patterns of SiLuOC as prepared at 1100°C and annealed

at temperatures of 1300, 1500 and 1600°C in (a) argon and (b) nitrogen

atmosphere.

Fig. 5. TEM bright field imaging of the SiLuOC sample pyrolyzed at

1100°C. Small Lu2Si2O7 crystallites in the range of 520 nm in size are

embedded in a homogeneous amorphous SiOC matrix.

Fig. 6. TEM bright field images of the SiLuOC material upon hot

pressing at 1600°C. The formerly amorphous matrix now revealed a high

volume fraction of turbostratic carbon, shown in (a), in addition to the

crystallization of nanosized SiC crystallites (b). The inset in (b) reveals an

enlarged Fourier-filtered image of a SiC crystallite. Moreover, this sample

showed a coarsening of the Lu2Si2O7 crystallites, ranging from 20300

nm. The inset in (d) depicts an enlarged Fourier-filtered image of the well

crystallized region of the Lu2Si2O7 (boxed area).
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times of nearly up to 100 h were necessary to obtain steady-state

conditions.

In the steady-state creep regime Norton’s power law equation

is valid [Eq. (1)], where _¾ is the steady-state strain rate, B is a

material-dependent constant, · is the applied stress and Q is the

activation energy. Hence, the apparent activation energy for creep

can be obtained from the slope of an Arrhenius plot [Fig. 9(a)]

whereas the stress exponent n can be evaluated from the slope of

a Norton plot (log(_¾) vs. log(·) [Fig. 9(b)].

_¾ ¼ B·ne�
Q

RT ð1Þ

An apparent activation energy of 520 kJ/mol was determined

for SiLuOC. This is significantly lower in comparison to the

value of 712 kJ/mol reported for vitreous silica.24) It is however

considerably higher than the value of a SiOC sample containing

approximately 0.5 vol.% segregated carbon (i.e., 296 kJ/mol2).

These SiOC samples were however prepared at 1100°C and can

therefore be regarded as single-phase materials in comparison to

the phase-separated sample investigated in this study.

The stress exponent n is indicative for the mechanism respon-

sible for the creep. In the present study, a value of 2.1 was deter-

mined for SiLuOC. It is generally expected that glasses loaded

at lower stresses exhibit a linear dependence of the strain rate on

the stress (i.e., the stress exponent n = 1),25) which correlates to a

Newtonian viscous flow behavior. The rather unexpected stress

exponent of approximately 2 determined for SiLuOC, is not yet

fully understood, however, similar values were already observed

in a glassy SiOC system without segregated carbon.26) As a stress

exponent of 2 correlates to grain-boundary sliding in superplastic

materials, a viscous contribution of the silica matrix and a sliding

contribution from the nano-crystalline part, [Fig. 6(a)], is pro-

posed here. However, it was already reported for bulk metallic

glasses that stress exponents > 1 can be as well regarded as a

transition from linear to non-linear behavior according to tran-

sition state theory.27),28) Additionally, it was observed that this

transition occurs at lower stresses with decreasing temperature

below Tg. As the creep tests in this study were performed below

and close to Tg of SiLuOC, the possibility of a transition cannot

be ruled out.

The shear viscosity of SiLuOC was calculated from the steady-

state creep rates using [Eq. (2)], where © is the actual viscosity, ·
is the applied stress, ¯ is the Poisson ratio and _¾ is the steady-

state creep rate. This equation is only valid in the measured

temperature and pressure regime as it implies Newtonian viscous

flow behavior. The Poisson ratio of SiOC was determined to be

0.11 by Moysan et al.;3) this value was used also for the SiLuOC

system.

Table 1. Chemical composition of hot-pressed SiOC and SiLuOC sam-

ples and calculated phase composition of the assumed phases present. Vol-

ume fractions are calculated assuming the following densities: µ(SiO2) =

2.2 g/cm3,23) µ(¢-SiC) = 3.22 g/cm3 (ICSD-# 164974), µ(C) = 1.82

g/cm3 (Graphitized Mesoporous Carbons GMC, Sigma-Aldrich, CAS-#

1333-86-4), µ(Lu2Si2O7 mon.) = 6.21 g/cm3 (PDF 00-034-0509)

Sample Chemical composition
SiO2

[vol.%]

SiC

[vol.%]

free C

[vol.%]

Lu2Si2O7

[vol.%]

SiOC SiO1.44C0.28+C0.42 75.9 13.4 10.8 ®

SiLuOC SiO1.46C0.29Lu0.02+C0.36 72.8 14.1 9.3 3.8

Fig. 7. XRD pattern of the hot-pressed SiLuOC sample used for the

creep experiments.

Table 2. As-determined steady-state creep rates of hot-pressed SiLuOC

at different temperatures and stresses

Temperature [°C]

True strain rates [s¹1]

25MPa

applied stress

50MPa

applied stress

75MPa

applied stress

1100 ® ® 3.5·10¹8 s¹1

1200 5.9·10¹8 s¹1 2.5·10¹7 s¹1 6.2·10¹7 s¹1

1300 ® ® 1.2·10¹5 s¹1

Fig. 8. True creep strain plotted vs. time of SiLuOC (continuous

curves) (a) at constant temperature of 1200°C and true stresses of 25, 50

and 75MPa (dashed); (b) at a true stress of 75MPa and two temperatures,

i.e. 1100 and 1300°C (dashed).
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From the calculated viscosity data the glass-transition temper-

ature Tg of SiLuOC (defined as the temperature at which the

viscosity is 1012.6Pa·s) is estimated to 1291°C. The viscosity of

SiLuOC was found to be higher than for the single-phasic ternary

system with 0.5wt.% segregated carbon2) and even higher than

that of SiAlOC,29) which was already used by Plachký et al. as

sintering additive for Si3N4.
10)

As already mentioned, common sintering additives for Si3N4

are MgO, Y2O3, Al2O3, RE2O3 and combinations thereof.1)

Consequently, depending on the type of additive, SiYAlON

or SiRE(Al,Mg)ON glasses can be expected to be present as

grain-boundary phases in common Si3N4 materials produced by

liquid-phase sintering. The viscosity of this glassy phase at the

sintering temperature determines on the one hand the densifi-

cation during sintering and on the other hand the HT perfor-

mance of the resulting ceramic. Becher et al. investigated the vis-

cosity of silicon-based oxynitride glasses. From their results, the

glass-transition temperature of SiYAlON glasses (56Si28Y16Al

oxynitride glasses) was found to be in the range of 870 to

950°C, depending on their nitrogen content.30) In the system

56.5Si44La0.5Y20N80O a maximum glass-transition tempera-

ture of around 1020°C was determined.30) This is significantly

lower than the glass-transition temperature for SiLuOC (1291°C)

determined here, which will have an impact on the densification

behavior of Si3N4 powders and consequently an external pressure

during the sintering process should be necessary. A high viscosity

of the liquid melt during sintering however provides ¢-Si3N4

particles with high aspect-ratio and improved fracture toughness

of the resulting ceramic.1)

4. Conclusion

SiLuOC glass ceramics exhibit promising behavior for the use

as sintering additive for Si3N4. The phase composition is inde-

pendent of the processing atmosphere yielding mainly amor-

phous materials containing low volume fractions of Lu2Si2O7 as

main crystalline phase in all cases. The calculated viscosity of

SiLuOC is significantly higher as compared to SiRE(Al,Mg)ON

glasses used in typical liquid-phase sintering of Si3N4. Further-

more, SiLuOC can partially be crystallized with increasing tem-

perature due to the intrinsic phase-separation common for to all

SiOC systems starting at around 1250°C and due to an enhanced

crystallization of the Lu2Si2O7 secondary phase.
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Abstract: In the present study, the effect of the chemical and phase composition on the thermal

properties of silicon oxide carbides (SiOC) has been investigated. Dense monolithic SiOC materials

with various carbon contents were prepared and characterized with respect to their thermal expansion,

as well as thermal conductivity. SiOC glass has been shown to exhibit low thermal expansion (e.g.,

ca. 3.2 × 10−6 K−1 for a SiOC sample free of segregated carbon) and thermal conductivity (ca.

1.5 W/(m·K)). Furthermore, it has been observed that the phase separation, which typically occurs in

SiOC exposed to temperatures beyond 1000–1200 ◦C, leads to a decrease of the thermal expansion (i.e.,

to 1.83 × 10−6 K−1 for the sample above); whereas the thermal conductivity increases upon phase

separation (i.e., to ca. 1.7 W/(m·K) for the sample mentioned above). Upon adjusting the amount of

segregated carbon content in SiOC, its thermal expansion can be tuned; thus, SiOC glass ceramics

with carbon contents larger than 10–15 vol % exhibit similar coefficients of thermal expansion to that

of the SiOC glass. Increasing the carbon and SiC content in the studied SiOC glass ceramics leads

to an increase in their thermal conductivity: SiOC with relatively large carbon and silicon carbides

(SiC) volume fractions (i.e., 12–15 and 20–30 vol %, respectively) were shown to possess thermal

conductivities in the range from 1.8 to 2.7 W/(m·K).

Keywords: silicon oxycarbide; silicon oxide carbide; thermal transport; thermal conductivity; thermal

expansion

1. Introduction

Silicon oxide carbide (or silicon oxycarbide, SiOC) glasses and glass ceramics belong to the group

of polymer-derived ceramics (PDCs). They consist of corner-sharing SiO4−xCx tetrahedra (x = 0–4) [1],

and can be described as vitreous silica glasses, with oxygen being partly replaced by carbon within

the glass network. The main synthesis approach, which incorporates significant amounts of carbon

into silica, relies on the thermal conversion of sol–gel derived precursors based on organo-substituted

alkoxysilanes or of polyorganosiloxanes [2]. A significant amount of Si–O and Si–C bonds were

preserved upon the thermal treatment, yielding X-ray amorphous SiOC at 1000 ◦C. The carbon was

present as network carbon, i.e., bonded to silicon (sp3-hybridized; SiO4−xCx tetrahedra) as well as in

form of disordered segregated carbon phase (sp2-hybridized) [3] homogeneously dispersed inside

the glassy matrix. The final composition of the SiOC glasses can be tuned upon choosing appropriate

preceramic precursors [2,4,5].
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Silicon oxide carbide glasses were shown in various studies to undergo phase separation at

temperatures beyond 1200 ◦C. As evidenced by solid-state Magic Angle Spinning 29Si NMR (MAS

NMR) measurements, the glassy matrix of SiOC glasses is continuously evolving in the temperature

range between 1200–1600 ◦C [6]. At temperatures between 1000–1200 ◦C, the SiOC glass matrix

consists of SiO4−xCx (x = 0 to 4) mixed-bonds silicon tetrahedra [1]. These materials are fully X-ray

amorphous [7,8], and can consequently be addressed as SiOC glasses. At temperatures exceeding

1200 ◦C, the phase separation of the glassy matrix starts, and the mixed bonds containing SiO3C,

SiO2C2, and SiOC3 tetrahedra disappear [6]. Thus, in SiOC samples exposed to high temperatures,

e.g., 1600 ◦C, no mixed-bonds tetrahedra are detectable by 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy. At the

same time, β-SiC nanoparticles become visible in XRD upon phase separation and crystallization [9].

However, there are no indications of the crystallization of cristobalite up to temperatures of even

beyond 1500 ◦C [10]. Consequently, these samples can be regarded as glass ceramics consisting

of a silica matrix in which homogeneously dispersed nanoparticles of β-SiC and a sp2-hybridized

segregated carbon phase are present.

The concept of phase separation is especially important, as for instance SiOC materials prepared

at around 1000 ◦C will be different if they are exposed to working temperatures exceeding 1200 ◦C.

Therefore, it is necessary to know the thermal properties of both SiOC glasses and glass ceramics.

Moreover, the chemical composition is known to govern various properties of SiOC materials, e.g.,

oxidation [11,12] and crystallization resistance [8]. Consequently, for an optimal design of SiOC

suitable for applications at high temperatures and in harsh environments, the impact of the chemical

composition on the thermal properties must be known.

SiOC glasses exhibit high stability with respect to decomposition and crystallization up to

temperatures beyond 1000 ◦C, and furthermore show excellent behavior in oxidative and corrosive

environments [2]. Thus, SiOC glasses are potential high-temperature materials for application in

internal combustion engines, high-temperature reactors, heat exchangers, etc. For such applications,

knowledge of the thermal properties of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics is of great interest.

Several studies report on the thermal expansion of SiOC-based materials. Typically, values for

the coefficient of thermal expansion (hereafter CTE) are reported to be close to 3 ppm/K for pure

SiOC systems [13–15]. Some studies show the possibility of tailoring the CTE of SiOC-based materials.

The CTE can be increased up to 6.6 ppm/K upon the incorporation of additional phases, either by the

pyrolysis of metal-modified preceramic precursors yielding Si(M)OC nanocomposites [16], or by the

use of highly conductive fillers [15]. In a similar manner, the CTE can as well be reduced. Very recently,

Fedorova et al. reported on the synthesis of SiOC materials containing β-eucryptite that exhibit a

near-zero CTE [17].

Less information is available in the literature on the thermal transport of SiOC materials. Mazo et al.

and Eom et al. reported thermal conductivities of silicon oxide carbides ranging from ca. 1.3 to ca.

1.8 W/(m·K) at room temperature [18–20]. Gurlo et al. measured the temperature-dependent thermal

conductivity of a SiOC glass and glass ceramic with the same chemical composition [21]. The SiOC

glass showed a very low thermal conductivity of about 0.5 W/(m·K). However, the investigated

monolith exhibited a significant porosity of ca. 12 vol %. Consequently, in the mentioned study, no

clear distinction between the impact of phase separation and porosity on the thermal properties of

silicon oxide carbide was possible. Upon increasing the porosity in SiOC to approximately 80 vol %,

the thermal conductivity can be decreased to values of about 0.041–0.078 W/(m·K) [22]. Despite the

mentioned studies in the literature reporting on the low intrinsic thermal conductivity of SiOC-based

materials, there is no systematic assessment of the thermal transport in silicon oxide carbides available,

which tries to rationalize, for instance, the effect of the composition and nano/microstructure of SiOC

on its thermal conductivity. Thus, in the present study, we evaluate the effect of the composition

of SiOC on its thermal properties, i.e., thermal expansion as well as thermal transport. Moreover,

we address the aspect of whether, and to which extent, the phase separation that occurs at high

temperatures in silicon oxide carbide glasses affects their thermal conductivity.
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2. Experimental Procedure

Materials Synthesis. SiOC glasses and glass ceramic samples with four different compositions,

mainly with varying contents of segregated carbon (C1–SiOC, C12–SiOC, C16–SiOC, and C17–SiOC;

C1, C12, C16, and C17 indicate the approximate volume fraction of segregated carbon in the

prepared samples), were synthesized for this study. Monolithic specimens were obtained by

uniaxial hot pressing silicon oxide carbide powders at 1600 ◦C (monolithic samples were denoted

as C1–SiOC–1600, C12–SiOC–1600, C16–SiOC–1600, and C17–SiOC–1600). Additionally, monolithic

samples of C1–SiOC were prepared in a pressureless pyrolysis process at 1100 ◦C (monolithic sample

denoted as C1–SiOC–1100). Suitable monolithic coupons were cut from the obtained monolithic

samples with a diamond wire cutter, and used for the experiments.

C12–SiOC and C17–SiOC were prepared from the commercially available polymethylsilsesquioxane

Belsil PMS MK (Wacker GmbH, Burghausen, Germany), and polysiloxane SPR–212 (Starfire Systems

Inc., NY, USA), respectively. Both polymers were cross-linked in an alumina tube furnace at 250 ◦C for

two hours under flowing argon atmosphere. Subsequently, the cross-linked samples were heated at

1000 ◦C, with a holding time of two hours. The heating and cooling rates were 100 ◦C/h. The obtained

glassy chunks were crushed and sieved to a grain size of < 40 µm. Hot pressing of C12–SiOC was

performed at 1600 ◦C in a cylindrical graphite die at a constant pressure of 50 MPa in static argon

atmosphere. The temperature was held at 1600 ◦C for 30 min before cooling down. C17–SiOC was

densified upon spark plasma sintering (SPS) at 1600 ◦C for 15 min in a cylindrical graphite die.

C16–SiOC was prepared according to Radovanovic et al. [23] upon the sol–gel processing using

80 wt % polymethylhydrosiloxane (PMHS; average Mn 1700–3200; Merck, Germany) and 20 wt %

1,3,5,7-tetramethyl-1,3,5,7-tetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane (D4Vi; 97%, ABCr, Karlsruhe, Germany). After

30 min stirring at 0 ◦C, 1 wt % platinum catalyst (Platinum(0)-1,3-divinyl-1,1,3,3-tetramethyl-disiloxane

complex solution; 0.1 M in poly(dimethylsiloxane) vinyl terminated; Merck, Germany) was added

and homogenized for five minutes. The mixture was subsequently filled in polystyrene boxes with a

closed lid. After 30 min at 0 ◦C, the samples were stored for 24 h at −15 ◦C. The xerogels obtained

were pyrolyzed at 1000 ◦C, crushed, sieved to < 40 µm, and densified in the hot press using the same

parameters as those mentioned for C12–SiOC.

C1–SiOC was derived from a sol–gel process established by Soraru et al. [3]. Triethoxysilane (97%,

ABCr, Karlsruhe, Germany) and methyldiethoxysilane (97%, ABCr, Karlsruhe, Germany) were mixed

under vigorous stirring in a molar ratio of 2:1. Polymerization was started at neutral pH with an

equimolar amount of deionized water with respect to the molar amount of ethoxy groups present in the

two alkoxysilanes. The sol was vigorously stirred for 15 min at ambient conditions, and subsequently

filled in rectangular polystyrene boxes (50 × 50 × 190 mm3) with a closed lid. The lid was additionally

sealed with parafilm to allow a slow and steady progress of the sol–gel reaction, as a fast reaction

resulted in cracking of the monolithic pieces. The samples were aged for four weeks. The obtained

monolithic xerogels had an approximate thickness of 1.15 mm. The samples were dried in temperature

steps of 20 ◦C per day until 120 ◦C. One part of the samples was pyrolyzed in an alumina tube furnace

at 1100 ◦C for three hours under flowing argon atmosphere using a slow heating rate of 25 ◦C/h.

Faster heating resulted in cracking of the monolithic pieces. The second part of the samples was used

to prepare SiOC powder for densification in a uniaxial hot press. The experimental parameters of the

hot-pressing procedure were the same as for sample C12–SiOC.

Materials characterization. The chemical composition of the samples was determined using a

carbon analyzer Leco-200 (Leco Corporation, St. Joseph, MI, USA) and a N/O analyzer Leco TC-436

(Leco Corporation, St. Joseph, Michigan, USA). The silicon weight fraction was calculated as the

difference to 100 wt %, assuming that no other elements were present in the samples. Archimedean

(skeletal) density and open porosity was measured with the water immersion technique. The closed

porosity was measured via He pycnometry on a Pycnomatic ATC pycnometer (Porotec, Hofheim am

Taunus., Germany) on finely ground powders in order to ensure full access to the total surface.

Powders were ground for 2 × 60 min in a horizontal mixer mill in ZrO2 grinding containers.
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The relative density was averaged from three individual measurement cycles. Each measurement

cycle consisted of several individual measurements (full evacuation and subsequent purging of the

chamber). A cycle was finished when five individual values were detected within a standard deviation

of 0.2%. The closed porosity was calculated from the percental deviation from the skeletal density

determined by the water immersion technique. Powder XRD measurements were performed in

flat-sample transmission geometry on a STOE STADI P diffractometer (Stoe, Darmstadt, Germany)

equipped with a Molybdenum X-ray tube and a position sensitive detector with a 6◦ aperture. Raman

spectra were recorded on a Horiba HR800 micro-Raman spectrometer (Horiba JobinYvon, Bensheim,

Germany) equipped with a He–Ne laser (633 nm). The measurements were performed by using a

grating of 600 g/mm and a confocal microscope (magnification 50 × NA 0.75–numerical aperture)

with a 100-µm aperture, giving a resolution of approximately 1 µm. The laser power (20 mW) was

attenuated by using neutral density filters.

Measurement of the thermal properties. The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) was measured

using a dilatometer (DIL 402 E, NETZSCH Gerätebau GmbH, Selb, Germany) and an Al2O3 standard

with a contact force of approximately 0.25 N. Samples prepared at 1600 ◦C were cut in pieces with

the approximate dimension of 3 mm × 4 mm × 25 mm. Sample C1–SiOC–1100 could only be

prepared in the dimensions of 0.7 mm × 4 mm × 15 mm. The measurements were performed under

constant argon flow, and with heating and cooling rates of 5 K/min. The CTE was determined

from the slope of the linear part of the dilatometric curves, i.e., between room temperature and

1000 ◦C. The specific heat capacity (Cp) was determined from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

measurements. All of the DSC experiments were realized in a STA 449 F3 Jupiter (Netzsch Gerätebau

GmbH, Selb, Germany), equipped with a type-S thermocouple. DSC measurements were performed

in Pt crucibles with alumina inliners from room temperature to 1000 ◦C under argon atmosphere with

a heating rate of 20 K/min. Cp values were calculated relating to sapphire samples following DIN

standard 51007. The thermal diffusivity was determined using a Laser Flash LFA 1600 instrument

(Linseis Messgeräte GmbH, Selb, Germany) equipped with a type-S thermocouple. The measurements

were conducted in vacuum using graphite sample holders. A graphite sample was measured in

parallel as reference material.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Chemical and Microstructural Characterization of SiOC Samples

The XRD patterns of the samples investigated in this study are shown in Figure 1. Sample

C1–SiOC–1100 was fully X-ray amorphous; whereas all of the other samples revealed the presence

of broad reflections related to nanocrystalline β-SiC [24]. The broad hump centered at a 2θ value of

approximately 9.5◦ is related to the presence of amorphous silica.
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Figure 1. XRD patterns (λ = Mo Kα) of the investigated silicon oxide carbides (SiOC) materials [24].
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The chemical composition of the investigated SiOC samples is summarized in Table 1. It is

evident that the phase separation has no significant influence on the chemical composition (compare

sample C1–SiOC–1100 and C1–SiOC–1600). As previously proven by the 29Si MAS NMR spectra

of samples C1–SiOC and C12–SiOC, which were prepared at 1600 ◦C [25,26], and the XRD patterns

and Raman spectra of the studied samples shown in Figures 1 and 2, the hot-pressed samples can

be considered as glass ceramics consisting of an amorphous silica matrix in which nano-sized β-SiC

particles and a segregated carbon phase are dispersed. On the other hand, samples prepared at 1100 ◦C

show a different microstructure. They are fully X-ray amorphous SiOC glasses, and exhibit SiO4−xCx

mixed-bonds tetrahedra [3]. Consequently, the phase composition of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics

can be estimated by considering the absence of C–O bonds in SiOC materials [1]. In the case of SiOC

glasses, molar fractions of SiC and SiO2 can be regarded as the amount of Si–C and Si–O bonds,

respectively. The segregated carbon content increased from a very limited amount in C1–SiOC–1600

(i.e., ca. 0.1 vol %) to a rather large fraction in C17–SiOC–1600 (i.e., ca. 17.4 vol %). The volume fraction

of SiC was comparable in C1–SiOC–1600 and C16–SiOC–1600 (16.8 and 18.3 vol %, respectively), and

only slightly lower in C12–SiOC–1600 (i.e., 12.3 vol %). Sample C17–SiOC–1600 has a significantly

higher amount of SiC in comparison to the other samples, i.e., 29.1 vol %.

Table 1. Empirical formulae and phase compositions of the silicon oxide carbide (SiOC) samples used

in this study [1].

Sample Composition SiO2 (mol %) SiC (mol %) Cfree (mol %) SiO2 (vol %) SiC (vol %) Cfree (vol %)

C1–SiOC–1100 SiO1.38C0.32 68.1 1
± 1.1 30.7 1

± 2.3 1.2 1
± 2.9 - - -

C1–SiOC–1600 SiO1.41C0.30 70.2 ± 0.5 29.3 ± 2.1 0.5 ± 2.7 83.1 ± 0.4 16.8 ± 1.2 0.1 ± 0.7
C12–SiOC–1600 SiO1.50C0.71 51.3 ± 0.3 17.2 ± 1.4 31.5 ± 1.7 75.7 ± 0.4 12.3 ± 1.0 11.9 ± 0.7
C16–SiOC–1600 SiO1.27C0.97 39.6 ± 1.1 22.8 ± 1.7 37.6 ± 1.7 65.7 ± 1.9 18.3 ± 1.3 16.0 ± 0.7
C17–SiOC–1600 SiO0.94C1.13 29.5 ± 0.5 33.1 ± 1.4 37.4 ± 1.5 53.5 ± 0.9 29.1 ± 1.2 17.4 ± 0.7

1 Molar fractions of silicon carbides (SiC) and SiO2 can be regarded as the amount of Si–C and Si–O bonds, respectively.
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of the hot-pressed SiOC glass ceramics.

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to investigate carbon-containing materials. The first order

Raman spectrum of sp2 carbon exhibits a band of E2g symmetry that relates to the bond stretching of

sp2 carbon pairs that are contained in rings or chains. This band is called G band, and appears at around

1575–1595 cm−1. Disordered or nanostructured carbon-based materials exhibit additional bands in

their first order Raman spectrum, such as: a band of A1g symmetry, which relates to the breathing

modes of sp2 carbon atoms within rings (the so-called D band; its position depends on the laser
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wavelength; ca. 1350 cm−1 at 514.5 nm); a band related to C–C sp3 vibrations (ca. 1150–1200 cm−1; can

be observed upon UV laser excitation); a D'' band (ca. 1500 cm−1), which relates to amorphous carbon;

and a D' band (ca. 1620 cm−1). Further important features in the Raman spectrum of disordered

carbon materials are the two-dimensional (2D) band (λ ≈ 2500–2800 cm−1) and the D + G band

(λ ≈ 2900 cm−1), representing overtone and combinational modes, respectively [27].

Besides C1–SiOC–1100, which is lacking any bands in the Raman spectrum (not shown), and is

suffering from large fluorescence, all of the samples that were hot-pressed at 1600 ◦C showed rather

similar Raman spectra, and revealed the typical features of a disordered sp2-hybridized segregated

carbon phase, as shown in Figure 2.

This can be further illustrated by the comparison of some calculated graphitization indicators.

The ratio between the D and the G bands gives information about the lateral crystal size La of the

individual domains of the segregated carbon phase, which can be estimated by using the equation

given in Cançado et al. [28] (Equation (1)). Similarly, the average inter-defect distance, LD, can be

calculated from Equation (2) [29].

La(nm) = 2.4·10−10
·λL

4
·

(

AD

AG

)−1

(1)

LD
2
(

nm2
)

= 1.8·10−9
·λL

4
·

(

AD

AG

)−1

(2)

with λL being the laser wavelength in nm, as well as AD and AG representing the integrated area of

the D band and the G band, respectively. Larouche et al. defined the value Leq, which describes the

average continuous carbon precipitate size, including tortuosity [30], and can be calculated from the

ratio A2D/AD, as shown in Equation (3).

Leq(nm) = 77.0648·

(

A2D

AD

)

(3)

The values for La, LD, and Leq are listed in Table 2. No significant difference is observed for

the investigated SiOC glass ceramics. Thus, it is concluded that the segregated carbon phase has

a comparable degree of graphitization for all of the SiOC glass ceramics, independently of their

chemical composition, as already shown by Roth et al. for SiOC samples prepared at 1600 ◦C with an

intermediate amount of segregated carbon [31]. The average lateral crystal size is in the same range as

the mean inter-defect distance. The equivalent size Leq is only slightly larger than La, indicating that the

carbon precipitates are nanoscaled. Moreover, the width of the D and G bands ranges between 40 and

50 cm−1, which is close to the values known for glassy carbon (wD = 52.7 cm−1; wG = 56.1 cm−1) [32].

Table 2. Indicators for the degree of graphitization of the segregated carbon phase in the prepared

SiOC glass ceramics.

Sample Csegregated (vol %) AD/AG La (nm) Ld (nm) Leq (nm)

C1–SiOC–1600 0.1 ± 0.7 4.868 ± 1.074 7.9 ± 1.7 7.7 ± 0.8 10.0 ± 0.5
C12–SiOC–1600 11.9 ± 0.8 4.215 ± 0.251 9.2 ± 0.6 8.3 ± 0.3 11.0 ± 0.7
C16–SiOC–1600 16.0 ± 0.7 4.121 ± 0.521 9.5 ± 1.3 8.4 ± 0.6 11.6 ± 3.3
C17–SiOC–1600 17.4 ± 0.7 4.998 ± 0.340 7.5 ± 0.5 7.5 ± 0.2 10.1 ± 0.6

The skeletal density of SiOC increased upon phase separation, as shown in Table 3 by the

comparison of the values for C1–SiOC–1100 and C1–SiOC–1600, whereas the chemical composition

does not strongly affect the density of SiOC glass ceramics.
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Table 3. Skeletal density and volume fractions of porosity in the SiOC samples investigated in this

study. The density of silica is taken from Renlund et al. [13] and indicated for the sake of comparison.

Sample Composition Skeletal Density (g/cm3) Open Porosity (vol %) Closed Porosity (vol %)

Vitreous Silica SiO2 2.20 - -
C1–SiOC–1100 SiO1.38C0.32 2.28 0.3 -
C1–SiOC–1600 SiO1.41C0.30 2.38 0 -
C12–SiOC–1600 SiO1.50C0.71 2.31 0 -
C16–SiOC–1600 SiO1.27C0.97 2.34 0 -
C17–SiOC–1600 SiO0.94C1.13 2.33 1.6 7.0

All of the monolithic samples prepared in this study, except C17–SiOC–1600, are fully dense

and crack-free, as evidenced by the measurements of the open and closed porosity (cf. Table 3), as

well as scanning electron microscopy (SEM). C17–SiOC–1600 reveals only little open porosity (i.e.,

1.6 vol %), but comprises ca. 7 vol % closed porosity, as determined by helium pycnometry. Thus,

apart from C17–SiOC–1600, the samples are suitable for measuring the intrinsic thermal properties of

SiOC glasses and glass ceramics. For C17–SiOC–1600, values are expected to be underdetermined due

to the presence of closed porosity [33].

3.2. Thermal Properties of SiOC Glasses and Glass Ceramics

The thermal expansion and specific heat capacity of SiOC glass and glass ceramics were assessed.

Moreover, the thermal diffusivity was measured, and used to rationalize the thermal conductivity

in the studied samples. The temperature-dependent thermal conductivity λ(T) can be calculated

according to Equation (4):

λ(T) = α(T)·Cp(T)·ρ(T) (4)

where α(T) is the temperature-dependent thermal diffusivity, Cp(T) is the temperature-dependent

specific heat capacity, and ρ(T) is the temperature-dependent density. At temperatures exceeding

900 ◦C, values for the specific heat capacity and thermal diffusivity were extrapolated (neglecting

possible glass transitions). For the sample C1–SiOC–1100, the phase separation starting at

approximately 1200 ◦C [7] was neglected upon extrapolation. In the following, the results of the

multimethod approach used for the rationalization of the thermal transport in silicon oxide carbide are

described and discussed.

The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) values determined for the SiOC glass ceramics between

100–1000 ◦C (Figure 3 and Table 4) are nearly one order of magnitude higher in comparison to that of

vitreous silica (CTE = 5.7 × 10–7 K–1, [14]), but are still very low. They are close to the values reported

by Renlund et al. [13] (CTE = 3.14 × 10–6 K–1) for a SiOC glass ceramic with a composition similar

to that of C12–SiOC–1600. For SiOC glass ceramics, the thermal expansion increased as the carbon

content increased. This is in agreement with pyrolytic carbon and β-SiC having larger CTE values of

4–6 × 10−6 K−1 [34] and 4.3–4.9 × 10–6 K–1 [35], respectively. The thermal expansion of C1–SiOC–1100

was already investigated by Rouxel et al. [14], and determined to be 3.12 × 10–6 K–1. This is very close

to the value of 3.23 × 10–6 K–1 determined in this study, and consequently higher in comparison to

that of C1–SiOC–1600. Thus, the phase separation of silicon oxide carbides leads to a decrease in their

thermal expansion, following the lower value for vitreous silica. Upon the incorporation of additional

carbon, the CTE of the silicon oxide carbide glass ceramics can be raised again to the values of the

SiOC glass (cf. C1–SiOC–1100 vs. C17–SiOC–1600, both with a CTE value of 3.23 × 10–6 K–1). This

proves the possibility of adjusting/tailoring the thermal properties of SiOC materials by altering the

content of their segregated carbon phase.
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Figure 3. Thermal expansion of a SiOC glass and SiOC glass ceramics. The heating rate during the

dilatometric experiments was 5 K/min.

Table 4. Coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) values of SiOC glass and glass ceramics in the

temperature range between 100–1000 ◦C. CTEHT represents the thermal expansion coefficient between

Tg and 1300 ◦C.

Sample Composition CTE (10−6 K−1) CTEHT (10−6 K−1)

C1–SiOC–1100 SiO1.38C0.32 3.23 -
C1–SiOC–1600 SiO1.41C0.30 1.84 4.41

C12–SiOC–1600 SiO1.50C0.71 2.02 4.87
C16–SiOC–1600 SiO1.27C0.97 3.09 5.29
C17–SiOC–1600 SiO0.94C1.13 3.23 -

At higher temperatures, samples C1–SiOC–1600, C12–SiOC–1600, and C16–SiOC–1600 reveal an

increase in the values for CTE (cf. CTEHT in Table 4). This behavior is also known in the literature

for other glass systems [36,37]. The values for CTEHT of SiOC glass ceramics are higher than the CTE

values at 100–1000 ◦C by a factor of ca. 2. This increase in the CTE values has to be considered when

anticipating applications of SiOC materials at temperatures beyond 1000 ◦C.

For the calculation of the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity, knowledge of the

temperature-dependent densities of the SiOC materials is necessary. These can be calculated from the

CTEs under the assumption of isotropic expansion, as expected for amorphous materials. Furthermore,

it has to be noted that the influence of the temperature on the density of SiOC is small due to the low

thermal expansion.

All of the SiOC glass ceramics except C17–SiOC–1600 showed a monotonic expansion, followed

by an increase in the slope at higher temperatures. From this kink, the glass transition temperature

Tg can be estimated by the intersection of the linear slopes to the left and right of the kink. They

were determined to be 1060 ◦C for C1–SiOC–1600, 1157 ◦C for C12–SiOC–1600, and 1171 ◦C for

C16–SiOC–1600. The values for Tg were approximately 140–170 ◦C lower than those derived from the

temperature dependence of the shear viscosity obtained via compression creep measurements (data not

shown), and even lower than those reported for vitreous silica (i.e., ~1190 ◦C depending on the amount

of impurities [38]). Within this context, it should be mentioned that in various studies, the impact of the

applied pressure in the dilatometer on the determined Tg value has been considered to be significant,

and thus, a high mechanical load during the dilatometry experiments was shown to lead to relatively

low Tg values (as with respect to values determined by other methods), while the values of the CTE

remain unbiased [39]. As the focus of the present study was the accurate determination of the thermal

expansion, the specimens were thoroughly fixed in the dilatometer (load of 0.25 N, corresponding to
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0.02 MPa). Consequently, the determined Tg values were considered as being altered by the mechanical

load used, and were thus less accurate than those determined from creep experiments [25,26,40].

An additional parameter that can be determined from the thermal expansion curve is the

dilatometric softening point corresponding to the maximum of the dilatometric curve, and to a

viscosity of ca. 1010 Pa·s. Among the SiOC glass ceramics studied, such a maximum is visible for

samples C1–SiOC–1600 at 1220 ◦C, and for C17–SiOC–1600 at 1300 ◦C, which is again significantly

lower than those derived from the shear viscosities. Similar to Tg, the dilatometric softening point was

dependent on the applied pressure for fixing the samples inside the dilatometer [39]. With increasing

pressure, the dilatometric softening point was shifted to lower temperatures. Moreover, the value

determined for sample C17–SiOC–1600 was considered as being biased by a slight densification due

the elimination of the residual porosity.

C1–SiOC–1100 showed a monotonic increase in the thermal expansion up to 1070 ◦C. At higher

temperatures, a rapid shrinkage was observed, as already described by Rouxel et al. [14] for the same

SiOC glass composition. The C1–SiOC–1100 specimen investigated in this study was slightly bent after

the measurement, most probably due to viscous flow. However, the measured specimen was very thin

(0.7 mm), and the softening point was considered as being biased, as Euler’s critical load is dependent

on the second moment of area [41]. Consequently, neither the glass transition temperature nor the

softening point could be evaluated for sample C1–SiOC–1100.

The evolution of the specific heat capacity with the increasing temperature of the SiOC materials

and glassy carbon is shown in Figure 4. The values were in the range as expected for ceramics, and

rather similar to those known for vitreous silica [42] and β-SiC [43]. The temperature dependence of

the specific heat capacity of samples with low contents of carbidic carbon (C1–SiOC and C12–SiOC)

resembled that of vitreous silica, whereas that of the samples with a higher carbidic carbon content

(C16–SiOC and C17–SiOC) resembled that of β-SiC, revealing a steeper slope in their linear range.

C1–SiOC–1100 showed a nearly identical behavior to vitreous silica, up to ca. 700 ◦C. The phase

separation lead to a decrease in the specific heat capacity, probably due to the increase in density

during this process (cf. Table 3), as evidenced by the comparison of C1–SiOC–1100 and C1–SiOC–1600.

On the other hand, an increase in the specific heat capacity could be observed for C12–SiOC–1600,

C16–SiOC–1600, and C17–SiOC–1600, with no significant differences at 1000 ◦C. The similar molar

masses and densities of the three investigated SiOC glass ceramics was considered to be the main

reason for the nearly identical specific heat capacities at 1000 ◦C.Materials     x FOR PEER REVIEW     of   
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Figure   Temperature‐dependent  specific heat  capacities of  SiOC glasses  and glass  ceramics  ( ). 
Points represent the measured values  the solid lines represent eye guidelines. The inset details the 
specific heat capacities in the temperature range of   °C to   °C. The values for gl ssy carbon 
[44], vitreous silica [42], and  ‐SiC [43] are plotted for comp rison (b). 

Figure   summarizes the therm l diffusivity of the investigated SiOC glass and glass ceramics. 
The low carbon‐cont ining SiOC glass ceramics revealed comparable values to fused silic  [45]  The 
thermal  diffusivity  in  SiOC  incre sed  as  the  amounts  of  segregated  carbon  increased.  This 
observation  matched  the  higher  thermal  diffusivity  values  for  glassy  carbon  of    cm /s  to 

 cm /s in the temperature range between   °C [44]  However  the amount of c rbidic carbon 
(i.e., volume fraction of  ‐SiC) additionally seemed to have an important influence. This is expressed 
by the comparison of C 6–SiOC  and C17–SiOC–1  as their amount of segregated carbon was 
comparable; however, their thermal diffusivities were significantly different. It is conceivable that the 
comparably  high  values  of C17–SiOC  were  resulting  from  the  higher  amount  of  ‐SiC  (cf. 
Table 1)   which  showed  significantly  higher  therm l  diffusivity  values  of    cm /s  at  room 
temperature [46]  

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Temperature-dependent specific heat capacities of SiOC glasses and glass ceramics (a). Points

represent the measured values; the solid lines represent eye guidelines. The inset details the specific

heat capacities in the temperature range of 400 ◦C to 1000 ◦C. The values for glassy carbon [44], vitreous

silica [42], and β-SiC [43] are plotted for comparison (b).

Figure 5 summarizes the thermal diffusivity of the investigated SiOC glass and glass

ceramics. The low carbon-containing SiOC glass ceramics revealed comparable values to fused

silica [45]. The thermal diffusivity in SiOC increased as the amounts of segregated carbon increased.

This observation matched the higher thermal diffusivity values for glassy carbon of 0.05 cm2/s to

0.044 cm2/s in the temperature range between 20–700 ◦C [44]. However, the amount of carbidic carbon

(i.e., volume fraction of β-SiC) additionally seemed to have an important influence. This is expressed

by the comparison of C16–SiOC–1600 and C17–SiOC–1600, as their amount of segregated carbon

was comparable; however, their thermal diffusivities were significantly different. It is conceivable

that the comparably high values of C17–SiOC–1600 were resulting from the higher amount of β-SiC

(cf. Table 1), which showed significantly higher thermal diffusivity values of 0.809 cm2/s at room

temperature [46].Materials     x FOR PEER REVIEW     of   
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from Kanamori et al. [45]  

Interestingly,  sample  C1–SiOC   showed  lower  values  for  the  thermal  diffusivity  in 
comparison to the phase‐separated SiOC glass ceramics, as well as to fused silica (see Figure 5)  Two 
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Figure 5. Thermal diffusivity of SiOC glass and glass ceramics. The data points represent the values

measured, while the solid lines represent guidelines for the eyes. The data for fused silica are taken

from Kanamori et al. [45].
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Interestingly, sample C1–SiOC–1100 showed lower values for the thermal diffusivity in

comparison to the phase-separated SiOC glass ceramics, as well as to fused silica (see Figure 5).

Two aspects are considered here: (i) SiOC glasses prepared at 1000–1100 ◦C are known to possess a

significant amount of hydrogen [10], and most probably a significant content of dangling bonds. These

are expected to act as phonon scatterers; (ii) the unique network architecture of the SiOC glass, which

was shown to be characterized by a low mass fractal dimension (~2.5) [1], was also considered to be an

important reason for the reduced thermal diffusivity in SiOC glass. It was shown in numerous papers

that fractal networks (such as silicate-based or vitreous silica) show anomalous behavior with respect

to heat transport, and that this is correlated to their fractal architecture [47–49]. However, it is still not

clear whether and to which extent the mass fractal dimension of a network alters its thermal transport.

Thus, additional and more detailed theoretical and experimental investigations are needed for our

silicon oxide carbide glasses and glass ceramics in order to elucidate this aspect.

Based on the thermal diffusivity data determined for glassy SiOC (C1–SiOC–1100), as well as the

comparison with its phase-separated analogous material (C1–SiOC–1600), it can be concluded that the

phase separation in SiOC leads to higher values of thermal diffusivity. This is an obvious effect, if we

assume that the network architecture of the silica matrix in SiOC glass ceramics is comparable to vitreous

silica. Furthermore, at a synthesis temperature of 1600 ◦C, significantly lower values of hydrogen in the

resulting SiOC glass ceramics were present, as evidenced by Soraru et al. and Brequel et al. [3,10].

The thermal conductivity was calculated according to Equation (1) using the thermal properties

presented above. Figure 6 summarizes the thermal conductivities obtained for the SiOC glass and glass

ceramics. The values for C17–SiOC–1600 were corrected with respect to their open and closed porosity,

as porosity reduced the thermal transport [33]. The impact of the open porosity was corrected in a first

step. For materials with small fractions of open porosity (<10 vol %), the relation developed by Loeb [50]

(cf. Equation (5)) was reported to yield appropriate values for their effective thermal conductivity [33]. As

a second step, the impact of the closed porosity was corrected using the Maxwell–Eucken equation [51]

(cf. Equation (6)). This equation was reported to appropriately taking into account fractions of < 15 vol %

of closed porosity that are homogeneously dispersed in a solid matrix [33].

λe f f = λs

(

1 − vp

)

(5)

λe f f = λs
λp + 2λs + 2vp

(

λp − λs

)

λp + 2λs − vp

(

λp − λs

) (6)
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values measured; the solid lines are a guide for the eyes. The standard deviation is taken as the relative

standard deviation according to the thermal diffusivity measurements. Data for fused silica and for

amorphous carbon are taken from Cahill [52] and Ho et al. [53], respectively.
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In the above equations, λeff is the effective thermal conductivity of the porous sample, λs is the

thermal conductivity of the solid pore-free sample, λp is the thermal conductivity through the pores,

and vp is the volume fraction of the pores. λp is expected to be negligible.

Among all of the studied samples, the glassy SiOC material (C1–SiOC–1100) showed the lowest

thermal conductivity, whereas the phase-separated low carbon-containing SiOC glass ceramic sample

(C1–SiOC–1600) showed values very similar to vitreous silica [52] (Figure 6). As the content of

segregated carbon increased in the SiOC glass ceramics, the thermal conductivity was observed to

increase. This is probably due to the higher thermal conductivity value of the segregated carbon

present in the materials. For instance, amorphous carbon [53] exhibited values in the range of the

high carbon-containing SiOC glass ceramics up to 800 ◦C (C16–SiOC–1600 and C17–SiOC–1600),

and reached values of ca. 3.18 W/(m·K) at 1000 ◦C. Interestingly, the thermal conductivity of

C17–SiOC–1600 was significantly higher than that of C16–SiOC–1600, despite there being a comparable

content of segregated carbon present in both samples (i.e., 16 vs. 17 vol %). The reason for

this remarkable difference is considered to rely on the different content of the nanoscaled silicon

carbide phase present in the mentioned samples. As crystalline β-SiC exhibited comparatively

large thermal conductivities of 178.2 W/(m·K) [46], the increased volume fraction of silicon carbide

in C17–SiOC–1600 may indeed be the reason for its higher thermal conductivity, as compared

to C16–SiOC–1600.

The only available data on the temperature-dependent thermal transport in SiOC-based materials

in the literature has been shown and discussed in Gurlo et al. [21]. It was stated that the thermal

transport in multiphasic SiOC materials (i.e., glassy SiOC with additional segregated carbon or SiOC

glass ceramics containing segregated carbon and additional disperse phases such as silicon carbide)

should be governed by the percolating phases [21] present in their microstructures. In the case study

mentioned [21], and for our sample C1–SiOC–1600, the only percolating phase was the glassy silica

matrix. Sample C12–SiOC was close to the percolation threshold of segregated carbon, as recently

evidenced by Roth et al. via electrical conductivity measurements [31]. For C16–SiOC–1600 and

C17–SiOC–1600, a percolating path of the segregated carbon phase was expected to be present due to

its higher volume fraction. Indeed, samples C12–SiOC–1600 to C17–SiOC–1600 exhibited an increase

of the thermal conductivity as the segregated carbon content increased, getting closer to the typical

values for amorphous carbon. However, this increase did not scale linearly with the amount of

segregated carbon. A varying degree of ordering (i.e., graphitization) of the segregated carbon phase

in the different SiOC glass ceramics can be ruled out, as evidenced by the Raman spectroscopy data

presented above (Table 2). Sample C17–SiOC–1600 revealed a significantly higher thermal conductivity,

which was most probably due to the higher content of β-SiC nanoparticles, as discussed already for

the thermal diffusivity. Consequently, a simple Maxwell–Garnett model [54,55] for the description

of its thermal conductivity, where a thermal interaction of dispersed particles is ignored, may be not

suitable for sample C17–SiOC–1600.

There are several models proposed in the literature for the calculation of the effective thermal

conductivity of composite materials at different border conditions. As already pointed out, a percolating

phase is expected to behave differently than an isolated phase, and for our samples, both situations have

to be considered. Kingery pointed out that for a two-phase system, the effective thermal conductivity

depends on the conductivity of both phases (regardless whether they are continuous or not), and on

their distribution [56]. However, a continuous phase dominates the effective thermal conductivity of

the composite [56]. For composites with more than one continuous phase, i.e., interpenetrating phase

composites (IPC), the description of the effective thermal conductivity is more complex. However,

upon the comparison of a model developed for liquid-phase sintered Cu/W IPCs, a linear dependence

of the effective thermal conductivity on the volume fractions of the interpenetrating phases may be

expected [57]. This model seems to fit our samples well, as in the model, copper as the high conducting

phase (and in our samples, the segregated carbon phase) has lower volume fractions than the lower

conducting phase tungsten (in our samples, glassy SiO2). This is especially important, as the different
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models for the effective thermal conductivity of composites yield different results depending on which

phase (isolated, continuous, etc.) is the higher or lower conducting phase [58].

Sample C1–SiOC–1600 consisted of ca. 83 vol % glassy SiO2 and ca. 17 vol % dispersed

particles (β-SiC). The continuous phase was the glassy SiO2 matrix. For sample C12–SiOC–1600,

the glassy SiO2 matrix was forming a continuous phase, and the segregated carbon was expected

to form at least partially percolating paths. The effective thermal conductivities of both of these

material mixtures (C1–SiOC–1600, C12–SiOC–1600) have been computed by means of a first-order

computational homogenization scheme. The SiC inclusions and the segregated carbon phase have

been approximated by spherical particles with a diameter of 5 nm, and by rods with dimensions of

10 × 2 × 2 nm3, respectively. These particles were randomly placed in a sample volume of fused silica

with dimensions 100 × 100 × 100 nm3. Insertion continued until reaching the desired volume fractions

of 12.3 vol % for SiC, and 11.9 vol % for carbon for C12–SiOC–1600. Figure 7a shows a view of the

particle distribution in sample C12–SiOC–1600. A cross-section of sample C12–SiOC–1600 is given in

Figure 7b, and exhibits good agreement with the sample microstructure as observed by TEM [26,40],

particularly with respect to the interparticle spacing.Materials     x FOR PEER REVIEW     of   
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Figure 7. Modeled microstructure of sample C12–SiOC–1600: (a) three-dimensional representation of

a 100 × 100 × 100 nm3 volume and (b) two-dimensional cross-section of (a). Red spheres represent

β-SiC nanoparticles (5 nm diameter), and white rods represent the segregated carbon phase.

The effective thermal conductivity tensor was determined from the solution of a Laplace problem

with three sets of linear temperature boundary conditions, each with respect to one of the spatial

directions. The employed thermal conductivities for fused silica, SiC, and segregated carbon read

1.75 W/(m·K) [52], 5 W/(m·K) [59,60], and 2.5 W/(m·K) [53], respectively. The trace of the conductivity

tensor yielded the desired isotropic thermal conductivity of the material mixture. For sample

C12–SiOC–1600, the thermal conductivity was found to exceed that of fused silica by a factor of 1.22,

possessing a value of approximately 2.14 W/(m·K). This is significantly higher than the experimental

determined values. However, the numerical simulations were performed upon neglecting the thermal

contact resistance at the interface between the particles and the matrix. We assume that this was due

to the high total surface area of the nano-sized β-SiC particles, which summed up to a significant

total thermal contact resistance between the β-SiC particles and the matrix. As a consequence, the

values of the thermal conductivity were lowered. If the segregated carbon phase was present as a

percolating phase, its thermal conductivity had a linear impact on the effective thermal conductivity

relative to its volume fraction [57]. This concept is depicted in Figure 8 for thermal conductivity values

at 800 ◦C as a function of the volumetric amount of segregated carbon phase and β-SiC. A linear trend

line was drawn between the first percolating phase (fused silica) and the second percolating phase
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(amorphous carbon). Samples C1–SiOC–1600 and C12–SiOC–1600 both fell on this line, supporting the

linear relation between the interpenetrating phases.Materials     x FOR PEER REVIEW     of   
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Figure 8. Thermal conductivity λ of the SiOC glass ceramics investigated in this work, and of reference

materials at 800 ◦C, as a function of the segregated carbon content and the SiC content. Data for fused

silica was extrapolated from Cahill [52], and data for amorphous carbon was taken from Ho et al. [53].

Two-dimensional (2D) projections of the individual values on the xy plane and on the yz plane

are included as green and grey transparent dots, respectively. Sample C1–SiOC–1600 and sample

C12–SiOC–1600 can be effectively described as a linear mixture between the two percolating phases

(cf. trend line), namely, the glassy SiO2 matrix and the segregated carbon phase. The β-SiC particles

possibly show a slight impact for C16–SiOC–1600, and a significant impact for C17–SiOC–1600. They

are expected to have a strong contribution to the thermal transport as part of a high-λ percolating

phase consisting of segregated carbon and β-SiC. The highly schematic images of the respective

microstructures are indicated for SiOC glass ceramics at the top insets, in which the black dots represent

β-SiC, and the grey lines represent the segregated carbon phase.

C16–SiOC–1600 fell slightly off the linear trend line. However, a clear statement is difficult,

as the rather high standard deviation of the thermal conductivity of amorphous carbon hampered

the conclusions. Most probably, C16–SiOC–1600 had two percolating phases, namely, the glassy SiO2

matrix, and the segregated carbon phase. A contribution of the β-SiC nanoparticles to the percolating

carbon phase cannot be excluded. However, as the thermal conductivity of C17–SiOC–1600 is by

far higher than that expected from a linear mixture between the two percolating phases (glassy SiO2

matrix and segregated carbon phase), a contribution of the SiC nanoparticles is most probable. As

already discussed for the thermal diffusivity, the β-SiC particles are expected to be the reason for
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this steep increase, as C17–SiOC–1600 possessed almost 30 vol % β-SiC nanoparticles. Consequently,

for C17–SiOC–1600, two percolating phases were expected to be present, namely the low thermal

conductivity (low-λ) glassy SiO2 matrix, and a high-λ percolating path consisting of β-SiC and

segregated carbon (dominated by the contribution of SiC).

Gurlo et al. [21] investigated a hot-pressed material, which was synthesized from the same

polymer as sample C12–SiOC–1600 in this study, and additionally, the same chemical composition

prepared at 1100 ◦C. It is important to note that the latter sample was obtained from a self-filler process,

and the final monolith showed a considerable porosity of 12 vol %. Additionally, the self-filler technique

introduces additional grain boundaries, and consequently increases the overall interfacial thermal

resistance. The sample with the composition equivalent to C12–SiOC–1600 showed slightly lower

thermal conductivities, comparable to those reported here for C1–SiOC–1600. The sample prepared

at 1100 ◦C possessed considerably lower values of about 0.5 to 0.7 W/(m·K). Upon comparison with

samples C1–SiOC–1100 and C1–SiOC–1600 in this study, it can be concluded that the low values from

Gurlo et al. [21] are probably related to the porosity, as indicated in the study, as well as additional

grain boundaries originating from the self-filler-assisted synthesis [21].

The thermal conductivity of sample C1–SiOC–1100 from our study can be considered as being

representative of the intrinsic thermal transport of the glass matrix in SiOC glasses, as it possesses only

a very limited amount of segregated carbon and no porosity.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, the effect of the chemical/phase composition and the microstructure of

SiOC materials on their thermal properties was investigated. Values of the heat capacity, thermal

diffusivity, and thermal conductivity of glassy SiOC with no segregated carbon are similar to those

reported for vitreous silica, whereas the thermal expansion in SiOC was slightly larger than that of

silica. It is shown that the phase separation of SiOC glass leads to a rather significant decrease of

the coefficient of thermal expansion (i.e., from 3.2 × 10−6 K−1 in the glass to 1.8 × 10−6 K−1 in the

phase-separated state), and a slight increase of the thermal conductivity (i.e., from 1.5 to 1.7 W/(m·K)).

The changes in thermal expansion and thermal conductivity, which were associated with the phase

separation of the SiOC glass network, could be adjusted by tuning the content of segregated carbon

(which may be present in the glassy, as well as the phase-separated state), and of SiC nanoparticles,

which were in situ generated upon the phase separation of the SiOC glass network. Thus, fractions of

ca. 10 vol % of segregated carbon are sufficient to modify the thermal expansion of phase-separated

SiOC from 1.8 × 10−6 K−1 back to its value from the single-phase glassy state. Increasing the content

of segregated carbon (i.e., up to 12–15 vol %) and SiC nanoparticles (up to 29 vol %) in the evaluated

phase-separated SiOC glass ceramics lead to thermal conductivity values in the rage from 1.18 and

2.7 W/(m·K). It is considered that tailoring the chemical/phase composition in silicon oxide carbides

via suitable polymeric precursors and processing parameters enabled tuning their thermal properties.
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